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V Greetings to the Youth of the
Southland
C. H. Watson, President of General Conference
The Youth's Congress which convened at Collegedale, Tennessee, brought together somewhere around a thousand of our
young people of the great Southland. It was our privilege to
greet these personally, and to share with them the enjoyment
and blessings of the congress. The sincere interest- of these
young people in all the proceedings, the fine spirit which they
manifested in discussion of their problems, the helpful attitude
which they sustained toward the great work of the denomination, and their evident desire to do a full part in finishing the
work, were very inspiring to the hearts of older people who
were there.
The meeting was well led by those who were responsible for
its conduct, but nothing like the fine order which marked its
proceedings could have been secured without the willing cooperation which the entire body of young people gave.
When we think of the part that these youth must take in
finishing the work, and remember that many of them must be
prepared to take leadership in the movement, we take courage
from what we have observed at this aongress of their devotion
and sincere purpose. May God greatly bless them in the consecration of their youth to His cause and service. Again we
greet them and all our young people of the Southland, assuring
them that God is able to make all grace abound toward them,
that they always having all sufficiency in all things, may
abound to every good work.
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A Succeujul Congre.r.r

At this writing the first union-wide
Youth's Congress ever held in North
America is just closing. It was held in
the buildings and in tents pitched on
the campus of our beloved Southern
Junior College.
Large delegations of
Adventist young people were present
from each of the eight States composing
the Southern Union Conference.
Fully one thousand young people,
including about forty or fifty of the
younger workers, and all of the conference officials attended the congress. We
were happy to see many church school
teachers present, together with hundreds
of the Missionary Volu n teer officers and
leaders throughout our union.
The General Conference sent valuable
help in the persons of Elders Watson,
Montgomery, Kern and Bond, Elder
Anderson of Africa, Miss Lora E. Clement, editor of the Youth's Instructor, aad
Miss Lizzie Gregg of the Home Study
Institute. A number of represen tatives
from the other union conferences of
North America were also in attendance.
We were happy to have with us Professor Sheldon of the Mount Vernon
Academy in the Lake Union, Dr. Wilkinson, Professor Neff, and President Hamilton of the Washington Missionary College,
of the Columbia Union.
Professor A. W. Peterson had the daily
program and the details of the congress
carefully planned and well o rgan ized
beforehand.
The management of the
Southern Junior College was equal to
the great u ndertaking of rooming and
the serving of good meals to the l;,.rge
delegation.
The congress proved to be a thrilling
one from the beginning to the end. The
young people took part in the discussion
of the various problems that came up

for consideration in a most wholehearted
way.
The music was supplied by the various
organizations of the College such as the
Band and Orchestra, under the efficient
leadership of Professor Edwards, the
Chorus led by Miss Stephenson, and a
number of solos, quartets and duets
sung by workers and delegates. Professor
and Mrs. Haussler had charge of the
congregational singing.
The youth of the Southern Union have
so thoroughly enjoyed this congress and
have recognized in it the very thing they
have been longing for for years that
they unanimously requested that definite
plans be laid to hold a youth' s congress
once a year somewhere in the territory of
the Southern Union, if at all possible .
A large number of the delegates in
attend ance were former students of
Southern Junior College.
They were
very happy to once more visit their
Alma Mater.
It was a wond erful inspiration to see
such a large number of the promising
young people of the South assemble in a
four-day session, giving earnest study to
the solving of the problems that will
enable them to square their Christian
life with the demands made upon them
by the modern age in which we live. We
believe the inspiration and h elpfulness
of this congress will be felt throughout
the entire union, and we are happy to
know that the territory served by our
Southern Junior College has had the
privilege of conducting the first unionwide Youth's Congress ever held in North
America. We trust that many of those
who had the privilege of spending four
days here at Collegedale will find it
possible to return and join the large student body that will make up the College
family for the school year 1933- 1934.
S. A. Ruskjer,
President of Southern Union Conference.

The Soul hi and Scro ll
Mi.s.s Lo ra E. Clement
Tal!c.s It 0 '()er With U.s
Mere words cannot express the personal
pleasure it has given me to attend this
Youth' s Congress, and to meet personally
the almost one thousand Southern young
people present.
Every meeting has been a n inspiration.
It is a wonderful satisfaction in these
days of uncertainty and lowering ideals,
to know of a certainty that there is such
a group of earnest Christian Missionary
Volunteers, who are willing, not only to
face their problems, but to look them
squarely in the eye, discuss them together
frankly and helpfully, and then highly
resolve, as you have done, that come what
may you will stand staunch and true to
God and to the very highest standards of
Christian youth.
As I have visited with you individually,
and followed with keen interest your
crowded program, I have thought again
and again of the young sailor lad, who
was training for Uncle Sam's service at
our naval station up north on the Great
Lakes.
One day while on leave he was walking
up the street in Chicago, and suddenly
remembered a request of his mother. She
had written asking him to go, if possible
while in the city, to see a very wonderful
picture which was on exhibition.
To
please her he followed this suggestion, and
soon stood before Munkacsy' s matchless
painting of Christ before Pilate.
He had swaggered in wearing his hat.
But as he looked, his hat came off. As
minutes passed, tears came into his eyes
and rolled down his cheeks. Finally, in
a broken voice he said : "Oh, Man of
Galilee, if you have anything really hard
to do anywhere, won't you let me do it?"
It has seemed to me that this is the
spirit which possesses the Seventh-day
Adventist youth of our beautiful South-
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land.
And as you stand "ready for
servtce lowly or great" may Heaven ' s
richest blessing be yours .
Lora E. Clement.

A Going Concern
Some one recently said that "youth is
the world's greatest going concern."
This is especially true of the large army
of young men and young women whl1
have chosen as their aim, "The Advent
Message to all the world in this generation" -an army now ninety thousand
strong.
Never before in the world' s
history has there been so large a number
of Christian youth who have banded
themselves together to undertake such
an important task, or to assume such
tremendous responsibilities.
As approximately one thousand representative youth from the Southern
Union Con ference territory assembled
on the campus of Southern junior College,
and g rappled together with their problems, it was very apparent that this
section of our world organization was
fully determined to bear its share of
the burdens.
"First things" were made first in their
discussions, and careful consid eration
was given to the question of how to meet
God's ideals in all the experiences of
life. It was int eresting to note that after
these earnest youth had through their
discu ssions come to conclusions, in every
instance their opinions were in perfect
accord with the counsels that have come
to us through the Bible and the Spirit
of Prophecy .
It is confidently believed ·that this
Youth's Congress, which marks the beginning of such union confe rence gatherings for North America, will prove a
great insp iration and blessing, not only
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to the young people of this union, but
throughout the entire field.
It was indeed a great privilege to attend this congress; one which will long
be remembered by all who were present.
The broadened v1s1on and deepened
consecration, the spirit of fellowship and
new friendships, the better understanding
between youth and the youth's leaders
will all have their effect in helping the
Missionary Volunteers of the South to
achieve their aim. C. Lester Bond,
Associate Sec'y M. V. Dept. of the
General Conference.

To Tho.se Who Were
Left 'Behin d
To that great company of Seventh-day
Adventist youth scattered throughout
the vast area comprising the Southern
Union Conference, who could not be
with us in our Youth's Congress but who
were here in spirit, I bring a message
from the young people who gathered at

Collegedale for four wonderful days in a
great Youth's Congress. This is their
greeting to you : "We hereby send hearty
greetings to our many young people
in the Southland who are not privileged
to meet with us here, but who love
this same Message as truly as we and
who, with us, have pledged themselves
to carry the Gospel to all the world in
this generation ." You were in our minds
constantly as we studied and discussed
those fundamental problems which press
for solution in the experience of all
young people.
The congress was an opportunity unmatched in the experience of the young
people of the Southern Union Conference.
Elder C. H. Watson, president of the
General Conference; Elder 0. Montgomery, vice president of the General Conference; Elder M. E. Kern, associate
secretary of the General Conference;
Elder C. L. Bond, associate secretary of
the young people's department of the
General Conference; Miss Lora E. Clement, editor of the Youth's Instructor;
and Elder W. H. Anderson, forty years

Panoramic View of Youth's Congn

May 22Collegedale
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a miSSionary to Africa, besides our own
splendid men in our own field, brought
messages to inspire our hearts, to enlarge
our vision, to deepen our consecration to
our beloved Advent message, and to
help us to come to decisions which must
influence our whole future life. God came
near to speak to our hearts.
Young people from Miami on the Gulf
greeted other young people from Louisville on the Ohio, and young people from
Memphis on the Mississippi fraternized
with youth from the Carolinas. It was a
time of fellowship as well as a time of
study. And that was as it should be, for
the campus of Southern junior College
is the very proper meeting place for
the youth of the Southern Union. The
influence of this great meeting will make
itself felt for a long time to come in
greater coura~;e, in greater loyalty to
our noble standards and fine ideals, and
in whole-hearted service for the Master.
The youth of the Southern Union are
marching shoulder to shoulder in the
Advent movement. Alfred W . Peterson,
Secretary for the !::outhern Ur ion Conf.

*s; held at Southern Junior College

l5. 1933
Tennessee

s

Alumni A.s.sociation
Meetinli
The Alumni Association of South~:~•
junior College met in its annual reunion
Sunday, May 21, 1933. About seventyfive members were present.
In the absence of the association
president, President Klooster called the
meeting to order. A committee on nominations and plans was appointed from
the floor . The members of the committee
were as follows : Carol Randall, Edythe
Stephenson, Leslie Butterfield, Walter
Clark, and Jesse Cowdrick. While this
committee deliberated, the annual reunion was held .
The officers recommended by the
committee and voted by the assembly
for the ensuing year are as follows: president, George N . Fuller; vice president,
Mrs. W. B. Clark; secretary, Margaret
Perkins; treasurer, Clyde Franz.
Among the suggestions which the
committee presented to the body, and
which were voted by them, are the
following : ( I ) That two scholarships,
each of $50, be given to students who
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have attended Southern junior College
at least one year, whose character,
scholarship, promise of becoming a
worker, and financial need, would warrant
such a gift, these scholarships to be
taken from the funds on hand in the
treasury. (2) That a committee be appointed to draw up a charter for the
Alumni Association.
The $50 scholarships were presented
to Leta Harding and Donald Payne.
The committee on charter, consisting
of Nannie Mae Smith, Carolyn Lewis,
Leslie Butterfield, Robert Pierson, and
Jesse Cowdrick, met the next day for
its work, and on Thursday presented its
report to the association. The charter
was adopted, and will be pub lished in the
near future in the Southland Scroll.
It is the belie:£ of those who attended
the recent meetings of the Association
that it has had a re-birth, and that its
functions will in the future have a very
telling influence in drawing together all
the graduates of the College in united
effort for the promotion of the various
projects of the Association.
Watch the Southland Scroll for
important items concerning the plans and
projects of tl,e Alumni Association.
You will not wish to fail in availing yourself of your opJ:ortunities of becoming a
member of this wide-awake organization.
Jesse Cowdrick.

How .You Can HelpS. J. C
Several helpful s uggestions were offered
al the recent Annual Alumni meeting to
the members as to how they can help the
College. They are:
1. By attending the Annual Alumni
meeting.
2. By paying !'our yearly m embership
dues without waiting for notification,
thus makinw, the scholarsh ip plan
possible.
3. By notifying the secretary of any
change in your address.

4 . By keeping in touch by means of
letters with other Alumni members,
thus engendering a good spirit in the
Association.
5. By sending all interesting and informational items of news about yourself
and family or any other former student of Sou~hern Junior College to
the editor of the Southland Scroll.
6. By making helpful suggestions to the
officers concerning the work of the
Association, that it may be conducted
in the most efficient way.
7. By speaking highly of your Alma
Mater and by upholding its standards
in the field.
8. By encouraging every promising young
person to prepare himself for more
effective work for the Lord by obtaining a Christian education at
s. j . c.

Scholar.ship.s Awarded
We take plea.sure in announcing the
scholarship students for the year 19331934.
Collegedale .......... ... Martyn Ingram
Fletcher .................. Joseph Hoyt
Memphis . . . . . . . ........ Bernice Milles
Pisgah .................... Carl Mundy
Forest Lake . ........ . ... Gladys Leitner
Fountain Head ...... . .. Robin Simmons
Gilbertown ... . .... ..... . Clayton Petty
Graysville . . ............ Lynne Sudduth
Atlanta ................... .
Miami ............... .... .
Once each year scholarsh ips are awarded
to students in our secondary schools by
the College and Southern Union Conference in the amount of $50 each, on the
basis of possibilities of leadership in denominational work as shown by special
interest in church work both at home and
at school; by superior intelligence as
indicated by pat.t school records; and by
promising per11onality.
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Commencement Exerci.re.r
The Seventeenth Annual Convocation
of Southern junior College was held
May 19-21 at Collegedale. We wish it
had been possible for all of the friends and
patrons of the College to have been present to witness this occasion. The services
were held in the big pavilion tent and were
as shown by the following program:

Con.recration
May 19, 7:30 p. m.
Processional
Invocation ........... Elder F . W. Field
Hymn ......... "Building for Eternity"
Scripture Reading and Prayer ......... .
.......... . ........ Elder N. S. Ashton
Violin Solo ..... Professor D. R. Edwards
Address ....... Professor A. W . Peterson
Vocal Duet. ........................ .
. . . . . . Edythe Stephenson, Carolyn Louis
Consecration Prayer .................. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President H.] . Klooster
Consecration Song ... Seniors and juniors
Consecration Service .. ~eniors and Juniors
Benediction .............. W . S. James

'Baccalaureate Ser'()ice
May 20, II :00 a. m.
Processional
Invocation ............ Elder R.I. Keate
Hymn ...... "How Firm A Foundation"
Prayer .................... B. H. Shaw
"Plains of Peace" ............. Barnard
Miss Edythe Stephenson, Eld. B. H. Shaw,
Professor and Mrs. J. C. Haussler
Sermon ............ Elder C. H. Watson
"Arise, Shine for thy Light Is Come"
_ ......................... MacDermid
Elder B. H. Shaw
Benediction ......... Elder H. F. Taylor

C/a.r.r Nioht 'Prooram
May 20, 8:00 p. m.
Invocation ..•............. Class Pastor
Trumpet Solo ............. N . B. White
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President's Address ... BruceT. Benjamin
Vocal Solo ...... Kathryn A. Stephenson
A Parable .................... Selected
Class Poem ............ Anne M. Boyce
Martyn C. Ingram
Class History ........... Eileen Mulford
Trumpet Duet ...................... .
.......... Bruce Benjamin, N. B. White
Address ............................ ·
"S. D. A. Youth in a Modern World"
Robert H. Pierson
Presentation of Class Gift ............ ,.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Offering to Missions)
' Ottis Walker
"Good-bye Sweet Day" ........ Vannah .
Girls' Sextette
Valedictory Address .. john P . U. McLeod
Class Song .................... ·······
. . ........... Words by Anne M. Boyce
.......... Music by Mrs. j . C. Haussler
Benediction ............... Class Pastor

Commencement 'Pro cram
Processional ......................... .
Invocation ... Professor D. C. Ludington
Hymn ..... "Father We Come To Thee"
Prayer . . . . . . . . . Elder R. G. Strickland
Vocal Solo .......... Edythe Stephenson
Address .......... Elder W . H. Anderson
"Beautiful Country" ............. Parks
Men's Glee Club
Awarding of Scholarships
Presentation of Diplomas ............. .
............... President H.] . Klooster
Benediction ....... Elder H. E. Lysinger
The Class of 1932-1933 is as follows
Motto: "Onward, Upward"
Class Colors: Old Rose and Silver"
Class Flower: Rose

Officer.r
Bruce T . Benjamin ........... President
Ottis Walker ............ Vice President
Kathryn A. Stephenson ........ Secretary
Martyn C. Ingram ........... Treasurer
Robert H. Pierson ......... Class Pastor

Valedictorian
john P . U. McLeod
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V i"he

"big tent" is doing double duty
this year.
Immediately following the
Youth's Congress the Georgia-Cumberland camp meeting convened. The first
Sabbath about fifteen hundred were
present.
Our local conference leaders
are being assisted by Elders Watson,
Bond, and Anderson of the General
Conference.
The Y.P.M.V. meetings
are under the supervision of Professor
Peterson. The children are divided into
three groups. the kindergarten, primary.
and junior. These groups are supervised
by Ruth Ingram, Coralee Russell, and
Ray Jacobs.
A spirit of earnestness
characterizes this camp meeting, and all
who have attended will return to their
homes greatly strengthened to meet the
duties and cares of everyday life.

Four of the girls from the College are
adding their names to the list which is
headed by that of Florence Nightingale:
Lyda Dickman, Dorothy Rutledge, Margaret Newman, and Frankie Johnson will
enter the nurses' course this fall at the
Florida Sanitarium.
Novella Orenduff
will enter training at the Fletcher Sanitarium.
Many W atchman M aga,zines will be
scattered over the States of Georgia and
Carolina this summer.
Here's wishing
every success to our girls who are spending
their vacation accord ing to the WatchMan-way. Doroth y Rutledge, Annette
Barrow, and Ellen Lundquist, will work
in Georgia. while Sadie Chappell and
Margaret Newman will work in the Carolinas. Watch for their reports!
After two long years away from home
Eleanor Roper, the nature lover, has
returned to Florida for a two weeks'
vacation. We know she will be radiant
with Florida sunshine when she comes
back to us.
Jones Douglass will be at S. ]. C.
again next year.
He is spending his
summer as a colporteur. Just where he
will canvass will be published later.
When Mary Lucas smiles "the world
smiles with her." We are missing her
but are glad that after she has spent the
summer working in Virginia, both she
and her sister Susannah will continue
their courses at Collegedale.
Miss Hall is visiting her Alma Mater
E. M. C., during its commencement
exercises.
She will spend the summer
with her mother at Graysville, Tennessee.

Miss Jones will spend the summer in
Memphis, Tennessee.
Miss McCuean has accepted the position as surgical nurse at the Pisgah
Sanitarium.
At home again is Miss Brown in Paris,
Tennessee.

Misses T oilman and Anderson have
gone back to Califo rnia for the summer.
Califo.rnia must be a lovely place to lure
them from the hills of Tennessee even
for their vacation.
It seems natural to see Eva Maude
Wilson back in her accustomed place in
the dormitory. She will be with us again
this summer.
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A n A LL#Round Education
Mrs. E. G. White, "Messages to Young People," p. 174
Let the youth who need an education set to work with a
determination to obtain it. Do not wait for an opening; make
one for yourself. Take hold in any small way that presents
itself. Practice economy. Do not spend your means for the
gratification of appetite or in pleasure-seeking. Be determined
to become as useful and efficient as God calls you to be. Be
thorough and faithful in whatever you undertake. Procure
every advantage within your reach for strengethning the intellect. Let the study of books be combined with useful manual
labor, and by faithful endeavor, watchfulness. and prayer,
secure the wisdom that is from above. This will give you an
all-round education. Thus you may rise in character and gain
an influence over other minds. enabling you to lead them in
the path of uprightness and holiness.
Far more might be accomplished in the work of selfeducation if we were awake to our own opportunities and
privileges. True education means more than the colleges can
give. While the study of the sciences is not to be neglected,
there is a higher training to be obtained through a vital connection with God. Let every student take his Bible, and place
himself in communion with the great Teacher. Let the mind
be trained and disciplined to wrestle with hard problems in
the search for divine truth.
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crash that extinguished the lights. One
boy, from his position upstairs in the
shop, declared that the discharge struck
the iron flag pole, and that he saw balls
of fire bounce off onto the ground. But
the scare was the only damage done.
Have you read "Counting the Cost,"
prize story by F ranees Maiden? See the
Youth'& Instructor for June 13.
Down at the broom factory they have
recently made some substantial improvements; the cement floor has been completed across the east end of the work
room; and several new machines have
been added to the equipment,-two
more "winders" and another new "stitcher." Several new workers are to be taken
on, making a force of 18 when the shop
is running full capacity.
There is a big hole in the landscape
down near the railway; the large willow
oak, pride of Collegedale, is no more.
On Friday afternoon, june 2, without
any warning, several large limbs broke
and fell; within twelve hours more other
limbs came crashing down, leaving only
about a third of the top still standing.
Over the week-end, passing trains slowed
down to make sure that the track was
clear. Then the first of the week, gangs
of men from the railway and telegraph
companies attacked the big tree with
axes and saws and pulleys, and Tuesday
afternoon it fell with a crash. And that
does leave a big vacancy in the scenery
down that way; but otherwise Collegedale is intact.
After quite a dry spell, several gentle
showers have fallen to refresh and revive
the growing crops.
However, these
showers have been accompanied by much
thunder and lightning. Late one evening
the print shop workers were startled
nearly out of their wits by a resounding

Do you wish to go to school next fall?
Or do you not know just what you should
do? Sometime during the summer you
will meet one of the following representatives of the College, either at your home
church or at camp meeting. Be sure to
take advantage of this opportunity to
help solve your problems. Professor D. C.
Ludington will attend the KentuckyTennessee camp meeting and then itinerate in the Florida Conference. Professor
j. C . Haussler will attend the AlabamaMississippi camp meeting and spend
most of the summer in that conference.
Elder B. H. Shaw will be at the Carolina
Conference camp meeting, following which
he will visit the churches of that territory.
President Klooster will spend some time
in the Kentucky-Tennessee Conference
later in the summer.
HONOR ROLL
The following students have obtained
honor roll distinction during the second
semester by maintaining an average of
B or better in all of their classes.
*Anne Boyce
Mildred Franz
*Cecil Graves
**Martyn Ingram
*Mary Lucas
*Menton Medford
Eileen Mulford
*John McLeod
*Verlie Reiber
Merle Ruskjer
..Mrs. W. E. Williams
Eleanor Roper
Mary Riley
*Average of B or more during entire
year .
._Average of A during entire year.
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At Sabbath School
Don't you wish you might have been
at Sabbath school here at Collegedale
last Sabbath? Let me tell you about it.
then. Certainly, we had an orchestrafour violins and seven wind instruments
were right in hand in good season, and
we expect others to join. Yes, fresh
flowers as usual, an immense bouquet of
larkspurs on each side of the rostrum,
and a vase of gladioli in front of the
pulpit. Thanks to Brother Ruskjer and
his assistants.
Mr. Clyde Franz, the new superintendent, was in charge. Miss Edith Thompson,
assistant secretary, read the report of
the last Be88ion. Miss Marguerite Perkins,
the new secretary, gave the missions
talk on Burma. The review of the previous lesson was given by Mr. Talmadge
Boyd. The organization of the school
into classes not being completed, the
lesson study in one big class was conducted by the assistant superintendent,
Mr. Albert Hall. The summer school
folks will, of course, unite with us in the
Sabbath school work, so we expect to
have a very interesting and profitable
school. Miss Lois Mae Clark will serve
the school as pianist, and Mr. lrad
Levering as chorister.
In the other departments, Professor
Edwards will superintend the Juniors,
with Mrs. Sowers as assistant; and Miss
Elma Roper and Miss Ruth lnsram will
have charge of the primary department.
F.W.F.

Summ•r School
According to schedule, Summer School
opened on Tuesday, June 6. A program
of studies was arranged so as to furnish
the work needed to enable our church
school teachers to advance their credits,
and secure desirable certificates as teachers. Our readers may be interested in
an outline of the work offered.
Prof. R. W. Woods is teaching Plane

Geometry, a full year's academic work;
and Educational Psychology, a threehour course for Normal students.
Miss Maxwell has classes in Principles of Education, Bible Methods,
Reading Methods, and History Methods,
all being subjects in the regular Normal
Course.
English Ill, of the College Preparatory
Course, is being offered, the teaching
work being divided between Mrs. Bertha
Coppock and F. W. Field.
'
Academic Physiology, carrying a semester's credit, is being taught by Mrs.
Edythe Williams.
The class in School Management, a
regular Normal subject, is taught by
Miss Beulah Johnson.
The Art class is taught by Professor
Woods.
As for review classes, Miss Lucille
Hoskins teaches the classes in Arithmetic
and Geography, and F. W. Field has the
class in Sight-singing.
Then of course, there is the Round
Table hour, with Miss Maxwell in charge,
when all church school teachers in attendance meet to discuss their problems
in teaching, discipline, etc.
So the work of the summer is well
organized, and the prospects are good
for a successful Be88ion.

Summer School 'R.o.st•r
The following persons have enrolled
for wOJ k in the Summer School:
Clarence D. Wellman, Banners Elk,
N. C.; Ruth Kneeland, Covington, Ky.;
Ruth Newton, High Point, N . C .; Freda
Burger, Tampa, Fla.; Beulah Johnson,
Stonewall. Ga.: 0. D. Nivison, Madison,
Tenn.: Lilas A. Price and Marjorie
Randall. Atlanta, Ga.; Nellie Ferree,
Orlando, Fla.; Bernice Soliday, Loui&ville, Ky.; Bertha Williams, Eric Lundquist, Ruth Ingram, Arline Chambers,
M111. Ollie Lockamy, M111. Ardelia Lynd,
M111. Edythe Williams, Mrs. Dollis
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Pierson. Robt. H. Pierson, of Collegedale; Thelma Wallace, Lockport, Ky.;
Mrs. Olive Jones, Candler, N. C.; Mrs.
Bertha Coppock, Fountain Head, Tenn.;
Ninette McSwain, Hattiesburg, Miss.;
Annie F. Lowe, Clanton, Ala.; Mildred
Hilderbrandt. Mobile, Ala.; Ethelwyn
Clatter, Malabar, Fla.; Mrs. Sadie
Walleker, Gilbertown, Ala. ; Coralee Russell, Graysville, Tenn.; Irene Pointek,
Palm Beach, Fla.; Mrs. Gladys Hope,
Old Fort, N. C .; Harold Sammer, Orlando, Fla.
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The 'Power of Lo1Je
"God is love," and love is the mightiest power known. And this is the power
by which the C:::rucified One draws all
unto Himself. It is possible to resist
this love; and many there are who "draw
back unto perdition." But aside from
our own choice, there is nothing in heav~
or earth that "shall be able to separate
us from the love of God, which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord." Rom. 8:39.
And this same "love of God is shed
abroad in our hearts," (Rom. 5:5) im-

parting to us the power to attract and
draw other hearts to Him. This winning
power of love was impressively shown in
the recent experience of one of our missionaries in Fiji. In an emergency he
employed as a teacher in the mission
school. a young East Indian, who. though
not a Christian himself, seemed willing
to teach Christianity to his pupils.
For some time he held back from accepting
Christ, being deterred by the powerful
caste system of India. Finally, however,
he yielded to Christ and was baptized .
But his Indian friends gave him no
peace, and at last prevailed upon him to
break with the kind missionary and the
mission. "Tell him you were only pretending, that you never were a Christian;
this will make him angry and he will
kick you out," they advised. He followed
this advice; but the missionary, though
deeply grieved, was kind to him, and
sought him out for an interview. In the
meantime he had asked the advice of
one of his Indian friends, who though
not a Christian himself, advised him to
return to the Christians. "No one will
ever love you like the Christians; they
are always true," his friend declared. So
Bakshish sought the missionary at his
home. "You didn't kick me," he said;
"but your face was so sad it haunted me
all night. I will never waver again; I
will serve you as long as I live." And he
has kept his word, won by the power of
the love that neverfaileth.
F . W. F.
In the future life, the mysteries that
here have annoyed and disappointed us
will be made plain. We shall see that
our seemingly unanswered prayers and
d isappointed hopes have been among ou~
greatest blessings.-" Education," p. 305.
Every soul is as fully known to Jesus as
if he were the only one for whom the
Saviour died. The distress of every one
touches His heart. The cry for aid reaches
His ear.-" The Desire of Agu," p . 479.
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I cannot always trace the onward course
My ship must take;
But, looking backward, I behold afar
Its shining wake
Illumined with God's light of love, and so
I onward go,
In perfect trust that He who holds the helm
The course must know.
I cannot always see the plan on which
He builds my life ;
For oft the sound of hammers, blow on blow,
The noise of strife,
Confuse me till I quite forget He knows
And oversees,
And that in all details with His good plan
My life agrees.
I cannot always know and understand
The Master's rule:
I cannot always do the tasks He gives
In life's hard school :
But I am learning with His help to solve
Them, one by one,
And, when I cannot understand, to say,
"Thy will be done."
- S<f,dd.
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Li.rten • .Vound 'People

••.Ve Are My Witne.s.re.s ..
When the risen Christ said to His
disciples, "Ye are my witnesses," He was
speaking to those who had enjoyed the
special opportunity of association with
Him. They had seen His miracles, listened
to His gracious words, and had been
inspired by the silent influence of His
spiritually dynamic life.
Upon them therefore, He placed the
responsibility of being both His advertisement and His advertisers.
With this
responsibility He gave them the power to
make their witness effective. It was this
small group of spiritually awakened men
that has brought light and hope to millions
since that day.
In similar manner Southern Junior
College has sought to develop in its
students Christ-like characters, and to
equip them for Christ-like service. Our
students of the past year are now scattered
widely throughout the Southland. These
young people have enjoyed opportunities
denied to many of our other young people,
and are therefore in a peculiar sense not
only the witnesses of the College, but
the ambassadors of Christian education.
It is our earnest hope that these young
people will bring new life and enthusiasm
into their home churches, and that parents
who have labored earnestly during the
past year to meet the constantly recurring
financial obligations of their children,
will find their efforts fully justified, by
the spiritual and intellectual growth
these children manifest.
H. J. Klooster.
"Unity gained at the expense of principle is expensive indeed."

The Youth's Instructor of July 18 is
bringing you the greetings which Elder
H. T. Elliott sent the Southern Youth's
Congress, the picture of those in attendance at that meeting, and the sermon
given by Elder C. H. Watson, president
of the General Conference, on the last
evening of the Congress. Be sure to get
your copy of the paper!
Other echoes from the Congress will
appear in several following issues. We
hope to give you, among other good
things, some of the actual discussions
which took place at the regular Congress
sessions, under the "big tent" at Collegedale. So, friend o' mine, if you aren't a
subscriber-do it nowl
Lora E. Clement.

Have you received your copy of the
new S. J. C. Catalogue and Announcement for the year 1933-34? If not,
send in your request for one, and it till
be mailed to you promptly.
The print shop force took a day off on
one of the pleasant days recently, and
spent the day at a resort near Chattanooga, where boating, swimming and
other diversions were enjoyed to the full.
Such an outing during the summer vacation is an annual affair with the workers
in the print shop. On this latest occasion
they report a very enjoyable time.
For about an hour every Monday and
Wednesday evening, the lively strains
of marches and other stirring selections
are heard emanating from the chapel.
The College Band is rehearsing under the
leadership of Prof. D. R. Edwards.
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There are about a dozen in the band this
summer, a very considerable number for
vacation time.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fuller, of Detroit,
were visitors at Collegedale recently.
Old friends of Mr. Fuller will remember
him as a former student and graduate of
our school.
The work in Summer School is moving
along in a very satisfactory way, and all
seem to be enjoying their work. Mrs.
Inez Wrenn, of Long Island, Alabama,
recently joined the school. Prof. R. W .
Woods is giving a series of chapel talks
on Creation versus Evolution ; he states
the various arguments of the Evolutionists, and shows that the facts observed in
nature do not actually prove the Evolution theory, but are entirely consistent
with the Bible truth that a wise Creator
designed and formed the world and all
things in it.
Copious and frequent showers have
fallen at Coilegedale of late, bountifully supplying the n~s of veget ation,
so that the farm and garden crops, as
well as the flowers and lawns, are in a
flourishing condition.
Three more "leggers" have just recently
been added to the hosiery mill equipment.
The former equipment contained but one
"legger" and one "footer." Each of these
machines produces its part of twenty
hose at a time. One " footer," working
full time, can take care of the product of
two "leggers. " So when these three new
"leggers" are installed, and their operators
become fairly efficient, another "footer"
will be needed, and will be secured. And
it is estimated that this equipment will
produce about 600 dozen hose in a week.
And to operate such an equipment will
give employment to about 50 workers.
New workers will be needed on these new
machines as soon as they can be installed.

The College management would be glad
to hear from young persons who are
ambitious to obtain an education, and
who need to work their way through
school.
There are prospects of openings for
workers in several of our departments.
The print shop and the basket factory
are both employing full force of workers
on full time. When school begins, those
workers that take up school work will
not be able to put in full time at their
industrial work, so there will be room for
additional workers. The prospects seem
good for a full school this year.
Saturday evening, July I , a patriotic
program was given in the chapel, in
which quite a large number took part.
There were songs and recitations and
instrumental music. Scenes in the life of
George Washin gton were shown in pantomime on the curtain by a skillful management of the lights; meanwhile a strong
voice behind the scenes told the story
shown. It was a very enjoyable and inspiring program, and recalled vividly the
civil and religious liberty enjoyed by us
as Americans.

'Reduced 'Railway 'R.ate.t to
Student.s and Teacher.s
We have just received, here at the
College, an offer from the Southeastern
Passenger Association, which makes us
regret the more that we are not at home-to take advantage of the offer! The
Association has made it possible for railroad fares to schools and colleges to be
purchased by students and teachers in the
Southeast at the rate of one and one
quarter fare for the round-trip. These
tickets will be sold daily from September
I to 30, 1933 (possibly the latter part of
August if necessary) , and the return
portion will be valid and may be used
any time between September I and June
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30, 1934, allowing you to return home

after the close of school. These roundtrip privileges are granted only to students and teachers, and may be secured
from the railway company only upon
presentation of an application form endorsed by Southern junior College. If
you are interested, send in your name and
address to us, and we will be glad to forward to you an authorization, that you
may obtain your ticket.

A QutET CoRNJtR WHEREIN WE MAY
CoNTINUE
ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
OF THE FRIDAY EvENING VESPER HouR.

To

.. The Fear of the Lord..
The vesper service on Friday evening,
June 23, was opened with song, followed
by the usual season of prayer, in which a
number took part.
Prof. R. W. Woods gave a brief study
on "the fear of the Lord." The psalmist
declares that "The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom."
Ps. Ill: 10.
Modem scientists make doubt the starting point in their search for truth, and
accept nothing they can not prove by
observation and reason. The fear of the
Lord leads us to accept His word as the
truth. "The fear of the Lord is the begin-

ning of knowledge." Prov. 1: 7; or, as
the margin reads, "is the principal part
of knowledge. " This fear of the Lord
is not a cowering, slavish fear, but a
reverential regard that fears to offend
Him. And as He is all-wise, and in Him
are hidden "all the treasurers of wisdom
and knowledge, " we accept Him as our
Teacher and His word as our textbook
of truth; and with this truth as a beginning
and a guide, we may go safely on and on
in the path of knowledge and wisdom.
The usual testimony service followed,
and a large number participated in this.
There was a good attendance, both of
Summer School students, and of the large
number engaged in work during the
vacation. This vesper service made a
very good beginning of another blessed
Sabbath day.

The Few
The easy roads are crowded,
And the level roads are jammed ;
The pleasant little rivers
With the drifting folks are crammed.
But off yonder where it's rocky,
Where you get a better view,
You will find the ranks are thinning,
And the travelers are few.
Where the going's smooth and pleasant
You will always find the throng,
For the many- more's the pitySeem to like to drift along.
But the steeps that call for courage,
And the task that's hard to do,
In the end result in glory
For the never-wavering few.

- Edgar A . Guest.
"All the doors that lead inwards to
the secret place of the Most High are
doors outward- out of self, out of smallness, out of wrong."
"Be enthusiastic-it 1s

contagious."
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Promise Yourse lf:
To be so strong that not?ing can disturb your peace of mind.
To talk health, happiness, and prosperity to every person
you meet.
To make all your friends feel that there is something in them.
To look at the sunny side of everything and make your optimism come true.
To think only of the best, to work only for the best, and to
expect only the best.
To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as you
are about your own.
To forget the mistakes of the past and press on to the greater
achievements of the future.
To wear a cheerful countenance at all times, and to have a
smile ready for every living creature you meet.
To give so much time to the improvement of yourself that you
have no time to criticize others.
To be too large for worry, too noble for anger, too strong for
fear, and too happy to permit the presence of trouble.
To think well of yourself, and to proclaim this fact to the world
-not in loud words-but in great deeds.
To live in the faith that the world is on your side so long as
you are true to the best that is in you.
- Selected.
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M;;,lcing Life f+loble or Ignoble
"Whosoever will come after me, let
him deny himself and take up his cross
and follow me." Mark 8: 34.

upon to make decisions of the most farreaching consequence. Often the price
conscience demands seems too great, and
they are tempted to choose the easier,
ignoble course. God grant to the young
people of the Advent movement clearness
of vision to see the right, and courage to
choose the "better part" that will bring
them to honor in the work of God.
H. J . Klooster.

Every noble life can be traced to a great
renunciation. The Apostle Paul renounced
his position of influence, his wealth arid
his friends; but because of this renunciation, his name is written large on the pages
of the history of the early Christian
An interesting patriotic program was
Church. Moses renounced the splendors
given in the chapel on Saturday evening,
of the Egyptian court, but God gave him
July I . Songs, readings, and instrumental
the glories of the eternal world as compenmusic were mingled in a pleasing way.
sation. Abraham renounced his family
Then on the white screen drawn across
ties and country ar:d marched out into
the platform, shadow scenes were dethe wilderness, but God made him the
picted, drawn from incidents in the life
"father of the faithful." Livingstone cut
of George Washington; meanwhile a
himself off from the civilized world and
clear voice from behind the scenes recited
braved the hardships of primitive jungle
the story illustrated on the screen. A
life, but his name thereby became ingood turnout of Collegedale folks enseparably connected with the opening
joyed the program.
of the Dark Continent to the light of
Christianity.
"The Fourth" was an ideal day for an
On the other hand, every ignoble life outing. Work in all departments was
can be traced to a great refusal. Judas,
largely suspe•ded, and the day was spent
though given the greatest spiritual op- on the grounds a short distance south of
portunities of history, refused to be
the College campus. Here the young
regenerated by the teaching of Christ,
folks enjoyed themselves m vanous
and his name has gone echoing down the
sports ard games. A bounteous picnic
corridors of time as the greatest reprobate dinner was served at noon, and a lunch
of history. Absalom refused to be exer- at six, with ice cream as a special feature.
cised by the counsel of his father and died
Evening worship was observed on the
as a dishonored fugitive from justice.
grounds at " the end of a perfect day."
The rich young ruler, who was given an
opportunity to become one of the illul!On Educational Day, July 8, an
trious founders of the Christian Church,
interesting symposium occupied the time
refused because of his wealth and went of the Sabbath morning service. Elder
away into a nameless oblivion.
F ield led in a read ing on " C hristian
The importance of this lesson cannot
Education" chosen from the Bible and
be overemphasized in the minds of our
"Testimonies."
Miss Ruth KneelaPd
youth. Many of them are being called
recit ed a poem on " The ~ beep and the
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Lambs."
Mr. Harold Sammer read a
message from Elder H . E. Lysinger,
president of our local conference. Mrs.
Sadie Walleker presented a similar message from W . S . James, our educational
secretary. Prof. R. W . Woods gave a
talk on Evolution in modem education.
The program closed with the reading,
"Are All the Children In?" given by
Miss Lucille Hoskins. Such a program
should lead us to a better appreciation of
the system of education the Lord has
given us, and to more earnest efforts m
behalf of the children and youth.
On Satu rday evening, july 8, our
folks were instructed and entertain ed by
a program of views presented in the
chapel. One series contrasted the old
way by which country boys and girls
trudged to school afoot, with the more
recent method of transporting them by
auto truck.
Another series of views
showed the various uses to which electric
power is placed on the modem farm .
Some of the farm inconveniences of the
olden days were shown in other views,
in contrast with the more recent ways of
doing things. Still other views showed
quite in detail the process of making
Elgin watches.
Mr.and Mrs. C . 0 . Franz and daughter,
from Nashville, spent a recent week-er:d
at Collegedale, visitin~t Mr. Clyde Franz.
Mr. C. F . Graves, a very recent student
at S. j . C ., spent the Sabbath, July 8,
at Collegedale. He is now located at
Columbia, S . C ., where he has the charge
of tl)e church there and of two near by
companies.
We wish him well in his
ministerial work.
Business is still booming at the broom
factory; the average daily output is
about 60 dozen broom~.
In ten days
recently orders were received for 1000
dozen, to be delivered between the first

and fifteenth of july. When school begins
the factory should have employment
for about 35 hands, working in two s~ifts.
The woodwork shop is doing a thriving
business these days ; about 20 workers
are employed on full time, plus some
extra time put in evenings occasionally.
About 20 different articles are being
manufactured, and finished ready for use.
A capable salesman is putting in full
time taking orders all over the Soutb,
and is selling an average of $100 worth a
day. Two freight car-loads a month are
being shipped regularly, with good prospects of in creasing this output considerably in the near future.
The limbs and trunk of the Big Oak
are being worked up into stove wood,
leaving only the m ammot h stump and
the lonesome void above.

A
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QutET CoRNER WHEREIN
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CoNTINUE
ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
OF THE FRIDAY EvaNIHG VEsPER HouR.

To

Gathering In Summer
President Klooster was with us at the
vesper hour, Friday evening, july 7,
after an absence of some weeks. His
cheerful words of greeting were appreciated
by the assembly of summer school students and the large number employed in
the various industrial departments during
vacation.
He spoke feelingly of the great privilege
we enjoy on these vesper occasions; yet
the degree of this blessing depends altogether upon our receptivity. If we are
careless and indifferent, we may miss it
all. Illustrating this truth, he spoke of
the experiment of lighting the World's
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Fair at Chicago by means of a beam of
light from the star Arcturus. This ray of
light, falling upon a photo-electric cell,
was the means used to tum on all the
brilliant electric lights that illu minate
the extensive grounds at the fair. So the
light of divine truth, if zealously directed
and cherished, will illuminate our minds
and direct us in the path of life.
The speaker then chose as his text,
Proverbs 10: 5. " He that gathereth in
summer is a wise son." There are special
privileges to be enjoyed here at Collegedale, even during the summer; and there
are many young people all over the
Southland who are looking longingly this
way, greatly desiring to enjoy these
privileges.
Do we appreciate these
privileges as we should? We shall have to
give account of the use we make of them.
A further lesson to be drawn from our
text is that lessons learned and experience gained under trial a r d difficulty
tend to the dev elopment of a strong,
sturdy character. Some may think that
our schools are too much like hothouses,
where the youth are u• duly shielded from
temptation. Yet be that as it may, there
is only the one old way of maintaining
the spiritual life, by a daily life of communion with Cod through prayer and
the study of His word.
As a closing suggestion Professor
Klooster spoke of the great importance
of young people's choosing their close
friends wisely and carefully. The school

career of many a student has been
blighted, even ruined, by the choice of
associates whose influence was not helpful
and uplifting, but quite the contrary.
It is wise to profit by the experience of
others.
The meeting closed with the usual
testimony service, in which, without
hesitation or delay, 94 persons testified
to their appreciation of numerous blessings, and their determination to make a
wise use of their opportunities.

The F ellow-8hip of 1Jook.-8
care not who the man may be,
Nor how his tasks may fret him,
Nor where he fares, nor how hia cares,
And troubles may beset him,
If books have won the love of him,
Whatever fortune haods him,
He'll always own, when he's alone,
A frier.d who understands him.
Though other frier.ds may come and go,
And some may stoop to treason,
His books remain, through loss or gain,
Ar d season after season
The faithful friends for every mood,
His joy and sorrow sharing,
For old time's sake they'll lighter make
The burden he is bearing.
Oh, he has counsel at his side,
Ar.d wisdom for his duty,
And laughter gay for hours of play,
And tenderness and beauty,
And fellowship divinely rare,
True friends who never doubt him,
Unchanging love, ar.d Cod above,
Who keeps good books ab ut him.

-Edgar A . Guest.
When we give ourselves wholly to the
Lord and in our work follow His directions, He makes Himself responsible for
its accomplishment.- "Chri&t'& Object I e&&ons," p. 362.
"Face the facts, but talk courage!"
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Thrilling Times

'

This is a thrilling time;
Far-reaching questions, mighty in portent,
Concern the mind of statesman and of saKe:
The issues of the ages by consent
Focus their climax on this last-day page.

~

This is a needy time;
Brave men are needed, loyal for the right,
To stand for God and truth 'gainst sin and wrong,
With courage bold to battle with their might,
Till conflict fierce shall end in victor's song.

~
~
~
~

This is a solemn time;
For now the judge of earth and sea and sky,
Upon His heavenly throne in lofty state
Holds solemn court, the sons of men to try;
On its decision hangs their every fate.
This is a cheering time;
The signs of God point to the glorious day
When He shall come whose right it is to reign;
Bright hope lights up the rugged, darkened way,
That leads to morn from night, to joy from pain.

~
~
~

~

~
~

-Selected.
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.Your Vacation
A placid and passive acceptance of all
the summer days is certain to result in
flabbiness of character. Let us give up
the idea, then, that a vacation is something vacant,-a hollow period, a time
devoid of anything special, an emptiness
devoid of all duties and responsibilities.
Time is a tool; life is a loan- a loan that
is meant for use, and the time-book of
the world is carefully kept.
Rocking backward and forward on a
piazza, or manipulating the gears of an
automobile, or even reading good books,
is not a sound conception of using this
wonderful tool- time. Avoiding work as
the key to a happy vacation is the silliest
and shallowest of subterfuges.
I would not cast a shadow of too-heavy
responsibility on the vacation of our
students; but truly, if time is a tool,
and if life is a loan, the age of, say fourteen, is not too early to ask this question,
"What rent am I paying to the Benign
Landlord for the great loan of life~"
Work- some sort of serious effort-even
in vacation, seems to be necessary, not
only to stoke up the fires of character,
but to make a wholesomely balanced day.
Let your life ring, and ring true, even
in midsummer. "My life shall be a challenge; it shall not be a truce." Let it be
a life of steel and silver and crystal, and
not an existence of putty and of mud.
If, in no part of the day, we have been
or have tried to be at our best, contributing to the welfare and happiness of those
about us, then no part of that day is
worth while. It is a day unpaid for ; it
is a day stolen. Let us plan, then, to make
the vacation period a period of constructive growth, so that we can go back to

our routine tasks with bodies unsmirched
by self-indulgence, minds unclogged by
sloth, and hearts full of appreciation and
sympathy. That will come, if, having
seen their value now in advance, we spend
our days well,-not heedlessly frittering
them away.
H .J.K .

Miss Frankie Johnson left Collegedale
recently for her home town, DeRidder,
La. After a few weeks at home she goes
to Orlando, Fla., to take the nurses'
course. Her sister Bankie accompanied
her from Collegedale and after their
visit will return to resume her work
at S.). C .
Word has been received from Mrs.
J . C. Haussler that she and little June
are enjoying a fine visit at Santa Barbara,
Calif. They plan to return to Collegedale in the near future.
The Boyce sisters, Josephine, Anne,
and Corrie, are visiting the Rhews at
Pope, Miss.
Miss Geraldine Sullivan of Winter
Carden, Fla., who spent a year at Collegedale year before last, is definitely planning
to be with us again this coming school
year
It is reported from the office that an
ususually large number of names are
being sent in by our field men of thoce
young people who are definitely interested
in attending school this coming year.
There may be two reasons for this: more
of our young people are waking up to the
importance of securing a Christian education, and the enlargement of our school
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industries is making it possible for a
larger number to make their way through
school.

Mr. Elton King of our print shop force
recently took about a week's well deserved
vacation. Traveling on his motorcycle,
he first visited friends at Nashville, then
on to Berrien Springs, Mich., and Emmanuel Missionary College. Being that
near to Chicago, of course he must visit
the World's Fair; so, making Broadview
College his stopping place, he spent
several days viewing a "Century of
Progress." We are glad to welcome him
back after this safe and enjoyable trip.
We are somewhat tardy in reporting
a quiet home wedding at the home of the
bride in Memphis, when Mr. Felton
Lorren and Miss Cloie Ashby were united
in marriage, Elder L. E. lenheim officiating. The young couple are making their
home at Collegedale and have rooms in
the normal building, very handy to Mr.
Lorren's work in the hosiery department.
We wish them much happiness in their
married life.
Miss Thelma Wallace, one of our
church school teachers, had a birthday
on Sunday, ~ uly 9, so her friends planned
a little surprise for her at the supper hour.
Over thirty plates were laid on several
specially arranged tables at one end of
the dining room. Dainty refreshments
were served, and a very pleasant occasion
it proved to be.
Mr. Clarence S. Field and Mrs. Field,
from the Adelphian Academy, Holly
Mich., are on a vacation visit to his
parents, Elder and Mrs. F . W . Field.

They report a very successful year at
their school. with a graduating class of
twenty-two.
With the extension of our vanous
industrial departments we have a much
larger corps of vacation workers than
usual this summer. There are S4 young
men in the boys' home at present, not
counting several who are attending
Summer School. In the girls' home there
are 19 young ladies, besides the 21 -in
Summer School. And we hear of othets
who are expected to join us soon, and
still others writing in their applications
and inquiries. So prospects &eem good for
a full school this fall.

Co mmittal
"Commit thy way into the Lord; trust
also in Him, and He shall bring it to pass."
Ps. 37:S.
The opportunity has been mine, during
the summer thus far, to visit scores of
homes here in this great Southland; and
I have found, almost without exception,
our young people are greatly perplexed
over how to get a Christian education in
this time when work is so scarce and funds
limited. To those who lind themselves in
this perplexity, the above text of Scripture comes as an anchor and stay. We
must do two things according to this
text. First, we must "commit" out all
to Him, and then " trust" in Him.
As we commit all to Him for His keeping and trust H im with it, let us say to
Him: "lord, this life tha t I now yield
to Thee, I know not what is best for it,
but Thou dost. While I carried out my
own will conceming it, I found naught
but failure, fruitlessness, disappointment.
Now, yielding it to Thee, I submit also
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to Thy will concerning it.
As Thou
mayst see fit, send prosperity or adversity, rest or toil, service or suffering,
abasement or exaltation, crucifixion
or glorification, the atarlit night of faith
or the meridian blaze of Thy conscious
fullness. Stay not Thy hand; spare not
the chastening fires; cool not the furnace
of the crucible until Thou hast had Thy
perfect way with me."
Thus as we trust all to Him and believe He will work it out the best for us
in the end, we may rely upon Him to
make a way. If that opportunity to
come to Collegedale does not come this
year, hold on in faith and trust the future
to God Who knows best. It may be Hia
plan for you. Pray on and trust on "and
He shall bring it to pallS."
J. C. H.

'P•rilln Worldly Education
To many who place their children in
~ur schools, strong temptations will
come because they desire them to secure
what the world regards as the most
essential education. To these I would
say, Bring your children to the simplicity
of the Word, a· d they will be safe. This
book is the foundation of all true knowledge... .
When the word of God is laid aside for
books that lead away from God, and that
confuse the u derstanding regarding the
principles of the kingdom of heaven, the
education given is a perversion of the
nama. Unless the student has pure mental

food, thoroughly winnowed from the socalled "higher education," which is
mingled with infidel sentiments, he cannot
truly know God. Only those who cooperate with heaven in ·the plan of salvation can know what true education in
its simplicity is.
Those who seek the education that the
world esteems so highly, are gradually
led farther and farther from the principles
of truth, until they become educated
worldlings. At what a price have they
gained their education! They have parted
with the Holy Spirit of God. They have
chosen to accept what the world calls
knowledge in the place of the truths
which God has committed to men through
His ministers and apostles and prophets.
- "Coun:rel:r to Teacher:r," pp. 15, 16.

Worry
Oh, little does the worrying do,
Small good we gain by fretting,
'Twere better far for me and you
To cultivate forgetting.
Let's stir the fires of faith and keep
The coals of courage glowing,
And all the secret times we weep,
Let no one else be knowing.
The trifling cares that weigh us down
Are never eased by sighing;
A smile is braver than a frown,
And far more sati.fying.
Oh, what if skies are dull to-day?
The sun may shine to-morrow;
Let's put tho petty hurts away
And save our tears for sorrow.
Small good it does to fume and fret
And worry over trifles;
Too J'llUCh of 11loom, like ashes wet,
T)le fire of courage stifles.
Let' a keep our brave hearts in repair,
Our faith the best of all things,
Staunch for the griefs that we must bear,
Not broken down by ~<mall things.
-&/gar A. Guut.
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A Few Things to R_emember
If others forget you, remember that you may not have
done sufficient for them.
If others praise you, remember that you can do nothing
of yourself, and give God the glory.
If others injure you, remember that they "know not what
they do," and forgive them.
If tempted to criticise others, remember that you have
many faults, and overlook theirs. It will take all the time
you have to overcome your own.
If others criticise you, remember that you have done the
same to others, and be merciful toward them.
If you see wrong in others, go to them and tell them instead of telling others.
If others tell you your wrongs, do not be angry, but
consiJer the matter carefully and p{ayerfully, for they may not
be far out.
If you are needy, remember that it is your very need which
appeals to GoJ's great heart of love, and that He is ready and
willing to help you.
If you find it hard to love others because of their faults,
remember that God loved you "even when you were dead in
trespasses and sins."
If you feel offended with others, remember that if you were
dead to self, you could not feel insults, and that God's Word
says, "Great peace have they which love Thy law: and nothing
shall offend them."
If you know somebody who is very good, remember that
he derives his goodness from Jesus our example, and try to be
like Him.
-Selected.
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'Place of the Junior College
Within recent years a new movement
in education, frequently designated as
the "Junior College Movement," has
arisen in this country. Nearly five hundred junior colleges are now in operation,
and no one would care to predict where
the movement will end. These institutions have come into existence as a direct
result of certain needs which were not
being met by the traditional four-year
liberal arts college. A study of the fouryear colleges has revealed the fact that
five out of seven college freshmen never
graduate.
Furthermore, there are significant differences in content and methods
between the general first two college years
and the specialized third and fourth
years.
In addition to this, the disadvantage
of rigid curricula requirements, the prohibitive cost of four years, the postponement of . entrance upon life's work,
the difficulty of prediction without
experimentation in one's life projecthave combined to give the junior college
a definite place in our system of education.
There is need for the junior college
which may serve effectively, upon the
college level, those high school graduates
:who do not .have_ the money or the definiteness of aim to commit themselves in
advance to the four-year curricula.
These intermediate institutions are
testing fields of personality and ability.
They meet completely the needs of some;
others they transfer with advanced
credit to higher institutions. In either
case the element of student failure is
largely eliminated.
The junior college movement has been
in existence for a sufficient period of

time to prove that it is a worthy member
of our educational system. It offers two
years of college work where four may be
impossible; it gives intimate instruction
based on a personalized curriculum; it
affords an effective but kindly oversight
for inexperienced youth; it presents a
two-year plan, thereby intensifying effort;
its graduation after two years often avoids
the discouragement occasioned by the
frequent failures to complete four years
of college work; it is also an opportunity
to form new friendships, to broaden
experience, to acquire self-control. and
to learn obedience to group regulations;
its scholarship is sound, its discipline
sane, and its inspiration often creates
such a desire for further study that the
uncertain student finds himself in his
life work without' waste of money or loss
of time.
The junior college movement is distinctly an effort to conserve the better
things of college life and to make them
available to those who by necessity or
choice may not undertake the traditional
four years of college.
H.j.K.

With

Stud~nt.s

Old and}Vew

At Meridian, Miss., I met Leslie A.
Butterfield, a graduate of S.j.C., no~
departmental secretary of several departments in the Alabama-Mississippi
Conference. Here I found the T errys and
Binfords also. Rozelle Morton-T urbyville
is still stenographer at the conference
office and doing excellent work. A new
student is Miss Nancy Burge, who will
be at Collegedale in a few days.
Mrs. Olive Rogers-Batson was invested
as a "Comrade" while I was at Hatties-
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burg, Miss. Ninette McSwain is away at
Summer School.
In Talowah, Miss., we found A. D .
McKee and family. This coming year
he will teach the school at Hattiesburg.
His wife will be remembered as Helen
Swain. They are at present at Vicksburg,
Miss. in a tent effort. Here also we were
pleased to meet Miss RossieFayeMurphy.
The Hendershots live here too. Paul,
Hester, and Hoyt are looking toward
Collegedale this fall.
Several others
looking our ':Yay are : John Bell, Hazel
Lewis, Abner McKee, Aleta Brooks,
and the Hemba girls.

lives. She has finished at Graysville and
ought to be with us at S .J .C.
Miss Mary Farley, Miss Rosemary
Pickens, and Mr. Monroe Crowson are
intensely interested in Collegedale, and
prospects are bright for Clanton, Ala.,
to send its quota. In Selma, Ala., we
found Ray Ingram, who will be with us
for the 1934-1935 term. From Selma we
went back to Meridian for a new start.
J C. Haussler.,

Out at Seminary, Miss., Conley Speed
is working hard ,on his cotton crop so
he can be at S.j.C. on Sept. 5. Don't
disappoint us, Conley.
The following new students have
At Mobile Elder W. W . White is a •
recently joined our summer force of
booster for S.J.C. Miss Jewel Swain and
workers: Warren Goddard and Sidney
Grover Winslow are at the College
Marshall, Greenville, S. C.; Lowell
already and others are coming. Walter
Ledbetter, Hendersonville, N. C.; Bruce
Taylor is planning on S.J.C. again. We
Murphy, Wilson, N. C . ; Edgar Gamer,
should plan on having the following at
Phil Campbell, Ala.; Paul Walker, GraysCollegedale this fall: Dorothy Rowland
ville, Tenn.
and her brother Hildred, Merle Tew,
Mr. Bruce Benjamin is planning to
Cortez Fowler, Irvin Crabtree, John
start at once for Lorna Linda, Cal., to
Goodbrad, Henry Hilderbrandt, and
take the medical course.
one or two others. Come alii
In a recent letter Mr. Ottis Walker,
John Miller of ~mmerdale is in busiwriting from Lorna Linda, where he is
ness there with bright prospects. From
enrolled as a medical student, tells what
that place we should have at the College
a busy place that is : the assignments are
this fall:
Grace and Viola Randall,
long, the work is a grind, and the little
Margaret L'eaux, and Lillian Lindstrom.
ones are ground out. We predict that
Don't disappoint usl
Ottis will "stick it out."
At Pensacola, Fla., the whole church
Mr. Clarence Trawick is taking his
is thinking and talking Collegedale.
vacation at his home in Roosevelt, La.
From there we hope for Bernice Meachem,
After being away from home for two
Elaine and Dayton Foley, Maggie Lou
years, Miss Pearl Glidewell recently
Stewart and her brother, Maxine Mcvisited her home in Sanford, Fla. Of
Connell, and Elwood Rawles.
course she had a pleasant time.
At Panama City, Fla., we went boating
The Summer School is closing with a
with Billy Padgett and hope he'll be with
teachers' institute over the last weekus on Sept. 5. We want Ila Hewitt, and
end, July 27-30. Prof. A. W . Peterson
Reva and Lillie Thomas from there also.
will be in charge.
Business at the woodwork shop is
A new church school was decided upon
at Malone, Fla., where Miss Allie Hasty still good. Two car loads of furniture
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have just recently been shipped out. The
orders on hand will keep the workers
busy working in two shifts, till the middle
of September.
It is quite a job to assemble and install
the new machinery in the hosiery mill,
but this work is proceeding, and when
finished will provide employment for a
considerable number of new workers.
The peach crop in the College orchard
is being gathered. Much of this fruit
will be canned for use during the coming
school year,and this will make the cannery
a busy pl~ce.
There has been no lack of rain at
Collegedale of late, so fields and gardens
and lawns are all looking fine. Cf course
it requires much careful and diligent
work to keep the flower beds and the
lawns in their present neat and flourishing
condition, thanks to Mr. J . C. Ruskjer
and his helpers.
The College management would like
to secure the services of a number of
young men, 18 years old or over, graduates
from the high school grades, who desire
to continue their education, and who need
to work their way through school. Any
such are invited to correspond with
Southern Junior College, Collegedale,
Tenn.
Our heavenly Father bestows gifts and
solicits a portion back, that He may test
us whether we are worthy to have the
gift of everlasting life.-" Testimonies,"

Vol. 3, p. 408.

At the vesper hour beginning the Sabbath, July 21, President Klooster was
with us again.
After the usual song
service and season of prayer, he gave a
study from the text, "Blessed are the
meek; for they shall inherit the earth."
Matt. 55. This quality of meekness or
patience is to characterize the remnant
brought out under the threefold message
of Rev. 14. See verse 12. We outwardly
keep the commandments, as specified
here; also we may rejoice to claim the
testimony of jesus- the Spirit of prophecy
-in the church. Yet if we lack this spirit
of patience and meekness, we are sadly
deficient in fulfilling the specifications
of the remnant. We may possess quite
a thorough knowledge of the theory of
truth, and still be lacking in real spiritual
experience.
Many of the Bible writers frequently
enjoin the grace of meekness. And this
grace is not inconsistent with the sterner
qualities of character. Paul is a fine example of intense activity and unClagging
zeal; yet among the fruits of the Spirit
as enumerated by him, longsuffering,
gentleness, and meekness are prominent.
Moses was the meekest of men, yet he
possessed the qualities that made him an
outstanding leader of men.
We rejoice in the evidences that present
truth is being carried to the ends of the
earth, thus finishing the gospel work and
preparing the way for jesus' coming;
yet if we are to be ready for this grand
and glorious event, the work of grace
must be finished in our own hearts. We
may be painfully conscious of our deficiencies, yet we are to press on, by the
grace of God, tow~rd perfection in Him.
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Jonathan Edwards' Dedica tion
to God
I have this day solemnly renewed my covenant and selfdedication which I made when I was received into the communion of the church. I have been to God, and have given
myself, all that I am and have, to God, so that I am not in any
respect my own; I can challenge no right in this understanding,
this will, these affections that are in me; neither have I any
right to this body or any of its members; no right-to this tongue,
these hands or feet; no right to these senses, these eyes, these
ears, this smell or taste. I have given myself clear away, and
have not retained anything as my own. I have been to God this
morning and told Him that I gave myself wholly to Him. I
have given every power to Him, so that for the future I will
challenge no right in myself in any respect. I have expressly
promised Him, and do now promise Almighty God, that by His
grace I will not. I have this morning told Him that I did take
Him for my whole portion and felicity, looking on nothing else
as any part of my happiness, or acting as if it were; and His law
for the constant rule of my obedience; and would fight with all
my might against the world, the Aesh and the devil to the end of
my life; that I did believe in Jesus Christ, and receive Him as a
Prince and a Saviour, and would adhere to the faith and obedience of the gospel, how hazardous and difficult soever the profession and practice of it may be ; that I did receive the blessed
Spirit as my Teacher, Sanctifier, and only Comforter, and
cherish all His motions to enlighten, purify, conform, uphold,
and assist me. This I have done. And I pray God, for the sake
of Christ, to look upon it as a self-dedication, and to receive me
as entirely His own, and deal with me in all respects as such,
whether He afflicts me or prospers me, or whatsoever He pleases
to do with me, who Am His.- From the diary of jonathan

Edward3, written when he was nineteen.
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'Brother. Save the 1Joy

t/

]Vo-Debt 'Policy

In times past our schools have occasionally extended credit to students under
what seemed to be justifiable circumstances.
Students, eager to complete
their education, notwithstanding their
I imited financial resources, have earnestly
requested an extension of time in which
payment of their account might be made.
Such extension of credit has not always
proved to be a blessing to the student;
often such students have desired to pursue
their education in institutions other than
that in which the indebtedness was
incurred.
The policy of granting a tranefer of
credit onlv when accounts are fully settled,
has often brought embarrassment to the
student, and sometimes ill will has been
engendered between the patrons and the
institution. Repeated experiences of this
kind have fully established the soundness
and wisdom of requiring students to pay
their accounts as they come due. Pursuant to this policy, the Coil~ willpermit students to enter upon class work
only when it is evident that a sufficient
amount of credit earned by labor in the
institution has been accumulated, or by
a deposit of cash to enable them to meet
their expenses for at least or,e semester.
For students who are working their
entire way through school, this will mean
that the student should have a credit of
$100 at the time of admission to class
work. We are confident that, although
this may bring temporary disappointment to some students, in the long run it
will avoid greater disappointment and
difficulty for all concerned.
H. j . K.

Brother, save the boy-·
The boy of the early teens,
· Thirteen on to sixteen years, .
Land of strange, forboding fears,
Land of heartaches, sighs, and tearsSave the boy.
Brother, save the boyThe boy of the early teens,
Boy no longer, boyhood gone,
Now approaching manhood's dawn,
Adolescent brain and brawnSave the boy.
Brother, save the boyThe boy of the early teens,
Immature. emotions rife,
Choppy waves on lake of life,
Time of stress and storm and strife-Save the boy.
Brother, save the boyThe boy of the early teens,
Growing fast and faster still,
Stomach like a sausage-mill,
Lack of judgment, stubborn willSave the boy.
Brother, save the boyThe boy of the early teens,
Love for freedom, love of might,
Lave of justice, ' honor bright.'
Love of fOod and fun and fightSave the boy.
- Raffety.

Several new students have joined us
since our last report. We note the following:
DeWitt Wade, Sand Mountain,
Ala.; Irwin Lahners and John Wilhelm,
Orlando, Fla. ; William Bishop, Tampa,
Fla.; and Paul Hendershot, Talowah,
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Miss. As we welcome these we turn to
w•lcome still others.
Prof. J. C. Haussler returned from his
trips through Alabama-Mississippi. that
he might attend the institute for secondary teachers during this week. We will
give some account of this institute in our
next issue.
Brethren W . A. Benjamin and A. L.
Crutcher recently attended a furniture
manufacturers· exhibit at High Point,
N . C. Here they were able to compare
the products of our woodwork shop with
those of other shops, to gain some ideas
as to improved methods in some parts of
the work, and to get some suggestions as
to other articles of furniture that we might
well add to our list. So they report that
their trip was well worth while.
Teachers and students who plan to
come to Collegedale for the opening of
school on Sept. 5 may send in their
applications at once for certificates from
the College that will entitle them to
reduced fares on the railways of the
Southeastern Passenger Association. Return tickets at one and a quarter fares
will be sold during the month of September. Ffforts without success were made
to have these tickets sold at an earlier
date than Sept. I. Send your applications for certificates to Southern Junior
College, Collegedale, Tenn.

l fter the grind of numerous examinations held during the closing days of
Summer School, the pleasant social hour
in the girls' parlor on Saturday evening,
July 29, was a welcome change. A program of musical and literary selections
was carried out, varied with entertaining
parlor games.

"Some people grow under
sibilities-others merely swell: '

respon-

Recent word from Miss Tollman,
Berkeley, Calif., represents her as anticipating an early return to Collegedale.
After completing his work in Summer
School Mr. Robert Pierson has gone to
Albany, Ga., where he will conduct a
series of meetings for five or six weeks.
In a recent letter from Ottis Walker to
Dean Clark he writes quite in detail of
his work at the medical college, meanwhile frequently expressing his appreciation of Collegedale. Elmer King is getting along nicely in his work there. John
P. U. Mcleod had not yet started school
work at the college, but was working at
Modesto, Calif.

With Student.r }Vew and Old
After a brief stop in Meridian we continued our way to Vicksburg, where we
had the pleasure of meeting the Savelle
family. Miss Velma, back from completing nurse's training at Orlando, is leader
of the M. V. society. And a real working
society it is. Miss Flora is throwing her
energies ihto the Sabbath school work
with good success. Beatrice Timmons still
lives in Vicksburg.
Tom Dudley, G.
Oakes, and Vivian Dose are planning to
be with us at S. j. C ., if not this year,
then next year.
At Jackson, Miss .. we found Oscar and
Jewel Johnson, Frankie and Bankie
Johnson, Alice Mae Allison, Willie May
Bush. J immie Barnes, Clare Botimer and
Carl Aiken, all boosters for the "School
of Standards." As new students from
Jackson we are expecting Miss Naomi
Black, Misses Ernestine and Christine
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Boehle, and Miss Mary Noel. Come,
and we will do you good.
Miss Muriel Tyus of Roxie, Miss.,
Miss Sylvia Butler of Florence, Miss.,
and Miss Doris Davis of Enterprise,
Miss., are all looking our way. We hope
you arrive Sept. 5.
Traveling north to Brookville, !Viss.,
we spent a night with Ewell Scales, Jr.
and the family. Room 201 in the boys'
home has been reserved for him for this
school term. We are glad Ewell will
be back.
About sixty miles from Brookville
we found Ansel Anderaon at Aberdeen.
Joe Williams of this place will be with us
for the 1934-35 term. From Aberdeen we
went to Birmingham into some surprises!
J. C. Haussler.
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to the clear, sun-lit atmosphere above, ao
the soul that waits upon God ascends
above the clouds of trial and doubt and
trouble into the pure, quiet atmosphere
of His grace. Waiting upon God brinae
the renewed strength that ena'blu the
soul thus to rise.
"They shall run, and not be weary;
they shall walk,, and not faint." This
language suggests the strength that
enables a strong youth to run without
weariness, while the man of advanced
years may walk, in the way of the Lord
without fainting.
In our efforts to wait on the Lord, we
should ever guard against formalism, a
mere round of service, that lacks the
devotion and earnestness which pleues
God and brings the blessing. We should
take time to meditate upon our spiritual
need, and upon God's promises to supply
all our need. Prayer should be real com•
munion with God, earnest supplication
for the grace and help that we need. In
these times of perplexity, as we approach
the closing scenes of the time of trouble,
we need to study the experiences of ~acab
and David and Elijah, who learned how
to lay hold of divine strength in their
times of trial and perplexity.
In the testimony service that followed
the study a large number witnessed to
their determination to be faithful in
their services to God, and to avail themselves of the strength to be found in Him.
"Little things are little thing•, but
faithfulness m little things is something
great."

THE SwE£1' IN FLUENCit
VEsPER HouR.

Ev-.NrNc

As the Summer School students were
still with us at the vesper hour beginning
the Sabbath, july 28, we had a very good
attendance. President Klooster was with
us again, and led in the Scripture study,
taking lsa. 40: 28-31 as his text. "1hey
shall mount up with wings as eagles."
As the eagle rises above the storm clouds

"The tender words unspoken,
The letters never sent,
The long forgotten messages,
Th~ wealth of love unspent,Let not some hearts be broken,
Don't make the loved ones wait;
Show them that you care for them
Before it is too late."

,1
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T raining for Service
Considering the light that God has given, it is marvelo'u s
that there are not scores of young men and women inquiring,
"Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?" It is a perilous mistake to imagine that unless a young man has decided to give
himself to the ministry, no special effort is required to fit him
for the work of God. Whatever may be your calling, it is
essential that you improve your abilities by diligent study.
Young men and women should be urged to appreciate the
heaven-sent blessings of opportunities to become well disciplined and intelligent. They should take advantage of the
schools tha<t: have been established for the purpose of imparting
the best of knowledge. It is sinful to be indolent and negligent
in regard to obtaining an education. Time is short, and therefore, because the Lord is soon to come to close the scenes of
earth's history, there i11 all the greater necessity of improving
present opportunities and privileges.
Young men and women should place themselves in our
schools, in the channel where knowledge and discipline may be
obtained. They should consecrate thsir ability to God, become
diligent Bible stadents, that they may be fortified against
erroneous doctrine, and not be led away by the error of the
wicked; for it is by diligent searching of the Bible that we obtain
a knowledge of what is truth. By the practice of truth we already
know, increased light wilt shine upon us from the Scriptures.
It is a lamentable fact that the advancement of the cause is
hindered by the dearth of educated laborers who have fitted
themselves for positiol"s of trust. The Lord will accept of
thous<tnds to hbor in His great harvest field, but many have
failed to fit themselves for the work. But every one who has
espoused the cause of Christ, who has offered himself as a soldier
in the Lorcl.'s army, should place himself where he may have
faithful drill. Religion has meant altogether too little to the
professed followers of Christ; for it is not the will of God that
any one should rem<~in ignorant when wisdom and kPowledva
have been placed within reach. " Mes. to Young People," 185-187.
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The Call for

Wor~er.s·

In theee times of financial depression,
when money is so hard to get, what incentives are there to induce our young
people to secure an education?
The
falling off in tithes and offerings has
already resulted in decided reductions in
the number of workers our conferences
can errploy. So what prospects are there
ahead of our young people after completing
a course of training in one of our schools?
Such questions may come to the minds
of our boys and girls as they face the
problem of getting an education. !3ut
these trying times are testing the faith
of God's people in all lines. Cur denominational leaders are perplexed as they
face the problem of supporting the work
from a diminishing treasury. Our local
conference officers face the same problem.
Put faith says that the work of God can
and will be finished.
We were warned
years ago that the work would be concluded under very trying, difficult circumstances. So now as we enter into
these trying times, our faith should rise
to meet the emergency.
For years the servant of God bore
testimony through. the.'$pirh 'c;f propl\~y
that the . wo~k of Cod wo;_i!d nev~r be.
completed by the sole efforts of paid
conference workers; in other words, the
rank and file of our membership must do
their part in the closing work.
'The
loud cry of the message is the result of
thousands of voices proclaiming the
tru~h that prepares a people to meet the
Saviour when Fe comes .
..And in order to do this work acceptably
and efficiently, a thorough preparation
is needed. "Those who are truly con-

secrated to God will not enter the work
prompted by the same motive which
leads men to engage in worldly business,
merely for the sake of a livelihood, but
they will enter the work allowing no
worldly consideration to control them,
realizing that the cause of God is sacred."

-"Messages to Young People," p. 186.
Cf the preparation needed to do this work,
we read on the same page: "1 he world is
to be warned, and no soul should rest
satisfied with a superficial knowledge of
the truth ...... You know not where
you may be called upon to give your
witness of truth ..... Those who have
only a superficial understanding of truth
will not be able clearly to expound the
Scriptures, and give definite reasons for
their faith ..... Let no one imagine that
he has no need to study because he is
not to preach in the sacred desk. You
know not what God may require of you."
Our schools are open to impart this
needed training. How many of our young
people have the faith and courage and
zeal to secure such a training for this
closing gospel work?
F. W. F.

After a sojourn of two months at home
in
Orleans, Martin Jansen returned
'to Collegedale for the coming school
year, and to his job in the print shop.

New

James Parnes recently took a brief
vacation to visit his home in I ittle Rock,
Ark. Returning to Collegedale, he brought
his brother Bertram with him to attend
school here the coming year.
Other new arrivals at Collegedale are
Paul Cone ol Columbus, ( hio, and
Grantham baks of Vicksburg, Wiss. v; e

3
heartily welcome all these newcomers.
The grape crop on the College farm is
to be gathered this week. It is estimated
that there will be between six and seven
tons of grapes. Many of these wiil be
sold, and the remainder turned over to
the cannery.

Teacher.r• In.rtitute
Beginning Monday, July 31, and continuing the reast of the week, a secondary
teachers' institute was held at Collegedale, under the direction of Prof. A. W.
Peterson, educational secretary for the
Southern Union. Prof. W. I. Smith and
Miss Kathryn Jensen were present
from Washington, D. C.; others in attendance included the educational secretary
from each local conference in the Southern
Union, and the teachers from practically
all the schools in this union that offer
work above the eighth grade.
Forenoon and evening sessions were
held for the presentation of assigned
topics, and for the Round Table discussion of various other topics. The afternoon hours were devoted to sectional
meetings, when the teachers in certain
lines got together to study their peculiar
problems, and to standardize their work.
A closing session was held on Sabbath
afternoon, when various spiritual topics
were presented and discussed.
It is earnestly hoped and believed that
these days spent in study and counsel
will result in the accomplishment of the
avowed purpose of the institute, "to
find and to follow Cod's way in education
more perfectly."
Every hour comes with scrne little
fagot of Ccd's will festered UJ'Cn its
F. W. Faber.
back.
I don't think much of a man who is
not wiser today than he was yesterday.-

A6rahaon Lincoln.

Campaigninli /or, Student.r
It has been a real pleasure to be with
old friends in Florida again this summer.
It seemed like being back at S. J. C. 'aS
I entered the Sanitarium and met Mr.
and Mrs. Rottmiller, Mr. and Mrs.
Thames, Louise Stephenson, Frank Ferree,
Hugh Turner, Mae Wheeler, Irma Morrow, Marie Walden, Ardelle Ficklin
Minna Marshall, Frances Rilea, Carol~
McClure, Ruby King, Verda Wade,
Gladys Null, Virginia Kendrick, and
Mrs. Fox. They are all S. J. C. boosters,
and nearly every one had a list of young
people for me to visit.
Then in Orlando I met Alberta Pines,
Bailey Ingram, Howard Jacobs, Lucille
O'Berry, Emory Arnold, and Mary
Tuten; there may be others whom I
did not meet.
Among those in Crlando who are
definitely planning to be in school this
year are Ercel Bradley, Mr. and Mrs.
Durwester, Mary Keuster, Grace Paden,
Preston Ingram, Poward Wieland, Miss
littlefield, and Richard Cleves. Cthers
living near Orlando who will be with us
when school opens are; Vera Lester of
Plymouth, Geraldine Sullivan and Flora
Cro~ch of Winter Carden, and Ethel
Hamrick and Lucille Thornley of Sanford.
Susannah and Mary Lucas of
Maitland, who are spending the summer
in Virginia, will be back in school the
coming winter.
l eaving Orlando, Elder Kelley and I
visited New Smyrna, where Joe Dobbs
is conducting a successful series of meetings in the city hall of Edgewater. Helen
Kicklighter is selling the Watchman here
and plans to be with us at S. J. C. on
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Sept. 5.
At Bunnell we visited the
Mosbys and found Eleanor King and
Mary Alice Metcalf anxious to attend a
Christian school; they expect to be at
Collegedale soon.
Billie and Dorothy Sheddan of jacksonville are enjoying their vacation. Dorothy will return to Berrien ~prings in the
fall, and Billie to S . J . C . A large number
of boys and girls from Jacksonville will
attend Forest Lake Academy the coming
year and in a short time wi,l.l come to
Collegedale.
On our return we stopped at Palatka,
where Alfred and Edith McClure are
assisting Elder Dudley in a tent effort.
D . C. Ludington.

A QuiET CoRNER WHEREIN WE MAY
CoNT INUE
ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
THE FRIDAY EvKNtNC VEsPER HouR.

O:P

To

At the beginning of Sabbath, Friday
evening, A ugust 4, a goodly company
assembled in the chapel for the vesper
service, tegchers attending the institute
being present, also quite a number of
VlSitors. Flder C . l. Bond of Washington, D . C ., gave the study of the hour.
Pe took for his text, Matt. 24 : 7-13, a
paas~ ge that presents various signa that
the coming of the Lord is near. Of these

signs he dwelt especially on the sign mentioned in verse 12, "And because iniquity
shall abound, the love of many shall
wax cold."
Love is of divine origin, hence sin
causes love to cool. Paul admonished
Timothy to be an example in charity
(love) . 1 Tim. 4 : 12 And as our example
we have jesua, who loved others so much
as to sacrifice all for them, even His life.
And so he admonishes us to keep His
commandments because we love Him.
John 14: 15; 15: 10. So love fulfills the
law. Rom. 13: 10.
Yet how often we fail to manifest true
love toward those nearest and dearest to
us. To illustrate this the speaker quoted
the following lines:
"They say the world is round- and yet
I often think it squarSo many little hurt• we get
From the comers here and tltere;
But there's one truth in life I've found
While journeying east and west,
The only folks we really wound
Are those we love the best.
We flatter those we scarcely know,
We please the fleeting guest,
And deal full many a thoughtless blow
To those we love the best."
The following from "Messages to
Young People," page 435, is very pertinent : "love is a precious gift, which we
receive from ~ esus. Pure and holy affection is not a feeling, but a principle.
1 hose who are actuated by true love are
neither unr:'asonable nor blind. Taught
by the 1- oly Spirit, they love God supremely, and their neighbor as themselves."
And this love will prompt us to serve
others. Gal. 5 : 13. And Paul admonishes
that we not become weary in this service.
Gal. 6 : 9. This love for others includes
even our eD.emies, for whom the Saviour
admonishes us tq pray and to do good.
Matt. 5 : 44. Such love is truly of heavenly
origin. and will be m • nifested in the lives
of Jesus' follewers as it was in His life.
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Need of Christian Education
God requires the training of the mental faculties. He designs
that His servants shall possess more intelligence and clearer
discernment than the worldling, and He is displeased with
those who are too careless or too indolent to become efficient,
well-informed workers. The Lord bids us love Him with all the
heart, and with all the soul, and with all the strength, and with
all the mind. This lays upon us the obligation of developing
the intellect to its fullest capacity, that with all the mind we
may know and love our Creator.
If placed under the control of His Spirit, the more thoroughly
the intellect is cultivated the more effectively it can be used in
the service of God. The uneducated man who is consecrated to
God and who longs to bless others can be, and is, used by the
Lord in His service. But those who, with the same spirit of
consecration, have had the benefit of a thorough education,
can do a much more extensive work for Christ. They stand on
vantage ground.
The Lord desires us to obtain all the education possible, with
the object in view of imparting our knowledge to others. None
can know where or h:>w they may be called to labor or to speak
for God. Our Heavenly Father alone sees what He can make of
men. There are before us possibilities which our feeble faith
does not discern. Our minds should be so trained that if necessary we can present the truths of His word before the highest
earthly authorities in such a way as to glorify His name. We
should not let slip even one opportunity of qualifying ourselves
intellectually to work for God. . .....
Self-discipline must be practiced by every one who would
be a worker for God. This will accomplish more than eloquence
or the most brilliant talents.-"Messages to Young People,"
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'R.ecruit.s for the Enemy
In the history of the Ottoman Turks
we read of a body of trained troops
known as the Janizaries, a term derived
from the Turkish words meaning new
troops. These soldiers formed the main
fighting force of the Turks. Of their
origin one writer says: "The first Janizaries were personal slaves of the Sultan,
and the later ones were mainly slaves,
conscripts, and the sons of subject
Christians seized as tribute." In other
words, these adherents to a false religion, in order to recruit their fighting
forces, levied a tribute of young boys
upon their conquered Christian subjects.
These boys during their tender years
were forcibly taken from their homes,
educated in the Mohammedan faith,
and trained as soldiers to fight the battles
of Islam in the wars waged against the
Christian nations of Europe!
History
relates that at the siege of C onstantinople in 1453, the final successful attack
upon the city was led by the .,anizaries
in the Turkish forces. What more diabolical scheme could be devised for the conquest of a people, than to capture their
own sons and train these youth to fight
against the land of their birth!
To us as a people was given a system of
education designed to train our boys and
girls in the love and service of God. In
the carrying out of this system, schools
have been established in which to impart
this training. And the blessing of the
Lord has so attended these schools that
a very large majority of the children and
youth trained in them are saved to the
church and to the work of God in the
earth. How thankful we should be for

such schools, and how loyal in supporting them!
But the maintenance of these schools
is expensive and involves quite a sacrifice of means. So some parents have
questioned, Why not patronize our public schools, where tuition is free? And so
it has come about during the past few
years of financial depression that the
attendance at our schools has fallen off
by several thousand. We would do well
to consider the ultimate results of this.
Statistics show that of the children of
Adventist homes who attend the public
schools, 85 per cent are lost to the church
and go to the world. These figures should
convince us that it is no longer safe to
rend our children to these rchools. Should
we not learn a lesson from the Janizaries
of the Middle Ages? These Christian
youth, after being taught the Mohammedan faith, became the fanatical defenders of this false religion. So if our
youth are turned over to be educated in
the vagaries of evolution and the modernistic interpretation of the Bible, they will
just as surely be lost to the truth and to
the work of God. Can we afford to have
it so?
F. W. F.

The field work for students will continue till shortly before the opening of
school next month. After attending an
educational convention here at Collegedale for a week, Elder B. H. Shaw will
continue his work in the Carolina Conference, Prof. D. C. Ludington has returned to Florida to complete his work
there, and Prof. j. C. Haussler will visit
churches in the Georgia-Cumberl~nd Conference. Succ•!SS to them in their efforts
to encourage o•JT young people.

3
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard West are to be
connected with our school for the coming
year; Mrs. West is to· be connected with
the music department as teacher of piano,
and Mr. West will enroll as a student.
He has already connected with the work
here, and Mrs. West will join him in
time for the opening of school.
The friends of Miss lone Ingram will be
interested in the announcement of her
marriage to Mr. Robert Kirk ·McAllister
on Sunday evening, August 6, at her
home in Chattanooga, Elder A. W .
Peterson officiating. Mr. McAllister is a
member of the faculty of Forest Lake
Academy, and will continue his connection with that school for the coming year.
Much joy and happiness is our wish for
this young couple.
Mr. John Goodbrad of Mobile, Ala.,
recently joined our summer force of
prospeetive students. Still more recently Miss Laura Lavender of Arcadia,
Florida, and Mr. Wm. Conley Speed of
Seminary, Alabama, have come to Collegedale, with school work in view for the
coming school year. Good success to all
these ambitious students.
Over three tons of grapes have been
received and used at the cannery during
the harvesting of the grape crop, about a
thousand half-gallon jars of grape juice
and similar products being the result.
With the grapes taken care of, the workers
at the cannery will next be busy with
tomatoes, beans, and apples. Come to
Collegedale and get a share of these
next winter.
"Do not let a day pass over your head
without a complete surrender to Jesus of
your whole heart."
"Learning by study must be won;
'Twas ne'er entail'd from son to sen."

Miss Emma Lou Ford paid a .week-end
visit to Collegedale recently.
She 1s
taking nurse's training at a hospital m
Lexington, Kentucky.
Seven of our young lady students ha~e
formed an alliance to start and maintain
a chain letter. This letter recently completed its first round, and from these
letters a few items of interest are passed
on to readers of the Scroll.
Miss Dorothy Rutledge and Miss
Ellen Lundquist wrote from Atlanta,
where they were engaged in the sale of
the Watchman Magazine, and were having
a very interesting, enjoyable time. Since
these letters were written Miss Lundquist has returned to her old place in the
business office of the College, while Miss
Rutledge continues her work in Atlanta.
Miss F ranees Maiden wrote from
New York City, where she and her sister
Roger Mae are spending their vacation,
and having pleasant times visiting the
many places of interest in that greatest of
American cities.
The sisters, Susannah and Mary Lucas,
are spending their vacation in Staunton,
Virginia, where each has a patient whom
she attends as companion nurse. According to their letters they are enjoying
their work, and are planning to return
to S. J. C. for the coming school year.
Miss Frankie Johnson wrote from CeRidder, Louisiana, her home town, where
she was spending a few weeks on vacation
before going on to the Florida Sanitarium
at Orlando to take the nurse's course.
Miss Lois Mae Clark, last on the list,
wrote from Collegedale. Cf course she
had quite a list of news items, one of
which was that she and her mother and
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sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Eric Lundquist, were about to leave
vacation trip to their old home in
souri, where her brother still lives.
that's where they are now.
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Mrs.
for a
MisAnd

Hi.s Way.s Are not Our Way.t
We plan- and plan: "This shall be so-and so.
This shall I do," and, "Thither shall I
go."
Yet as the hours shape themselves to
days,
We tread not in those same self-chosen
ways;
Our feet are led ' long paths we had not
guessed.
And, lol we find those newer paths are
best!
Selected.

His servants, He calls us friends, so closely
does He take us into fellowship. Again
He is called our elder brother. Other
human relations are taken to illustrate
the loving care and interest that God has
in us. "Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear
Him." The love of a mother for her
child is proverbial ; hence the lord assures
us, "As one whom his mother comforteth,
so will I comfort you ."
lsa. 66: 13.
Though our human parents may fail us,
our heavenly Father will never forsake us.
"When my father and my mother forsake
me, then the lord will take me up,"
says the psalmist.
Youth time is the best time of life to
acknowledge the great love of God for
us, and to return to Him our loving
service. The speaker, in his closing remarks, appealed to his youthful hearers
to give their hearts to the Lord in loving
obedience to all His commandments.
Summer School being over, our numbers at vesper service were reduced; yet
in the testimony service that followed
the study, 48 bore witness to God's
love for them and their loyalty to Him.

"Fear thou not, for I am with thee!"
Not the obstacles I see,
But the all-victorious power
Of the One who walks with me;
Not the weakness of my forces,
But the strength of His supplies;
Not my fewness of resources,
But the guidance of His eyes!

- Selected.
At the vesper service August 11, Prof.
R. W. Woods gave a study on the character of God as revealed in nature, also in
the life and teachings of Jesus. In His
teaching Jesus drew many lessons from
nature, presenting the love of our heavenly Father. And in His life, by His many
acts of kindness, He revealed the Father
to men. While He is our Master and we

"Dwell deep, 0 my soul, in the lovedepths divine;
In the depths of God's love there is
peace.
Dwell deep, hour by hour, where God's
fullness is thine; .
From all care, m the depths, 1s release."
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The Life=Work
Success in any line demands a definite aim. He who would
achieve true success in life must keep steadily in view the aim
worthy of his endeavor. Such an aim is set before the youth of
today. The heaven-appointed purpose of giving the gospel to
the world in this generation is the noblest that can appeal to any
human being. It opens a field of effort to every one whose
heart Christ has touched.
God's purpose for our children growing up beside our hearths
is wider, deeper, h~her , than our r~stricted vision has comprehended. From the humblest lot those whom He has seen faithful have in time past been called to witness for Him in the
world's highest places. And many a lad today, growing up as
did Daniel in his Judean home, studying God's word and His
works, and learning the lessons of faithful service, will yet
stand in legislative assemblies, in halls of justice, or in royal
courts, as a witness for the King of kings. Multitudes will be
called to a wider ministry. The whole world is opening to the
gospel. Ethiopia is stretching out her hands unto God. From
Japan and China and India, from the still-darkened lands of our
own continent, from every quarter of this world of ours, comes
the cry of sin-stricken hearts for a knowledge of the God of
love. Millions upon millions have never so much as heard of
God or of His love revealed in Christ. It is their right to receive this knowledge. They have an equal claim with us in the
Saviour's mercy. And it rests with us who have received the
knowledge, with our children to whom we may impart it, to
answer their cry. To every l:ousehold and every school, to
every parent, teacher, and child upon whom has shone the
light of the gospel, comes at this crisis the question put to
Esther the queen at that momentous crisis in Israel's history,
"Who knoweth whether thou art come to the kingdom for such
a time as this."- "Education," pp. 262, 263.

II

2

The.se Troublou-s Time.s
It seems q·uite evident that we have
reached the times referred to by the
~aviour, when there would corr.e "upon
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; . .. .. men's hearts failing them
for fear, and for looking after those things
which are coming on the earth." Luke
21 : 25, 26. 1 he nations, burdened with
the debts of the World War and the
mounting expense of maintaining huge
armaments, are both distressed and perplexed.
And in our own nation the
economic situation is distressing and
perplexing. The invention and production of labor-saving machines has continued until a great over production of
commodities has resulted, while at the
same time millions have been thrown out
of work because of the increased use of
these labor-saving devices.
1\teanwhile our political and industrial
leaders are making desperate efforts to
remedy the situation, by lessening production on the one hand, and on the
other hand by shortening each man's
hours of labor so as to furnish work Jor
the millions of the unemployed. It remains to be seen how much theN. R. A.
codes will help the situation; they may
furnish temporary relief, but the outlook
is problematical. and the outcome uncertain.
In the midst of all this uncertainty it
is our privilege to put our trust in Cod;
for He foresaw all these distressing conditions, and He has promised never to
leave nor forsake those who trust Him.
In "the refuge psalm," the 46th, there
are many promi~es that seem especially
f.ttir!!' for times like these: "Cod is our

refuge and strength, a very present help
in trouble. Therefore will not we fear,
though the earth be removed, and though
the mountains be carried into the midst
of the sea." "The Lord of hosts is with
us; the Cod of Jacob is our refuge."
"He maketh wars to cease unto the end
of the earth; He breaketh the bow, and
cutteth the spear in sunder; He burneth
the chariot in the fire." And then, in
view of all this, He admonishes us,
"Ee still. and know that I am Cod."
As a people we have been ·warned that
troublous and perplexing times were
coming, so we need not be disheartened
nor discouraged. But we do need to renew our consecration to Him, and to
quicken our efforts to finish His work.
To this end let us do all we can to encourage and assist our young people in
their efforts to gain a preparation for the
Lord's work, that they may do their
part in the army of youth that is to finish
this closing gospel message.
F. W. F .

The school truck is still making nightly
trips to the tent in Rabbit Valley, to
transport the group of young people who
furnish the music at the meetings. From
a dozen to a acore go every evening, and
their help is very much appreciated.
For some months past our young people
have been making weekly visits to the
old folks' home at Silverdale.
These
visits have been continued during the
summer vacation. Ten or a dozen young
men and women make the trip every
Sa bbath afternoon. They meet with the
colored people, also with the whites.
1 he service rendered is mostly a service
of vocal and instrumental music. l'sually

3

also, a helpful story is told. Some time
is then spent in visiting with these old
folks, who greatly appreciate these visits
of our students.
1he Hamptons have returned from
their recent trip up into Kentucky. While
this trip was in the nature of a vacation
for IV'rs. Hampton, her husband reports
that he took orders for over 250 dozen
brooms during the trip.
Miss Marguerite Perkins recently left
Collegedale for good. After a brief vacation at her home in joplin, Mo., she will
take up secretarial work in Takoma Park,
Washington, D. C., in the office of Elder
C. L. Bond. The good wishes of her many
friends go with her.
Miss Edythe Stephenson is on a brief
vacation at Fountain Eead, Tenn.
In a recent letter from Miss Lorena
Wilcox, our former dean of women, she
asks to be remembered to the young
ladies here, and says she will miss them.
She is connecting with the school at
Fountain Head, Tenn.

the home of Mrs. Lundquist's sister,
Mrs. G. N . Fuller.
Quite a gang of painters have been busy
during the summer and are still busy.
The porches at the main buildings are
receiving fresh white coats, along with
doors and window casings. So the prospects are goOd that our school buildings,
as well as their pr~ent occupants, will
present a smiling welcome to new arrivals
when school opens next month.
'
Abundant rains continue to keep our
lawns and Rower gardens in a flourishing
condition . And our campus workers are
to be commended for their diligent efforts
to make the lawns and Rowers look their
best. 1hese, also, will have a welcome for
the newcomers in September.
I am instructed to say to students, in_
your search for knowledge, climb higher
than the standard set by the world;
follow where Jesus has led the way . . ,
The standard of education in our schools
is lowered as soon as Christ ceases to be
the pattern of teachers and students."Counsels," p . 402.

Mr. Albert Hall is enjoying a brief
vacation at his home, River Road, Ga.
Mr. John Goodbrad
in the College store.

IS

our new clerk

Mr. Joe Walters from Jacksonville,
Fla., is a recent arrival at Collegedale,
with school work in prospect. Pe is a
cousin of Mrs. Clark and of N . B . White.
Returning from a visit to his home in
Shreveport, La., Mr. Albert Smith is
with us again.
Mr. and Mrs. j . H. Lundquist and their
two children spent a recent week-end at
Collegedale. They were entertained at

The usual song service opened the
vesper meeting last Friday evening.
"Abide with Me, " No. 655 in " Christ in
Song," was sung as the opening hymn,
followed by the usual earnest season of
prayer.
Mr. G . N . Fuller gave a brief study on
the subject, " Fo1lowir g jesus.' ' He quoted
a statement in the little book, "Steps
to Christ," to this effect, that all that
J esus was to F is early disciples when He
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was with them here on earth, He desires
to be to His disciples now. We may enjoy the blessing of His presence and help
if we are willing to follow in His u:ay,
and follow closely, not afar off.
We follow · Him in this way when we
heed His word, making it the very food
and drink of our souls. john 6: 53, 54,
63. 1 his "word of truth" brings forth
fruit in the lives of those who thus receive it. Col. I : 5, 6.
Since God "spared rot his o"'n ~on"
that He might deliver us from sin, l-'e will
not deny us any blessing, but will "freely
~ive us all things." Rom. 8 : 32.
Many fail in their Christian experience
by allowing wmething to come into their
lives that separates them from the ~ aviour. A certain young woman was convicted that ~he ought to give up a precious finger ring, ~et with jewels. E eing
unwillirg to m< ke this surrender, she lost
her exJ:erience, and for a lorg time
wandered in spiritual darkness. rut in
the coune of tirre she repented of her
felly, and again found the peace of sins
forgiven . So she took the prized ring to
a jeweler ar>d offered it for sale, purposing
to place the proceeds in the lord's work.
To her chagrin she learned from the
jeweler that the ring was practically
worthless; it was not real gold, and the
jewels with which it was set were only
cheap imitations. This story illustrates
the deceitfulness of sin, and of the worldly trifles we often hold on to so tenaciously.

In Christ are found the only true values.
The need of daily, quiet communion
with the Lord in prayer, was emphasized.
Start the day with a morning watch season, and the divine presence will be with
you every hour.
We need more of the sturdy deterination of Paul that impelled him to "press
toward the mark." Phil. 3 : 13, 14. A
gracious invitation has been given to us
all, to "take the water of life freely."
Rev. 22: 17.
In closing the study the speaker quoted
the following prayer from "Christ's Object lessons," page 159: "Lord, take my
heart, for I can not give it. It is 1 hy
property. Keep it pure, for I can not keep
it for 1 hee. Save me in spite of myself,
my weak, unchristlike self. Mold me,
fashion me, raise me into a pure and holy
atmosphere, where the rich current of thy
love can flow through my soul."
"Our people are now being tested as to
whether they will obtain their wisdom
from the greatest Teacher the world ever
knew, or teek to the God of Ekron. let
us determine that we will not be tied by
so m\:ch as a thread to the educationel
policies of those who do not discern the
voice of God, and who will not hearken
to 1-.is commandrr.ents."
The well being, the happiness, the religious life of the families with which the
youth are connected, the prosperity and
piety of the church of which they are
members, are largely dependent upon the
religious education that they receive in
our schools. -"Counse."s," p. 497.
In plannir>g for the education of their
child•en out>ide the horre, parents should
re lize that it is no longer safe to send
tl-.em to public echool, and should endeavor to send them to schools where they
w.U obtain an education based on a
scriptural foundation.-"Counse/s," f. 205.
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knows by what means to bring relief. He sees on every hand
souls in darkness, bowed down with sin and sorrow and pain.
He sees also their f:Ossibilities; He sees the height to which
they may attain. Although human beings have abused their
mercies, wasted their talents, and lost the dignity of godlike
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thousands of the youth and those older in years should be
giving themselves to this work. Already many hearts are reSf:onding to the call of the Master Worker, and their numbers
will increase. Let every Christian educator give such workers
sympathy and co-operation. Let him encourage and assist the
~~
youth under his care in gaining a preparation to join the ranks.
There is no line of work in which it is possible for the youth
to receive greater benefit. All who engage in ministry are God's~
·~
helping hand. They are coworkers with the angels; rather,
~
they are the human agencies through whom the angels accomplish their mission. Angels speak through their voices,
and work by their hands. And the human workers, co-operating with heavenly agencies, have the benefit of their education
and experience. As a means of education, what "university
~
course" can equal this?
With such an army of workers as our youth, rightly trained,
might furnish, how soon the message of a crucified, risen, and
soon-coming Saviour might be carried to the whole world!
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row and sin!--"Education," pp. 270, 271.
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T ran.tplantinli
Gardeners find it profitable to plant
certain kinds of seeds in boxes or beds
early in the season, and then transplant
the young plants to the garden or field
after they have made considerable growth.
1here are several advantages to be
gained by this plan; the young plants
can be started earlier by this means, as
their box can be kept covered on frosty
nights, or their bed may be supplied with
~rtificial heat; then when transplanting
time comes, several inches of the youl'g
stem can be set deep in the earth, so the
roots get a much stronger hold on the
soil, resulting in a more vigorous growth
of the whole plant.
How much is all this like the develop ·
ment of young human plants!
The
home and the church school are the boxes
and beds in which these tender seedlings
are at first nourished . J-:ere they are
cared for and protected most tenderly,
with every physical and spiritual need
supplied. And in this most favorable environment they develop into strong,
sturdy young plants.
1 hen comes the time when they have
completed the grades of school work offered in the local school; what next?
In the langu~ge of the gardener, it is
time to tr~mplant them to the academy
or college. And this transplanting process
offers advanta€es similar to those offered
in the transplantir:g of young plants in
a garden.
In the wic.er field of the more advanced
school. a youth has opportunity to test
himself by comparison with a larger
number of his fellows. I n the hon:e Lchool
he may have been the recognized ltader

in all his classes; in the academy or
college he learns to place a more conservative estimate on himself, though possibly with the loss of some self-conceit.
1 hen, in the advanced school he finds
opportunity to strike the roots of his
mind more deeply into the soil of knowledge, with resulting mental and spiritual
development. His wider field of experience
calls forth his best efforts.
1 hen this transplanting process offers
another advantage, though unpleasant
for the moment. Ever see a newly set
plant droop and wilt for a time? Ever
see a boy similarly affected upon leaving
home? Pedantic people call this distemper nostalgia; but con.rr.on folks call it
just plain homesickness. But as a plant
soon revives after being transplanted, so
a vigorous, rem.ible youth soon adapts
himself to his new surroundings; and once
having recovered from this unp!easant
hon:esick malady, he is ever after able to
go anywhere that duty may call him, and
put forth his best efforts without depresSion.
We invite our youth to come to Collegedale and put the above suggestions to
the test of experier.ce.
F. W . F .

Word just received from Mr. Bruce
Benjamin, who is taking the medical
course at lorna Linda, Calif., announces
that he is being asked to shift to the First
Section of his class. This will advance him
a month in time, and will also associate
him with Ottis Walker and several other
old friends.
A recent issue of The Medical Evangelist
announces the marriage of Mr. Joseph
C . Hayward and Miss Marjorie Skeoch
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on july 24 at Anderson, Ind. Mr. Hayward is just entering upon his third year
of the medical course. He will be remembered as a former student and graduate
of S. j. C.

864 Roosevelt Place,
New

Orleans, La.,
Aug. 18, 1933.

Dear Editor:
Here I am away down in New Crleans,
but my heart will ever be in Collegedale.
I enjoy reading 1 he !:croll so very much,
and I am sure I don't miss a word in the
whole paper.
I only wish I could be back with all my
dear friends this comir.g year. I am going
to try my best to make a short visit up
there some tirr.e during the year, even
though I won't be able to stay as I'd
like to so much.
Always for S . J. C.,
Dorothy Magner.

Mr. G . N . Fuller and family recently
enjoyed a few days' vacation at Ocoee
Lake, near Cleveland.
Miss Minnie Savelle and Mr. Don
Byrd were week-end visitors at Collegedale last Sabbath.
Cnly another week after the date of
this paper till school begins.
So we
anticipate that the weekly issues of The
Scroll will be suspended for a time; b11t
our readers may look for its visits once
a quarter during the school year. So the
best way to keep in really close touch with
happen ings here at Collegedale is to come
and attend O IH school. We shall be looking for you!

A

WE

QuiET CoRNER WHEREIN
MAY
CoNTINUE
ENJOY THE SwEET I NFLUEFC E
OF THF FRIDAY EvENING VESPE R HouR.

To

}Vearinti the End
The tent meetings in Rabbit Valley
were closed on Sunday night, August 27.
1he attendance on ~aturday night was
about the best ever, over a hundred persons being present.
1 he your.g folks
from Collegedale presented a special
program at the ~ong service that n'ght.
The meetings continued over five weeks
in all. 1 here is a good interest on the
part of some, v.hich will be followed up
through Eible studies and cottege meetmgs.
C ne good job done by our repair
workers this summer is the new cement
roof for the water reservoir. 1 he cement
walls were also built up higher, so the
reservoir now holds 45,000 gallons instead of 30,& as formerly.

In Volume 9 of the "Testimonies,''
page 135, we read as follows: "The end
is stealing upon us stealthily, imperceptibly, like the noiseless approach of a
thief in the night. May the Lord grant
that we shall no longer sleep as do others,
but that we shall watch and be sober."
Again and again we are warned of the
necessity of watching, lest we be unprepared to meet the Lord. This is the warning given at the close of the parable of
the ten virgins in Matt. 25: 1-13. All
these virgins "went forth to meet the
bridegroom," so none of them represent
sinners who have no interest in the Lord's
coming. The five foolish virgins failed to
watch, and to keep their supply of oil
replenished .
The Saviour admonishes us to "be ye
ready." Matt. 24 : 44. We must not only
get ready, but we ~ust continue in a
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state of preparedness. We must not fall
asleep spiritually, and so be taken unawares. We must not wander off and
become so interested in other matters
that we fail to remain ready.
In Rev. 3: 18 the True Witness instructs His followers what means to take
to secure His approbation; they are to
sec~re the true riches, be clothed in white
raiment, and anoint their eyes that they
may see clearly.
The apostle James refers to those who,
though poor in this world's goods, are
"rich in faith ." jas. 2: 5. And Paul declares that charity (love) is the greatest
of the Christian graces. I Cor. 13: 13.
So we read in the Spirit of prophecy that
faith and love constitute the true riches.
And we may obtain these freely from the
God of all grace by fulfilling the conditions
laid down in the gospel plan.
The white raiment is "the righteousness of saints." Rev. 19: 8. This also is
offered freely to all who repent of their
sins, and accept as a gift the righteousness of . Christ, 0 ur atoning Sacrifice.
Rom. 3: 20-26. And in maintainin
this part of our preparation to meet Him
at His coming, we must keep our sins
forgiven by sincere repentance; and we
must learn to trust Him so fully that He
will also keep us from falling into sin.
last of all we need the anointing that
we may see clearly. This corresponds to
the lamp and the oil in the parable of
Matt. 25: 1-13. The word of God is a

light to our path, and we need the anointing of the Holy Spirit that we may have
a proper understanding of the word. This
calls for diligent Bible study, a real feeding on the word, that we may conform
our lives to its precepts.
We are instructed that the three watchwords of the Christian are watch, pray,
and worl(. And we are to watch by worl(ing. l tis difficult to keep awake on watch,
especially at night, if one sits down and
does nothing. So by keeping busy in the
lord's work- the work of warning and
winning other souls- we maintain our
own preparedness, and gain stars for
our crowns.
F.
"Let me but do my work from day to day
In field or forest, at the desk or loom,
In roaring market place or tranquil
room;
Let me but find it in my heart to say,
When vagrant wishes beckon me astray,
'This is my work; my blessing, not my
doom;
Cf all who live, I am the one by whom
This work can best be done, in the right
way:"

As a church, as individuals, if we would
stand clear in the judgment, we must make
more liberal efforts for the training of our
young people, that they may be better
fitted for the various branches of the great
work committed to our hands. -"Coun-

sels," p. 43.
It is to fortify the youth against the
temptations of the enemy that we have
established schools where they may be
qualified for m -efulness in this life and for
the service of God throughout eternity.
"Counsels," p. 495.
"We are not to elevate our standard
just a little above the world's standard:
but we are to make the distinction decidedly apparent "
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God has intrusted to each one capabilities and powers, that
they may be returned to Him enlarged and improved. All His
gifts are granted to us to be used to the utmost. He requires
every one of us to cultivate our powers, and attain the highest
possible capacity for usefulness, that we may do noble work for
God, and bless humanity..... .
Dear youth, what is the aim and purpose of your life? Are
you ambitious for an education that you may have a name and
position in the world? Have you thoughts that you dare not
express, that you one day may stand upon the summit of intellectual greatness; that you may sit in deliberative and
legislative councils, and help to enact laws for the nation?
There is nothing wrong in these aspirations. You may every
one of you make your mark. You should be content with no
mean attainments. Aim high, and spate no pains to reach the
standard.
The fear of the Lord lies at the foundation of all true greatness. Integrity, unswerving integrity, is the principle that you
need to carry with you into all the relations of life. Take your
religion into your school-life, into your boarding-house, into
all your pursuits. The important question with you now is,
how to so choose and perfect your studies that you will maintain
the solidity and purity of an untarnished Christian character,
holding all temporal claims and interests in subjection to the
higher claims of the gospel of Christ.... As disciples of Christ,
you are rot debarred from engaging in temporal pursuits; but
you should carry your religion with you. Whatever the business you may qualify yourself to engage in, never entertain the
idea that 'you cannot make a success of it without sacrificing
principle.-"Fundamentals of Christian Education," pp. 82, 83.
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Strength Through Struggle
How prone we are to envy those who
are more favored than ourselves. How
we shrink from the toil and hardship that
poverty brings. If it were possible for
us to have everything to our liking,
doubtless none of us would choose to
be poor, to be under the necessity working
our way through life, meanwhile denying
ourselves many pleasures enjoyed by
others.
Yet in the providence of Cod these
very things that seem like handicaps
become the means of developing a sturdy
character, even as hard work develops
strong muscles. Cut of struggle we become strong and self-reliant.
The records in the ~criptures furnish
striking illustrations of this principle.
joseph, the favored son of Jacob, in
his early years enjoyed every advantage
that could be bestowed by a doting father.
But in a single evil day all this was
changed. And what a strange providence ·
it seemed when he was sold into slavery
in a foreign country for ten long years;
and stranger still when, because of his
loyalty to truth and purity, he was falsely
accused and cast into prison for three
years.
But then the scene changes,
and those thirteen years of heart· breaking
trial and hard~hip prove to be the very
training that fitted him to fill the exalted
position of prime minister of F gypt.
Whiie still a youth, David was anointed
as the future king of Israel. If placed
in his position, none of us would choose
to pass through the hardships and dangers
that b&et him during the years when
King Saul sought his life. Yet the trying
experience~ of those years were the di~ci-

pline needed to fit David to become the
w ise, patient, considerate ruler of Israel.
Conversely the history of Solomon
illustrates the same principle.
In the
early life of this favored prince there
was nothing corresponding to the hard
experiences through which his father
passed. Solomon came to the throne
while still a youth, with little or nothing
of hardship or trial to develop strength
of character; and it is fair to conclude
that his apostasy in later life was due,
in part at least, to this lack in his early
experience.
Do you envy those who have the means
to pay all their expenses through school?
Are you despondent because your way
seems hedged up by lack of means?
This very handicap may become the spur
to arouse you to determined, vigorous
action that will develop all your latent
manhood. Then waste no time in useless
repining; take as your motto, It can be
done!
lhen with hope and courage
proceed to "find a way or make one."

F.

Itinerating in Florida
is a pleasure to see old S. J.

It
C.
students taking an active part in church
actiVIties. At St. Petersburg Mr. Strait
is superintendent of the Sabbath school.
Miss Leta Harding is working for our
school, and had several young people
interested.
A large number of young people at
Tampa and surrounding cities are interested in Collegedale, and we hope that
many will succeed in getting to school
this fall.
At Ft. Lauderdale Richard French is
assisting Elder A. j. Cla1k in the tent
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effort.
He will return to West Palm
Beach to teach this winter.
Stanley
.and Irene Pointek are enjoying their
vacation at home. Stanley will return
to school, and Irene will teach at Bradenton. The Beauchamp girls are nursing
at home, and are S . j . C. boosters.
In Miami Evelyn Andersen is looking
forward to being back at school. Her
brother Herman will begin dentistry in
Atlanta. There are a large number of
old students in Miami. Evelyn Foster
and Fisher Kenny are nursing. Geraldine
Kenny will teach at Charlotte, N . C .,
this winter.
Others that I met were
Evelyn and Wilbur Groth, Minard
Foster, Lavon Kenny, Elizabeth Bell
Parker, Lawrence Payne, and Donald
Kinsman.
Ethelyn Clatter at Malabar is preparing
to enter the nurses
trammg school,
and Vincent will assist his father.
Throughout the field many are anxious
to receive a Christian education; I trust
that everyone who possibly can will
take advantage of the many opportunities
offered at Southern Junior College.
D. C . Ludington.

By the time this number of 1 he
Scroll reaches you, the school program
here at Collegedale will be getting into
full swing. The faculty spent a large
part of the day on Sunday in forenoon and
afternoon meeting3.
At the forenoon meeting nearly all
the teachers were present. In a brief
opening address President Klooster spoke
of the peculiar circumstances connected
with our school work this year; our indust ·
rial program has prospered in the face
of the present adverse financial conditions
in the world. 1 his is a very favorable

omen, since so many of our young people
are depending on our work program
to finance themselves through school .
Following this address each
teacher
improved the opportunity to express
full consecration to the work of the coming
year. An earnest season of prayer closed
this devotional service.
Attention was then given to the daily
schedule. In order to give all an opportunity to attend the daily chapel exercises,
even those industrial workers who ffiilY
not be taking any classwork for the time
being, the chapel service will begin at
seven o'clock a. m. , and close in time
to allow all to begin work by eight oclock.
The academic classes will recite in the
forenoon, and college classes will meet
during the afternoon session.
It was planned to provide for the registration of our regular industrial workers
during the evening after work hours
this week, beginning Sunday evening.
This will make it possible for these workers
to continue their regular work without
interruption dming these opening days.
It is too early at this writing to make
any report of the opening enrollment;
but already many prospective students
are here, with relatives and friends.
This influx already gives our halls and
campus a busy appearance, and is somewhat of a premonition of the influx of
students we hope to see during the next
few days.
When the sunlight of God's love illuminates the darkened chambers of the
soul, restless weariness and dissatisfaction
will cease, and satisfying joys will give
v igor to the mind, and health and energy
to the body.-" The M inistry of Healing,"
p. 247.

"If our religion is worth anything to us,
it ia worth passing on to other!.'·"
" Unless the Master rules the will, our
unprincipled wills rule us."
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At the vesper service on Friday evening,
Sept. I, the attendance was considerably
larger than it was a week before; quite
a number of students had come in during
the week, and several visitors were
present, so the south form of chapel
seats was quite well filled.
In his opening remarks President
Klooster spoke of the peculiar, trying
times into which our country has recently
entered, and of the rapid moves being
made by our government in a strenuous
effort to better economic conditions
and
lessen
unemployment.
These
and other conditions in our own country
and throughout the world indicate that
our civilization is· fast reaching the
breaking point, and that the coming
of the lord is imminent.
In view of these conditions, we should
seek for a spiritual experience that will
fit us to meet the Lord at His coming.
In ancient Israel the tenth day of the
seventh month was the day of atonement,
when the people confessed their sins
and made all wrongs right. Try to imagine
the spiritual joy and peace and happiness

among the people on the day after the
day of atonement, when, with all wrongs
righted, they were at peace with God
and in loving harmony with their neighbors. This is the experience we should
be seeking in this time of the antitypical
day of atonement, when our High
Priest is cleansing the heavenly sanctuary,
preparatory to returning to this earth
to take His people home.
As indicating very clearly the very
practical experience we should now have,
the speaker read !sa. 58:6-12.
This
is a time when all wrong doing should
be put away; when the poor and needy
should be cared for; when the righteousness of Christ should cover us,
and we be ready to meet Him at Hls
coming.
Elder Shaw had charge of the testimony
service, in which a very earnest spirit
was manifest, a · very large proportion
of those present taking part.
Elder
Shaw remarked at the close that the
response was the nearest to one hundred
per cent that he had ever seen. The
meeting closed with the singing of
"Benediction," No. 406 in "Christ in
Song:"
"The Lord be with us as we bend
His blessing to receive;
His gift of peace upon us send,
Before His courts we leave."

F.
Above any other agency, service for
Christ's sake in the little things of everyday experience has power to mould the
character and to direct the life into lines
of unselfish ministry. To awaken this
spirit, to encourage, and rightly to direct
it, is the parent's and the teacher's work.
No more important work could be committed to them. The spirit of ministry is
the spirit of heaven, and with every effort
to develop and encourage it angels will cooperate.-"The Ministry of Healing," p.

401.
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Words to Students
Every soul is surrounded by an atmosphere peculiar to the
individual. This atmosphere may be full of spiritual malaria
that is poisonous to the principles of righteousness. But when
brought into association with others, it need not take us days or
weeks to ascertain whether the atmosphere of the spirit is of
Christ or Satan. The influence of association is never stronger
than in school life; but the student who comes to school with
an earnest deE>ire to be a help and a blessing to his fellows, will
be careful to cast his influence on the right side, and seek companions who will join with him in cultivating right principles
and practices.
Students should feel their responsibility in the matter of
making their school life a success. They should bend every
effort in the right direction so that they may not disappoint
their parents or guardians who work hard to keep them in
school, and who are deeply anxious for their present and eternal
welfare. Students should determine that they will make a
record that they will not be ashamed to meet in the day of
judgment. A student who is circumspect in his deportment,
who will not be swayed to the right or left by wrong influences,
will exercise a restraining power over those in the school who
take pleasure in showing their independence . ....
Life is a problem which we must individually work out for
ourselves. No · one can form a character for another; we each
have a part to act in deciding our own destiny. We are God's
free, responsible agents, and each one must work out his own
salvation with fear and trembling, while God works in him to
will and to do of His own good pleasure. Students may do good,
or they may "do evil, but "whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap ." - Fundamentals of Christian Education, pp. 297,
298.
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Opening of School
As announced in the annual catalogue
of our school. a formal chapel service
was held on Tuesday evening, Sept. 5.
The service opened with Scripture reading, song, and prayer. The audience included not only our student body, but
also a number of visitors, and a good
representation from our Collegedale community. As a J:leasing part of the opening
exercises, Prof. D . R. Edwards played a
violin solo.
In his opening address President
Klooster heartily welcomed the young
people to the advantages offered at
S. J. C . He expressed his thankfulness
for the Lord's blessing over our work in
these perplexing times.
In presenting
plans for the future he spoke especially
of the industrial feature of our school
work, and dwelt upon the practical value
of industrial training as a very important
part of education.
At the close of the president's address,
Mrs. West, teacher of piano, played a
piano solo.
Elder B. H. ~haw, Prof. j. C. Haussler,
and Prof. D. C. Ludington then made
brief remarks of welcome, and of experiences during vacation. These three
members of our fac~lty spent the summer
in the field in the interests of Christian
education in general. and of S. J. C. in
particular. It was a joy to them to see so
many among our students for whom they
had labored during the summer.
The work of registration was continued
through Tuesday and \Vednesday, and
this still continues as new students come.
The total number registered to date is
128; of these 58 are in the college grades,

and 70 in the preparatory department.
In the church school grades 51 have been
enrolled.
Each one of our young people, including students enrolled for class work, industrial students who are working up a
credit, and children in church school, has
been given a thorough physical examination. This examination was made by Dr.
B. E . Taylor of Orlando, assisted by Mrs.
Taylor, Miss Miriam Bruce, the school
nurse, and Mr. Talmadge Boyd. The total'
number examined was 203.
A new feature in each student's registration is that he must have his photo
taken, and this photo is attached to his
registration paper. The work of school
photographer has been assigned to Prof-.
R. W . Woods, who is well qualified to
perform the task.
The first regular morning chapel service was held on Thursday morning, and
all classes met that day according to
schedule.

Annual 'Reception
The usual annual reception of our
school was held in the chapel on Saturday evening, Sept. 9. Preparatory to the
reception part of the program, each person was provided with a neat slip of paper
with his or her name thereon; this, when
pinned to the owner's clothing, served
to identify him from other unknowns.
The teachers and members of their
families formed a line down a side aisle
of the chapel. Ushers ther. started the
line of students down the aisle, and by
this means everybody met everybody
else. ( f course no one is supposed to
remember every new name thus met with;
but such a reception does break quantities
of social ice, and helps all to feel like one
big family.
P fter the reception an interesting program was presented as prepared by the
social activities committee. lVrs. T eonard
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West rendered a pleasing piano solo.
Elder B. H . Shaw's vocal solo impressed
the theme, "Lead me all the way." Mr.
Boone Holmes, a former student of our
school, then rendered a marimba solo on
an instrument he had himself constructed.
Professor Edwards, in brief remarks,
complimented Mr. Holmes on having
made such a fine instrument.
An address by President Klooster was
the next item on the program. He welcomed the young people to the social
privileges offered by our school. as well
as to its mental and physical training.
Every effort will be made to maintain a
high standard of scholarship, while we
work hard to make a success of our industrial program. To this end he invited
the earnest cooperation of every student.
Prof. D. R. Edwards then rendered a
violin solo. A male quartet composed
of W . H. Allen, J . C. Haussler, D. C.
Ludington and B . H. Shaw sang the
beautiful selection, "I want my life to
tell for Jesus." The closing number was
a marimba solo by Mr. Sanders, one of
our students. He rendered the selection
in a manner to resemble a pipe organ.
In response to a hearty encore, he gave
another selection, to the evident pleasure
of h :s hearers.
Thus closed a very enjoyable social
hour at S. J . C. Similar social occasions
will be planned from time to time through
the year, th'lt the social side of character
development be not neglected in our
young people.
F.

'Ro.rter of Stuclent.r
We give below a list of the students
who have enrolled, up to the time we
fl" to press.
Preparatory Students
Robt. N . Andrews, Evelyn Anderson,
Elena Bird, Gerald Boynton, Haughey
Byrd, Gordon Burdick, C pal Chapman
Vaughtie Chapman, Robt. Craighead,
Lona Crittenden, Everett Coolidge, Kath-

erine Chambers, Alma Chambers, Frances
Cuthbert, Malcolm Clements, Joe Cruise,
Lois Crutcher, Karl Duge, Opal Freeze,
Grace Frank, Sara Grant, Pearl E .
Glidewell, Evan Paul Hughes, Simmonne
Haddad, Evelyn Huxtable, Joe Hoyt,
Martin Jansen, Ruth King, Elva Mae
Kohorst, Leonard West, Mrs. Ollie
M. Lockamy, John P . Lee, Jr., Loys
Ledford, Patricia Mason, Menton Medford, Maude Miller, Marvin McAlexander, Virginia McGuffey, Nell Philmon,
Florence Paulson, Stanley Pointek, Mary
V . Parrott, Verlie Reiber, Marion S .
Reiber, Milton Reiber, Billie Sheddan,
Lowell H . Sanders, W . C. Savelle, Ewell
Scales, Jr., Goldie Starkey, Robin Simmons, Clarence Trawick, Noble Vining,
Harvey Williams, Kathleen Whittaker,
Russell Williams, LeVitae Whitehead,
Frederick Webster, Jimmie Barnes, John
Bell, Paul Boynton, C . H . Bryant, Jr.,
John Goodbrad, Anne Hickman, Ruth
Hickman, Murray Jackson, Quinnette
Maxwell, Violet Ruskjer, Paul Walker,

Collelie Stuclent.r
Frank Ashby, Laura Ashby, Lynn
Artress, Edna Inez Beck, Wilma Benjamm, Arthur Brown, Ercel Bradley,
Talmadge Boyd, lois W ae Clark, Florence
Cuthbert, James Chambers, Alice Mae
Crutcher, Victor Esquilla, Colin Edwards,
Mildred Franz, Geo. R. Finley, Leta
Harding, Albert Hall, Martyn Ingram,
Audrey Klaus, Robt. E. Kepkey, Beatrice Keith, Ellen Lundquist, Felton
I orren, George Lundberg, Lora Lavender,
Flmer Leitner, Gladys I eitner, Lowell
L edbetter, Susannah Luct s, Mary Lucas,
Ruby Lorren, Vera Lester, Roger Mae
Maiden, Frances Maiden, Emily Miller,
Barney Noonan, John S. Oliver, Mary
L. Philmon, Marjorie Randall, Donovan
Ruskjer, James W . Roddy, Albert E .
Smith, Jewell Swain, Irma Storey, Lewell
Smith, Edith Thompson,
Gwyneth
Thompson, Arthur Twombley, Lucille
Thornley, Evelyn Vaughn, Robert Wie·
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land, Velma Walker, N . B. White,
Bobbie Hickman, Aubrey King, Helen
Kicklighter, Mary Riley.

A Qu · ET CoRNER WHEREIN Wa MAY
CoNTINUE
ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUEFCE
OF THF FR I DAY EvENING VEsPER HouR.

To

The first vesper service of the new
school year was held at the sunset hour
on Friday evening, Sept. 8. After the
customary song service the meeting
opened with a season of prayer, in which
a number of the young people joined.
President Klooster gave the study of
the evening. In addressing the students
he gave a very earnest talk on the power
of person al influence. Today we are what
we are, due to the influences that have
been brought to bear upon us during the
past; a year ' from now we shall all be
changed, for better or for worse. by the
influences brought to bear upon us by
our associates. For we are influenced,
not only by our teachers, but by our roommates, by classmates, by those who sit
at the table with us at meal time, and
especially by those whom we may choose
as close companions.
Our influence on others may be unknown, and also difficult to measure;

yet every one of us exerts an influence
on those about us. We may at times
desire to avoid responsibility by maintaining a mere neutral attitude; but we
cannot thus shirk responsibility, for our
influence will be either positive or negative.
Our schools are maintained as places
where our young people may be under
the most favorable influences possible
while obtaining their education. Yet even
here there are always two opposing
influences. Young people sometimes form
little cliques and groups whose influence
on one another is anything but helpful.
Such influence is to be carefully avoided.
Seek the association of those whose influence will be helpful and inspiring.
It is the earnest hope and sincere desire
of our teachers that the influence of true
Christianity shall pervade our school,
like the persistent fragrance of flowers.
If every one of our students would submit his life to the influence of our divine
Master, what a power for good our school
would bel
In the testimony service that followed,
a very earnest response was given to the
message of the hour; in about forty-five
minutes, 134 bore testimony to their
earnest purpose to guard well their influence, and to make the most of their
opportunities.
F.
We are not to try to climb up to high
positions or to gain the praise of men.
Our aim should not' be to be the greatest.
We are to have an eye single to the glory
of God. Heaven is waiting to bestow its
richest blessings upon those who will
consecrate themselves to do the work of
God in these last days of the world's
history. We shall be tested and tried;
we may be called to spend wakeful
nights; but let such times be spent in
earnest prayer to God, that He may
give understanding, and quicken the
mind to discern the privileges that are
ours.-" Messages to Young People," p. 26.
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A Practical Tra ining
Useful manual labor is a part of the gospel plan. The great
Teacher, enshrouded in the pillar of cloud, gave directions to
Israel that every youth should be taught some line of useful
employment. Therefore it was the custom of the jews, the
wealthy as well as the poorer classes, to teach their sons and
daughters some useful trade .....
Now, as in the days of Israel, every youth should be in.;
structed in the duties of practical life. Each should acquire a
knowledge of some branch of manual labor by which, if need
be, he may obtain a livelihood. This is essential, not only as a
safeguard against the vicissitudes of life, but from its bearing
upon physical. mental. and moral development . ...
Students who have gained book knowledge without gaining
a knowledge of practical work, cannot lay claim to a symmetrical education. The energies that should have been devoted to
business of various lines, have been neglected. Education
does not consist in using the brain alone. Physical employment is a part of the training essential for every youth. An
important phase of education is lacking if the student is not
taught how to engage in useful labor .. . .
The greatest benefit is not gained from exercise that is
taken as play or exercise merely. There is some benefit in
being in the fresh air, and also from the exercise of the muscles;
but let the same amount of energy be given to the performance
of useful work, and the benefit will be greater. A feeling of
satisfaction will be realized ; for such exercise carries with it
the sense of helpfulness, and the approval of conscience for
duty well done .. . ..
The mind educated to enjoy useful labor becomes enlarged;
through training and discipline it is fitted for usefulness; for
it has acquired the knowledge essential to make its possessor
a blessing to others.- "Counsel! to Teacher,," pp. 307- 309.
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for here lie rich mines of intellectual
wealth, and the very effort put forth to
obtain this wealth develops the really
educated mind.
F.

••J Cannot Vig ..
In one of his recent chapel talks President Klooster took for his text the language of the unfaithful steward mentioned in the sixteenth chapter of Luke.
This dishonest servant, in prospect "of
losing his position, was in a quandary
as to what to do for a living when deprived of his stewardship. One thing was
settled: "I cannot dig." Accustomed as
he was to an honorable position in charge
of his master's business, he was decidedly
averse to doing common, manual labor,
like digging ditches.
There are some students who apparently assume a similar attitude toward
mental exertion;" they "cannot dig."
With school expenses paid by parents
or guardians, with every opportunity
furnished them for obtaining an education, they fail to apply themselves to
their school tasks. Whether from indolence or indifference, they fritter away
their time, and are registered as failures
in their work.
In marked contrast with this class is
the faithful. earnest student, who appreciates his opportunities, and is not
afraid of hard work, either physical or
mental; he is willing to dig and delve into
his studies. And this very effort is what
develops strength of mind and firmness
of character.
Some really brilliant students, who find
it comparatively easy to master a lesson,
depend too much upon their brilliant
intellects, and apply themselves to their
tasks just enough to "get by" with a
passing grade. Even the brilliant student
should be willing and glad to dig, and to
dig deep into the mysteries of science;

Last Sabbath the newly elected officers
took charge of the Sabbath school and
conducted the opening exercises. Mr.
Goodrich of Nashville, here on a visit,
gave the review of the last lesson. The
newly formed classes met as assigned.
Class offering goals will be set, and an
earnest effort made to do our part for
missions.
The young people's meeting was held
during the closing hour of the Sabbath
on Sept. 16, with Prof. D. C . Ludington
in charge.
His associate officers were
present to assist. Mr. Joe Hoyt, the
secretary, gave the Scripture reading and
offered prayer. A trio of young ladies
sang "0 love, that will not let me go."
In his opening address the leader proposed
some plans for the Volunteers to follow:
the membership has been divided into
six bands, that will take turns in presenting the programs at the rerular Sabbath
meetings. Plans for earnest missionary
work were also suggested, and two young
men, Lewell Smith, and Donald Payne,
gave brief talks setting forth the work
our Collegedale young people are dointr
and may continue. Miss Helen Kicklighter read a helpful and suggestive
poem. The meeting closed with a baritone
solo by Elton King.
The marimba, mentioned in our last
number, has come to Collegedale to stay.
Prof. D . R. Edwards has purchased the
instrument from its maker, Mr. Boone
Holmes. Some of our readers may be

3
interested in a description of it.
A
marimba like the xylophone has a series
of wooden bars of varying length. The
sound, when one of these bars is struck,
is prolonged and magnified by a metal
tube or pipe suspended beneath the wooden
bar. lhese pipes vary in length and
diameter to correspond with the wooden
bars. In playing. the bars are struck with
hammers shaped like drum sticks, with
heads of firm felt. This particular instrument has a compass of four octaves, and
is fully six feet in length. lhe music
p roduced on it is greatly enjoyed by our
C ollegedale audiences.
Last Saturday evening a musical program was given in the chapel to an
appreciative audience. Mrs. West and
Mrs. Haussler played a piano duet as
the first number. A vocal solo by Mrs.
L udington was followed by a marimba
solo by Mr. Lowell Sanders.
Misses
Elma Roper and Pearl Glidewell sang a
st1rrmg song, and Mrs. Sowers gave a
reading that had a decidedly school
flavor. Prof. Haussler's vocal solo was
followed by a piano solo by Leonard
West. Several.of those on the program
responded to encores, and all parts were
very enjoy~ble.
Definite plans for the Harvest Ingathering were made at the faculty meeting last Sunday. lhe school and church
were divided into about seven bands
according to the territory to be covered
and the method of work. A goal was set
for each band. It was decided to begin
the work of street solicitation this coming Saturday night, the singing bands to
make their first effort the following
night. It is planned to push the work
while the weather is favorable, and in
advance of other appe ..Is to the generosity
of the people.
"Be not simply go, be good for something."

,New Ofjicel'.& Elected
The n om inating committee of the
C ollegedale church rendered their report
for officers to serve the remainder of the
calendar year, at the close of the young
people's meeting on Sabbath afternoon.
The following Sabbath school
officers were elected: Prof. J. C. Haussler,
superintendent; Miss Miriam Bruce and
N. B. White, assistants;
Miss Ercel
Bradley, secretary; Miss Jewell Swaip,
assistant secretary; chorister, Levem
Manous; pianist, Lois Mae Clark; Junior
superintendent, Eric Lundquist; assistant, Mrs. W. Sowers; Primary superintendent, Miss Leta Harding; assistant,
Miss Mary Lucas.
Y. P. M. V. officers: Prof. D. C. Ludington, leader; Ross Stromberg and Miss
Elmer Roper, assistants; Joseph Hoyt,
secretary; Miss Lois Benjamin, assistant
secretary; Talmadge Boyd, chorister;
Miss Gladys Leitner, pianist.

A QUIET CORNER WHEREIN WE MAy
CoNTINUE To ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
OF Taa FRIDAY EvENING VESPER HouR.

'Bearinc 'R.e.&pon .&ih ility
With the gradual shortening of the
days as summer closes and autumn
comes on, it has been found advisable to
change the time of our vesper meeting.
On Friday, Sept. 15, brief sunset services
were held in the dormitory parlors, supper
was served at six o'clock, and the regular
vesper meeting for all was held in the
chapel at seven o'clock. There was the
usual good attendance, with corresponding interest.
Prof. D. C. Ludington gave the study
of the hour, following the usual song
eervice and season of prayer. Respon -
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sibilities in the Lord's work was the topic
chosen by the speaker. He quoted Elder
C. H. Watson, president of the General
Conference, as saying, "Those who follow
us as leaders will be required to carry
heavier responsibilities than we do."
As the work of God advances, the added
growth, and the accompanying trials
and perplexities of the time of trouble,
will surely bring heavier responsibilities
for our leaders. And these added burdens
will naturally be shifted to younger
shoulders. The army of youth, now in
training in our schools, are being fitted
to help bear these extra burdens.
As the work advances we face a crisis
similar to that which came upon the
Jews in Queen Esther's time. And in
the story of this noble young woman we
have a most inspiring example of devotion and loyalty and trust in God in the
face of imminent danger. Let us as young
people emulate her example and manifest
similar courage and faith .

services there was no time lost in waiting
between testimonies. This prompt response from our young people adds to the
interest at our vesper services.
F.

Good Mornind
Good morning, Brother Sunshine;
Good morning, Sister Song.
beg your humble pardon
If you have waited long.
thought l heard you rapping;
To shut you out were sin.
My heart is standing open;
Won't you
walk
right
in?
Good mormng, Brother Gladness;
Good morning, Sister Smile.
They told me you were coming,
So I waited on a while.
I'm lonesome here without you;
A weary while it's been.
My heart is standing open;
Won't you
walk
right
in?
Good morning, Brother Kindness;
Good morning, Sister Cheer.
heard you were out calling,
So I waited for you here.
Some way I keep forgetting
I have to toil and spin,
When you are my companions;
Won't you
walk
right
in?

In meeting such a crisis we need now to
gain an experience in spiritual things
that will make us equal to the occasion.
We need the experience of being born
again, born of the Spirit, thus becoming
children of God. With this experience
we may be true to principle and resist
every temptation.

"God calls for the consecration to His
service of every faculty, of every gift
you have received from Him."

Mr. G. N. Fuller had charge of the
testimony service, in which a large number took part. As usual in our vesper

"The specific place appointed us in
life is determined by our capailities."

-Selected.
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Standards of Efficiency
Grave responsibilities rest upon the youth. God expects
much from the young men who live in this generation of increased light and knowledge. He expects them to impart this
light and knowledge. He desires to use them in dispelling the
error and superstition that cloud the minds of many. They are
to discipline themselves by gathering up every jot and tittle
of knowledge and experience . ....
If the youth will consecrate their minds and hearts to God's
service, they will reach a high standard of efficiency and usefulness. This is the standard that the Lord expects the youth
to attain. To do iess than this is to refuse to make the most of
God-given opportunities ....
Those who strive to become laborers for God, who seek
earnestly to acquire in order to impart, will constantly receive
light from God that they may be channels of communication.
If, like Daniel. young men and young women will bring all
their habits, appetites, and passions into conformity to the
requirements of God, they will qualify themselves for higher
work. They should put from their minds all that is cheap and
frivolous. Nonsense and amusement-loving propensities should
be discarded, as out of place in the life and experience of those
who are living by faith in the Son of God, eating His flesh
and drinking His blood.
They should realize that though all the advantages of learning may be within their reach, they may yet fail of obtaining
that education which will fit them for work in some part of
the Lord's vineyard. They cannot engage in the Lord's service
without the requisite qualifications of intelligent piety. If
they give to pleasure and amusement the precious mind that
should be strengthened by high and noble purpose, they degrade the powers that God has given the~. and are guilty
before Him, because they fail to improve their talents by wise

use.-"Messages to Young People," pp. 41, 42.
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Malcinti E;rcu.se.s
Following is an abstract of a cha1=el
talk recently given by President Klooster:
In Luke 14 :16 24 is recorded the
parable of the great supJ:er, with the
excuses made by those v. ho declined
the invitation to attend. 1hese excuses
are characteristic of sinners from the time
of Adam and Eve to the present. Adam
sought to shift respom.ibility off upon
his wife, and she blamed it onto the
serpent.
Excuses are always a very
effectual block to spiritual progress.
Many fail and lose out through making
excuses instead of making good.
The excuses offered by the three
men in this parable are typical of three
stages in life. The first must go and see
a piece of ground he had bought. 5o
the youth must first see the world before
he accepts the invitation to the gospel
feast.
Very many make this excuse;
they think of religion as perhaps all
right to die by, but not essential to live
by. And many discover their great mistake when it is too late to mend it.
1 he second man must go and try out
a yoke of oxen he had bought. Like one
of more mature years he has seen the
world, and is now ambitious to secure
and enjoy what it has to offer. This
is but a continuation of the experience
of youth, and the one who makes this
excuse is deceived by the "deceitfulness
of sin," not realizing that very soon
"the world passeth away and the lust
thereof."
Most pathetic of all is the case of the
third man, who pleaded, "I have married
a wife, and therefore I cannot come."
Wedded at last to the world and its ways,

he finds in his advanced years that he
has practically lost the power of choice,
until he "cannot come."
Interpreted thus, the parable teaches
and emphasizes the importance of an
early surrender of the life to the ser;vice
of Cod.
Procrastination is still the
thief of time. The voice of conscience,
often disregarded, finally falls on deaf
ears, and the fate of the negligent soul
is sealed.
F.

For the accommodation of some of
our industrial students who are not yet
in a position to enroll in regular class
work, evening clasres have been started
in Daniel and Revelation, and in American History. These classes also accommodate several students who have conflicts in the daytin:e program. Those
enrolled in the evening Eible class are:
Alvin King, Sidney Marshall, James
Goddard, Jake Waldon, Audrey Klaus,
Edith 1 hompson, Mary Philmon, l ucille Thornley, Gwyneth Thompson.
Members of the evening class in AmerIcan History: Harry Brown,
Cpal
Chapman, Elaine Foley, Doc Schmehl,
Ruby Shreve, Grover Winslow, Harvey
Williams, Grantham Oakes, Francis Durocher.
Evening after Sabbath, Sept. 23,
a corps of Harvest Ingathering workers
went from Collegedale to solicit on the
streets of Chattanooga.
Eight young
ladies did the soliciting: Mildred Franz,
Christine Rutledge, Helen Kicklighter,
Ercel Bradley, Evelyn Vaughn, Mrs.
Yelton Speed, Virginia McGuffey, and
LeVitae Whitehead. Those who accompanied them as chaperons were Mr.

and Mrs. W. A. Benjamin. Mrs. T. R.
Huxtable. Miss Miriam Bruce and Mr.
P. T. Mouchon. They report an interesting time, with $24.38 received for missions.
Three singing bands went to Chattanooga on last Sunday evening in the
Ingathering campaign.
1 hey worked
for about two hours on three parallel
streets in a good residence locality.
They report being well received, though
the gifts to missions were smaller than
in previous years.
The total amount
received was $13 .09.
Prof. R. W . Woods led one band. 1 he
singers in this band were Catherine
Dunham, Martyn Ingram, Lois Mae
Clark, Lora Lavender, Donald Payne,
Talmadge Boyd, Ross Stromberg, and
Carl Mundy. The solicitors were N. B.
White and Clyde Franz. 1his company
was transported in the school bus.

61. Below we give the names of students
not already reported.
Preparatory Department
Alton Alexander,
Bertram Barnes,
Harry Brown, Eugene Dillard, Malcolm
Duckworth, Catherine Dunham, Francis
Durocher, Elaine Foley, Paul Hendershot,
James Hickman, Alvin King, Sidney
Marshall, Jack McCaughan, Finnis McKee, Robt. Grantham Oakes, Clayton
Petty, Gordon Pirkle, Lucille Ray,
Carl F. Romans, Doc Schmehl, Rui;y
Shreve, Robt. A. Strickland, Yelton
Speed, Joe Walters, Grover Winslow,
William Wood.
College Students
Miriam Bruce, C. H. Bryant, Jr.,
John F. Duge, Gerald Dunham, Jas.
W. Goddard, Thomas Hall, Amy H.
M&ngel,
Levern
Manous,
Bernice
1\t.eacham, J. C. Moyers, Carl Mundy,
Eleanor Roper, Marlete Turner, Jake
Waldon.

In Prof. J. C. Haussler's band the
singers were Grace Frank, Sara Grant,
Mary Riley, Amy Mangel, .Mrs. Yelton
Speed. W. H. Allen, Weil King, and
Hoyt Hendershot. Carl Romans and
Frederick Webster did the soliciting.
TQe third company was led by Prof.
D. R. Edwards. His singers were Wilma
Benjamin, Alice Mae Crutcher, Mildred
Franz, Pearl Glidewell, Sidney Marshall,
Albert Hall and Joe Hoyt.
Christine
Rutledge and Emily Miller were the
solicitors. Miss Miller was commended
by the leader "for her work in soliciting,
this being her first experience of the
kind. Mr. Starkey and Professor Edwards
transported this company in their autos.
Since

our

last

enrollment

report,

26 new names have been enrolled in
the College Preparatory department,
and 14 for College work. These, added
to the · 127 names previously reported,
make a total of 167. 1 he enrollment in
the church school grades has now reached

A QuJET CoRNER WHEREIN WE MAY
CoNTINUE
ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
OF THE FRIDAY EvENINC VESPER HouR.

To

At the vesper service last Friday
evening Prof. D. C. Ludington announced
the opening hymn and led in the prayer
season, in which a number joined in
earnest petitions.
President Klooster gave a study based
on the closing words of Ps. 78:8. Referring
to the stubborn and rebellious generation
in the early history of Israel. it is said
of them that their "spirit was not stedfast
with God." And this lack of steadfastness
in their service for God resulted in great
spiritual declension and loss.
It is the prime object and aim of our
school to so stabilize our young people
as will result in a constant, well balanced
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Christian experience on their part, an
experience that will be unmoved by any
adverse influences in the home community
or out in the world.
Many persons seek for repeated new
experiences by attending revival services.
Instead of seeking for some great spiritual fervor or emotion on such special
occasions, we should rather cultivate
a spirit of steadfast, constant, daily living of His life. Our experience too often
lags behind our professed belief or theory
of living. We should aim to bring our
experience into harmony with what we
profess.
The apostle Paul was a fine example of
a steadfast follower of the Lord. He did
have a remarkable experience at his conversion; but from that time, through the
rest of his life, he did "this one thing,"
and "pressed toward the mark" at the
end of the race. And toward the end of
his career, when difficulties and dangers
seemed especially to beset his way, he
declared, "None of these things move
me." Acts 20: 24.
A recent invention, an electrically
controlled dial, when once adjusted to a
cert&n course in an airplane, enables the
pilot to hold to his course without fail,
though it be through fog or cloud or the
darkness of nirht. We have such a Guide
in our spiritual experience, and by constantly following Him we may as invariably reach our journey's end in safety.

Too often we have an "up and down"
experience, with more down than up
oftentimes. This is altogether unnecessary and deplorable. We may enjoy a
much more exalted experience.
The
imminence of the coming of jesus should
furnish an incentive that will establish,
strengthen, and settle us in a constant,
daily experi•mce.
1 he testirnony service, led by Elder
B. H. Shaw, was of special interest, there
being a very hearty response to the
admonitiollJI iiven in the study of the
hour.
F.

.,/ 'Don't Care"
Is it true of me and you
That we don't care?
It is said in reckle88 fashion everywhere.
Do I realize my condition?
I'm not far from real perdition!
When "I don't care."
All that's best is lost
When "I don't care."
Every tear is turned to frost,
When "I don't care."
Cold and hungry is my soul,
Aim at nothing, have no goal,
When "I don't care."
Love of home, of others ends,
\1(1hen "I don't care."
I'm a brute and dissolute,
When "I don't care."
All that's fine. that's brave and true,
Has ended then in me and you
When we "don't care."
It's a falsehood and a lie,
This "I don't care."
Not a thinking human being
That would dare
Face the devils that would spring
To our throat and help us sing
"I don't care."-Oal?_/ey Selle~?_.
"When a man lives to himself. he
has poor company."

5/n
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Deportment
The value of courtesy is too little appreciated. Many who
are kind at heart lack kindliness of manner. Many who command respect by their sincerity and uprightness are sadly
deficient in geniality. This lack mars their own happiness, and
detracts from their service to others. Many of life's sweetest
and most helpful experiences are, often for mere want of thought,
sacrificed by the uncourteous . . ...
True courtesy is not learned by the mere practise of rules of
etiquette. ~ropriety of deportment is at all times to be observed; wherever principle is not compromised, consideration
of others leads to compliance with accepted customs; but true
courtesy requires no sacrifice of principle to conventionality.
It ignores caste. It teaches self-respect, respect for the dignity
of man as man, a regard for every member of the great human
brotherhood ....
The essence of true politeness is co~sideration for others.
The essential, enduring education is that which broadens the
sympathies and encourages universal kindliness. That so-called
culture which does not make a youth deferential toward his
parents, appreciative of their excellences, forbearing toward
their defects, and helpful to their necessities; which does not
make him considerate and tender, generous and helpful toward
the young, the old, and the unfortunate and courteous to all,
is a failure.
Real refinement of thought and manner is better learned in
the school of the divine Teacher than by any observance of
set rules. His love pervading the heart gives to the character
those refining touches that fashion it in the semblance of His
own. This education imparts a heaven-born dignity and sense
of propri ty. It gives a sweetness of disposition and a gentleness
of manner that can never be equaled by the supP.rficial polish
of fashionable society.-"Education, " pp. 240, 241.
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..1Je]Vot a.s the Mule ..
Psalm32:9
(From 'a recent chapel talk)
The mule is a hybrid animal. possessed
of some of the qualities of both his ancestors. Some of these q;alities are admirable, and others are quite the reverse.
So human nature seems to be a sort of
hybrid of imp and angel, sometimes
one being dominant, then the other.
We may learn some useful lessons from
a study of the mule's disposition.
The mule, because of certain characteristics, is a perennial object of ridicule. Ever drive a mule? A man's
eyes are placed in the front of his head,
in a forward-looking position. A mule
has a way of looking backward in a
suspicious manner, as though distrustful
of his driver. This mental attitude toward others, on our part, is far from
commendable. Suspicion and evil surmising effectually destroy confidence
and cooperation.
Sometimes a mule balks; nothing can
induce him to budge in the performance
of his task. Then again, he takes the
bit between his teeth and forges ahead
with a zeal and enthusiasm beyond all
control. In other words, you can't feel
quite sure of him; he is not a hundred
per cent dependable.
· How we prize dependable peoplepeople we can tie tol It is related that
on one occasion Henry Ward Beecher,
the well known preacher, was bargaining
with a farmer for a horse. 1 he owner
recommended his norse very highly,
as thoroughly dependable; would work
anywhere. Mr Beecher observed thoughtfully, "I wish he were a member of my
church.''

A mule has a very harsh, unpleasant
voice.
He doesn't very often use it,
but when he does, it is anything but
agreeable to listen to. Some folks are
like that; they are usually pleasant
and agreeable, but occasionally they
explode in a fit of temper that causes
consternation on the part of their associates. "Be not as the mule" in this
respect. A cheerful, sunny disposition
tha~ remains unruffled by petty slights
and annoyances, is worth careful cultivation.
Mules are proverbial kickers. Some
people are that way; they are so hard
to please that is is next to impossible to
secure their cooperation in any plan of
endeavor. It is a privilege and a duty
to subdue and overcome all the undesirable traits in our characters, and to
cultivate all the commendable and lovely
traits. In this way we shall become the
representatives of ou; heavenly Master.

F.

The orchestra in Sabbath school is
a great help in the music. Last Sabbath
the following musicians assisted in this
capacity: Levern Manous, leader; Lois
Mae Clark, pianist; Robert Wieland
and Lewis Ludington, violins; Leonard
West, double bass viol; Ross Stromberg,
W. T. Collins, and Robert Kepkey,
clarinets; James Barnes and Sidney
Marshall, saxophones.
There were several items of special
interest in our Sabbath school program
last Sabbath. For special music James
Barnes played a saxophone solo. Thirty
members reported a perfect record for the
past quarter in attendance and daily
le3Son study. Mrs. T. R. Huxtable, in a
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very interesting missions talk. told of the
liberality of the native believers in Africa
in making offerings to support mission
work. A special song was sung in closing,
- "Help the Sabbath ~chool Way."
'T he total Sabbath school offerings on
this thirteenth Sabbath amounted to
$74.03.
A church choir has been organized,
with Prof. J. C. Haussler as leader.
The time for weekly choir practice has
been set at 6:15p.m. on Friday evening.
just before the seven o'clock vesper service. Following are the names of choir
members: Ercel Bradley, Martyn Ingram,
Marlete Turner, Alice Mae Crutcher,
Miriam Bruce, Pea~l Glidewell, Mrs.
Lucille Clark, Lois Mae Clark, Mrs.
L. West, Helen Kicklighter, Amy Mangel,
Wilma Benjamin, Mildred Franz, Leonard
West, Ross Stromberg, Sidney Marshall,
Thomas Hall, Albert Hall. Donald Payne,
Levem Manous, Weil King, Joe Hoyt,
Carl Mundy, F~ederick Webster, Eugene
Dillard.
Another Harvest Ingathering trip to
Chattanooga was made on last Saturday
evening. Mr. and Mrs. W. A . Benjamin,
Elder and Mrs. T. R. Huxtable and Miss
Miriam Bruce chaperoned the company
composed of the following street solicitors:
Christine Rutledge, Evelyn Vaughn,
Verlie Reiber, Ercel Bradley, Marlete
Turner, Helen Kicklighter, Bernice Meacham, and Mrs. Rhoda Speed.
The
company received offerings for missions
totaling a few cents under $40, so the
lack was made up, to make it even
money. Surely this was a very profitable
evening toward reaching our goal.
On last Sunday evening a pleasant
social affair was held in the ladies'
parlor. The capacity of the room was
taxed to accommodate all who came.
The program was announced as a reception of the new students by the old stud-

ents. After a vocal solo by Mrs. R. W .
Woods, Miss Frances Maiden gave an
address of welcome on behalf of the old
students. '' his was responded to, for the
new students, by Mr. Frederick Webster.
There followed a series of entertaining
items, enacted in one corner of the room
that had been curtained off for the occasion. Scenes in dormitory life and in school
were presented, to the evident entertainment of the young people.
The customary trip to the Silverdale
county home was made last Sabbath
afternoon by a company of our young
people, with Dean Clark as chaperon.
A program of vocal and instrumental
music was given, first to the colored inmates, then to the whites. These unfortunates show much appreciation of
these efforts to please and cheer them.
Those who went this past Sabbath were
Alice Mae Crutcher, Mildred Franz,
Lois Mae Clark, Ross Stromberg, and
Donald Payne.
Clyde Franz and his sister Mildred
were much pleased to have their parents
spend the past week-end with them at
Collegedale.
Several new names have been added
to our enrollment list during the past
few days.
Preparatory Department
Nancy Lee Burge, Ruth N. Hallock,
Rolland A. Price, Howell R. Sl~umb,
Roger A. Thomas, Joseph A. Wheeler.
College Students
· James E . Rawls, Ross Stromberg.
This raises our total enrollment to 175.
The highest evidence of nobility in a
Christian is self-control. He who under
abuse or cruelty fails to maintain a calm
and trustful spirit, robs Cod of His
right to reveal in him His own perfection of character.- " The Desire of Ages,"
p. 301.
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"There is power in the blood," No. 27
in "Christ in Song," was sun&' to open
the vesper service last Friday evening.
Six brief prayers were offered in t~e
prayer season as led by Prof. D. C.
Ludington.
Prof. M. E. Cady, of Washington,
D. C., here on a visit, gave a study from
the words of the Saviour, "The truth
shall make you free." John 6: 32. We
talk much of the truth, of hearing the
truth, accepting the truth; of some who
&'ive up the truth. By these expressions
we refer to the whole system of truth
as revealed in the Bible.
How old is truth? On one occasion
Jesus, in recounting the past experience
of Satan. said of him that he "abode
not in the truth ." John 8: 44. Then
he was once in the truth, but gave it
up. Recall the controversy in heaven,
when Lucifer became dissatisfied with
God's treatment of him and led one
third of the angels in revolt. In thus
opposing the God of heaven, he gave
up the truth.
TheR what is truth? God's law is the

truth. All His ways and words are truth .
Jesus said, "I am .... the truth."
John
14 : 6. Then whatever God says is the
truth; and we accept the truth when we
receive His word and live it .
In the beginnings of our denominational
work, after the passing of the time in
1844, various lines of doctrinal truth
were preached by the pioneers in this
cause. There was the truth concerning
the sanctuary and its cleansing, the
Sabbath truth, the nature of man,
state of the dead, fate of the wicked, etc.
Our early ministers preached these truths,
and those who accepted them were thereby
made free from error. Truth purifies the
soul.
Then about twenty years later there
came the light of truth on health reform.
.Errors in diet were pointed out; the use of
all narcotics and stimulants was condemned; God's plan for eating and living
was set forth.
This truth concerning
healthful living sets us free "from every
defiling habit. with the result that we
have clean, pure bodies as well as pure
souls.
Then in 1874 came the light of truth
on education. Wrong methods in education were pointed out, also the errors of
Evolution, and the danger of subjecting
our children to such false teaching. This
was the beginning of our system of
church schools. academies, and colleges.
All this system of truth of the third
angel's message sets us free from every
form of error, and enables us to prepare
to meet the Saviour at His coming.
President Klooster, in brief closing
remarks, called on all to rise in silent
testimony of their willingness to accept.
and obey the truth as they have opportunity to learn it. Practically the whole
congregation rose, and "Faith is the
victory" was sung to close the meeting.

F.
" It is better to be a booster than a
boaster."
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THE FUTURE OF OUR SCHOOL
On Thursday morning of last week Elder S. A. Ruskjer,
president of the Southern Union Con'ference, was with us,
and spoke to the students at the chapel hour. He encouraged
his young hearers to press ahead in their preparation for
places in the Lord's work. There is room for workers in the
ministry, the Bible work, church t~chool work, r()')m for stenoggraphers, and various other lines of work; and it is the definite
policy of the leaders of the work here in the Southland, to f~ll
vacancies and new opening with our own southern young people, trained in our own training school.
The work in this fitld has made pod progress of late;
during the past eighteen months, 2600 new believers have
accepted the truth. All our evangelists are having success in
their work; and this includes quite a number of lay members.
Of the 2600 new members mentioned above, 700 were brought
in by these self-supporting workers, many of whom have been
trained for such service in our school. We should plan to enlarge
our school; there is no reason why the attendance should not
be doubled. By all means this school should develop into a
senior college, to serve this southern field.
To bring this result it is planned gradually to enlarge our
industrial features of the school. There should be industries
started that will furnish employment for a larger number of
young ladies, as well as for more young men. We should make it
our goal to employ as many as 500 student workers.
And those now in attendance at the scho_ol can help very
materially in the building up of the school. A spirit of loyalty
will do much in this direction. The letters sent out over the
field by. students have a large influence, either for or against
the school. Each student may help in building up the school by
speaking well of it, thus influencing others to come. Let us
aim, not only to make this a senior college, but one of the best!
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'Dedicated 'Brain.r
The historic emphasis of the Christian
Church has been upon giving the heart
to God in consecration. While I would
in no sense depreciate the importance
of giving the heart to God, I wish this
morning to place a corresponding emphasis upon the importance of dedicating the intellect to God and to His service. We have long been taught that
intelligence without goodness is a public
calamity, that the most dangerous members of society are not the stupid, but
the astute.
So also goodness without
intelligence is a calamity. Our profound
need is for dedicated brains.
Of the
religious zealots of his day, the Apostle
Paul said, "I bear them witness that they
have a zeal for God, but not according
to knowledge."

marvellous a thing is motherhood; yet
anyone who deals wii:n.the problems of the
family knows that it takes more than a
good heart to make a good mother, it takes a good head. The major crimes
of motherhood are not sins of bad motivt!,
but of bad judgment. All the stupid
follies that most ruin children are being
practiced on them now by mothers who
dearly love them. There must then be
good intelligence combined with good
intention.
There is nothing in this church that
encourages one so much as the lives of
those men and women in the Advent
movement who combine high intelligence
with deep piety,- in whom fine workmanship, skilled competence, trained
intelligence are a part and parcel of their
religion. I wish that I might this morning
lift over the horizon of some youth's
soul a vision of these ideals and goals,
the acceptance of which will greatly
enrich life and strengthen the church.
Let us pray God that He will gather our
entire personalities into His service, our
hearts, our minds, and all our strength,young people in whom a fine spirit and
fine intelligence have been joined.

Zeal without knowledge, good inten..0 God, I offer thee my hearttions without good intelligence, religious
In many a mystic mood by beauty led,
conscientiousness and enthusiasm withI give my heart to thee. But now impart
out brains to guide them -of what disThat sterner grace--to offer thee my
asters have not these been the fruitful
head."
H. J. K.
mothers!
We turn ift disappointment
from those ascetic saints of medieval
times, who crucified their bodies, who
lived for years in isolation under unhygienic conditions; or who, like Simon
Stylites, lived forty years upon the top
of a pillar. They had zeal, but not according to knowledge. What a high forward
Early last week a cQmpany of Instep is possible when high intelligence and
deep piety are combined! This combina- gathering solicitors from Collegedale went
tion is invincible. Give your hearts, to on quite an extended trip by auto, and
were gone several days, visiting several
be sure; but give also your heads to God.
If there is any human relationship in · towns west of here. They received ~87.05
which goodness alone could be enough, Ior missions. Those in the company were
it surely would be motherhood. How Mrs. Cruise, Mrs. Huxtable, Mrs. Woods,
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Mrs. Sowers, and Mrs. W . B. Clark.
Last Thursday five of the ladies of
the Collegedale church went out soliciting for missions in territory north and
west of here. 'This same territory was
covered in last year's campaign, and the
solicitors were very cordially received and
and generously rewarded with various
gifts of farm and garden produce. 'This
produce was bid off at auction sale in
the ladies' parlor on Saturday evening,
and realized $40. Several small amounts
have recently been turned in toward our
Ingathering goal, till the total lacks but
little of reaching $500.
The program at the young people's
meetins last Sabbath afternoon was
built around the theme, "Ships of life."
A fine crayon drawins ol a ship in full
sail was displayed on a portable blackboard, with the five topics beneath,Companionship, Friendship, Scholarship,
Marksmanship, leadership. Mr. Arthur
Brown spoke to the first of these; Miss
Martyn Ingram presented the value of
friendship in life; Prof. R. W . Woods
urged the importance of thorough scholarship as a preparation for the highest and
best service;
Mr. Grantham Oakes,
speaking on "Marksmanship." presented
the importance of having a definite aim
in life; Mr. j . H . Goodrich of Nashville
set before his hearers the responsibilities
and rewards of leaders. 'The music for
the program was quite appropriate.
M~s. West played a piano solo, Misses
Turner and Franz sang together, and
Mrs. Woods' solo, " jesus, Saviour,
Pilot Me," closed a very helpful program.
Responding to an appointment made
by Miss T oilman. head of the English
department, about a score of students in
the English clllSfes met in the ladies'
parlor just at the close of the Sabbath,
October 7. A committee of five was chosen

to draw up a constitution, to consider
and report on the best time for regular
meetings, and to arrange for a program
for the next meeting. It is not yet de~ermined just what this new society
shall be called ; the constitution as adpoted
must needs name, also set forth its object.
J\l'iss Tollman, in brief remarks, suggested
several profitable lines of study and endeavor along literary lines.
President Klooster left Collegedale
early this week, to be absent from the
school some little time. He will attend
the Fall Council at Battle Creek, Mich.,
besides attending to several matters in
the interests of the school. We shall
pray for his safe and speedy return.
Mr. N . B. White has accepted work in
the business oflicce, and Mr. Joe Hoyt
has taken over the responsibility of the
school bakery. Success to both of you,
boys; we need both accurate accounts
and good bread.
Word has recently been received of
the death of Ma1tha Ivy Hair on September 23. She was a student at Emmanuel Missionary College, Berrien Springs,
Mich. She died at a hospital where she
had gone for an appendicitis operation.
J\l'iss Hair was a former student of our
school; she graduated in 1930 from the
Academic course. We extend to her relatives and friends our sincere sympathy.

If we will restrain the expression of
unbelief, and by hopeful words and prompt
movements strengthen our own faith and
the faith of others, our vision will grow
clearer. 'The pure atmosphere of heaven
will surround our souls. -"Testimonies,"
Vol. 6, p . 462 .
"Every one has undiscovered traits of
character that must come to light throush
trial."
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"Softly now the light of day" was sung
to open our vesper service last Friday
evening. Prof. M. E. Cady offered the
opening prayer.
Prof. A. W. Peterson, education secretary for the Southern Union, was the
speaker of the hour. He took for his
text· the words of the prophet Azariah
to king Asa as recorded in 2 Chron.
15: 2. 7: '"The Lord is with you, while
ye be with him; and if ye seek Him, He
will be found of you; but if ye forsake
Him, He will forsake you . . . . . Ee ye
strong therefore, and let not your hands
be weak: for your work ~hall be rewarded."
We should seek to develop a constant
consciousn~s of the Lord's pre~ence
with us. To do this we must always
feel and acknowledge our dependence on
Him. We cannot command God, but
should ever seek to carry out His commands to us.
Paul experienced this presence of God
with him in times of danger, as always.
He bore testimony to this when his ship
was wrecked: "There stood by me this
night . the angel of God, whose I am,
and whom I serve." Acts. 27: 23.

John Howell, one of our missionaries
to the Indians of South America, had
an experience that showed a similar
watch care on the Lord's part. On one
occasion when he and an Indian companion were trapped between high, thick
walls by the enemies of the mission,
an opening· appeared in the wall, miraculously as he firmly believed, through
which they spurred their horses to safety.
When asked about the experience afterwards, he replied, "I felt that the Lord
was with me."
It is a common saying that in life's
experiences it is "every man for himself,
and the devil take the hindmost."
And that is true of those who serve the
devil; he works to get us into a tight
place, and forsakes us in our plight.
How different are the ways of the Lord,
who never forsakes those who trust Him.
Another of our South American workers is now the editor of our Spanish
paper, El Atalaya. While in England
at the beginning of the World War,
he and several young Adventists were
imprisoned for noncqmpliance with certain army requirements. Together they
vowed to be faithful to God and th.eir
conscientious convictions. When interviewed separately by army officers,
each was told that all the others had
yielded. Yet in face of this discouraging
prospect, not one of them did yield;
and soon after they were fully exonerated and released.
We don't know just how eventS are
going to turn out in the 'world. But we
may be sure that times will become more
and more perplexing and trying, especially
for God's pe;:,ple. But through all the
trials of thefe last days we have the assurance that the lord will be with us as
long as we are true to him.
F.

The teacher should be himself what he
wishes his students to become.-"Coun-

aela," p. 65.
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The Common Arts
Skill in the common arts is a gift from God. He provides
both the gift and the wisdom to use the gift aright. When
He desired a work done on the tabernacle, He said, "See,
I have called by name Bezaleel the son of Uri, the son of Hur,
of the tribe of Judah: and I have filled him with the spirit of
Godd •. in wisdom, anfd inkunderhs~ar,t~inEg, a n d in knowledge,
an 1n a 11 manner o wor mans 1p.
x. 3 1: 2 , 3 . . . . . . . . . .
God dispenses His gifts as it pleases Him. He bestows one
gift upon one, and another gift upon another, but all for the
good of the whole body. It.is in God's order that some shall
be in service in one line of work, and others in other lines,- all
working under the selfsame Spirit. The recognition of this
plan will be a safeguard against emulation, pride, envy, or
contempt of one another. It will strengthen unity and· mutual
love.
A much larger number of young people need to have the
advantages of our schools. They need the manual training
course, which will teach them how to live an active, energetic
life. Under wise, judicious, God-fearing directors, the students
are to be taught different kinds of labor. Every branch of the
work is to be conducted in the most thorough, systematic way
that long experience and wisdom can enable us to plan and
execute.
Let the teachers wake up to the importance of this subject,
and teach agriculture and the other industries that it is essential for the students to understand. Let them seek in every
department of labor to reach the very best results. Let the
science of the word of God be brought into the work, that the
students mt>y understand correct principles, and may reach the
highest possible standard."-"Counse/s to Teachers," pp.

314. 315.
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Sabbath Ob.rertJance
Last Friday morning at the chapel
hour Elder Shaw spoke on the proper
observance of the Sabbath, taking as
a text lsa. 58: 13, 14. The words, "turn
away thy foot from the Sabbath,"
plainly indicate a work of Sabbath reform.
To trample anything underfoot would be
to show the utmost disregard and con. tempt. We do show such disregard for
' the Sabbath when we do our own ways
and speak our own words on the Lord's
holy day.
This being the day that the Lord
has reserved for Himself, we might consider ourselves as His guests for the time
being. When we are guests in the home
of a friend, we try in every way to please
our host, by sho.,..ing him every courtesy;
in this way we seek to show our appreciation of the entertainment that is being
extended to us. How impolite, even rude,
it would be for a group of guests to disregard the presence of their host, and
spend the time in conversation on top.i cs
in which he was not in the least interested.
So our heavenly Host invites . us to
delight cureelves in Him; and if we do
this, the Sabbath will become a delight
to us. For the Sabbath was made for us,
and ours is the blessing that the Lord of
the Sabbath has placed upon His holy day.
It is true that the Sabbath may be
merely a burden if it is regarded simply
as a time of restraint, when we refrain
from doing the things we would really
like to do. The Jews of Jesus' time had
imposed many human restrictions upon
the observar.ce of the Sabbath. Jesus
rejected ar..d uposed these, and taught
the people just how the Sabbath should
be kept.

Again, the Sabbath should not be
regarded as simply a day for physical
rest, when we make up for the rest we
have lacked during six previous days
of over-work. How rude it would be for
a guest to spend the greater part of the
ti_me sleeping, to the utter disregard of
h1s host. So as the Lord's guests, let us
not spend an undue time in sleep on the
Sabbath.
It is our privilege to make the Sabbath
a real delight. Though it may seem to
us more of a time of restraint if we
"call the Sabbath a delight," if we,assume
the mental attitude of so regarding the
Sabbath, the Lord of the Sabbath will
impart to us the Sabbath b lessing, and
we shall delight ourselves in Him.

Our Harvest Ingathering solicitors
have been especially busy during the
past week; companies have been out in
surrounding rural territory every day
practically. Little if any cash was taken
in, but the people gave freely of their
farm and garden proo uce. Another auction
sale of these gifts was held on Saturday
evening, and $14.49 was realized for missions. On Sabbath Elder Shaw reported
that our Ingathering total was then
$661 .25. With the proceeds of the sale
and the addition of amounts of cash
since turned in, our total must now be
around $700. And with plans to carry
on, we still press ahead toward our goal.
Following the sale of Ingathering produce on Saturday evening, several series
of views were shown in the chapel.
One series entitled "High Lights of History'' showed scenes in the very early history of our country. Another series de-
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picted incidents in the life of Helen
Keller.
Other views were equally interesting and instructive.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Geeting, recently
from Boulder, Colorado, are recent
arrivals at Collegedale.
Mrs Geeting,
a former S. J. C . student, will be remembered as Miss Violet Priest.
just as we go to press we are able to
announce the return of President Klooster
from the Fall Council at Battle Creek,
Mich. We hope later to be able to give
some report of his activities during his
recent "absence from the school.

One 1Jorca.t Day
"Mother, have you leen to Dorcas
today?" asked Richard, as he and his
little playmate came in.
"Dorcas! what is that?" Earl wanted
to know.
"Oh! don't you know 'bout Dorcas
in the Bible who sewed for people?
Well, the ladies here have a Dorcas
society and sew for the boys in the dormitory whose mothers are too far away to
do it for them. Mother, please tell us
what all you did today."
"Well, you know so many of our boys
work in the sho~ and on the farm, they
tear their. clothes and wear holes in them.
So twice each month they are invited
to bring all the clothes they have that
need repairs down to the parlor, and the
ladies of the church meet and fix them."
"1 heard a man say once that Dorcas
societies were just for women to meet
and visit and gossip; but 1 think he was
just joking, don't you, Mother?" said
Richard.
:·Yes, dear, 1 think he was. Any way
no one at Collegedale feels that way,
1 am sure. Today there were twelve of
us ; and when we arrived, we found the
long table in the parlor piled up with
garments. There were shirts that were

good, except the collars were worn;
these were ripped out and turned over,
and were good for a lot more wear. Two
coats had the linings loose in the sleeves.
Trousers that had shrunk in laundering
were to be' let out at the cuffs and made
longer.
Other trousers had pockets
with holes in them, while some needed
new belt loops. A bath-robe ripped in
the shoulder seam neededd only a few
stitches on the sewing machine. The~
there were quantities of underwear tliat
needed buttons and seams and patches,
and a whole stack of overalls and .work
pants that had to have patches.
"When we were all comfortably seated
and busily at work, Sister Shaw laid
aside her mending and gave us an excellent study from the 'Testimonies'
on the value of our influence. I am sure
we all received a blessing from the good
study, as well as from being able to give;
and we know the boys were blessed by
the 62 garments mended."
"I am going home and tell my mother
about it; and I know she will want to
go to Dorcas next time. They didn't
have one where we lived before we came
here," said Earl.
Mrs. F. M. Reiber.
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Mr. Talmadge Boyd led the song service that preceded the vesper meeting
last Friday evening.
After the opening song and the customary prayer season, which was led by
Elder T. R. Huxtable, Elder Shaw gave
a very helpful study based on 2 Tim.
3: 16, 17, but more especially on the
words, "thoroughly furnished."
To begin with we find, as did Paul,
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that in us "dwelleth no good thing."
Rom. 7: 18. So we must give ourselves
to the Lord, to be entirely made over and
refurnished. In accomplishing this work
for us, the Lord first cleanses us from all
our filthiness. Eze. 36: 25.
But after our hearts are cleansed,
they are not to be left empty. 1 here
was the sad lack in the case of the house
mentioned in the Saviour's parable ;
true, it was "swept and garnished,"
but it was also "empty." This gave the
evil spirits the opportunity they sought,
and they lost no time in taking possession.
Matt. 12: 43-45.
When we empty a vessel of its contents, a vacuum is created. Air rushes
in and fills this vacancy. Just so in spiritual things; after the Lord has cleansed
our hearts of their defilement, He desires to come in and dwell there; and
He will certainly do this if we open our
hearts' doors and make Him welcome.
Rev. 3 : 20.
All good and lovely attributes dwell
in God as a perfect whole. The Saviour
i• the depmitory of all that is pure and
good. So when we receive Him into our
hearts, we do that which makes it possible
for Him to transform our lives and fill
our hearts with His own lovely attributes.
Some make a start in the Christian
life; and then, instead of waiting patiently
for the Lord to fill the vacancy in their
hearts, they become dissatisfied ar.d
restless, and turn back to their former
ways. We may avoid this mistake and

sad result by making a complete surrender
to the Lord, and by a daily renewal of
this surrender. And while we maintain
this attitude, Jesus will abide in our
hearts and will adorn them with all the
lovely attributes of His own character,
for this is what He longs to do for each
one of His children.
F.

When Father 'Pray.t
When father prays, he doesn't use
The words the preacher does;
There's different things for different days,
But mostly it's for us.
When father prays, the house 1s still,
His voice is slow and deep;
We shut our eyes; the clock ticks loud;
So quiet we must keep!
He prays that we may be good boys,
And Ia ter on good men;
And then we squirm, and think we won't
Have any quarrels again.
You'd never think, to look at Dad,
He once had tempers, tool!
guess if father needs to pray,
We youngsters surely do.
Sometimes the prayer gets very long
And hard to understand ;
And then I wiggle up quite close,
And let him hold my hand.
can't remember all of it,
I'm little yet, you see;
But one thing I cannot forget, My father prays for mel

-R. W. T.
If the Sacred Scriptures were studied
and followed, the Christian would be
fortified to meet the wily foe; but the Word
of God is neglected, and disaster and defeat follow. -·' Te3ti.nonies," Vol. 4. pp.
45, 46.
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The Autumn Glory
of Collegedale

I

r

A visit to Collegedale in the autumn of the year is something
to be remembered a lifetime. The mountain sides are drenched
in the most amazing assortment of colors, blended as only
nature can blend them. The great slopes in red, gold, pink,
yellow and green are like gigantic golden banners with dragons
painted on them. One has only contempt for photography
as an art as he looks upon the beauty of the scenes that greet
the eyes from any window of the College building. No artists
could paint them, and if they did no one would believe them
true.
There are the deep rich dogwoods; the maples, a symphony
of vivid pastel colors whose leaves seen against the red dogwood leaves are like white grapes seen against crystal flagons
of red wine. There is the hickory in its golden yellow. There
are more different kinds of trees here to splash their colors
into the autumn picture than can be found in any similar area
anywhere.
,
A climb to the top of White Oak Mountain yields a panoramic
view that is like· a bath for the mind and the spirit. It is good
to stand in such solitude so that the soul"May plume her feathers and let grow her wings
That in the various bustle of resort
Were all too ruffled, and sometimes impaired."
He is indeed blind who does not see in the autumn landscape
the carpet God has laid as a tapestry for our wondering eyes.
It is hoped that our students will not miss the glory of these
autumn days, but will find time for an occasional ramble on
on the mountain slopes, to find not only physical relaxation,
but the inspiration of communion with the God of nature.
H.

J.

Klooster.
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lies in our complete and continued surrender of our hearts to the Captain of
our salvation. lhis is the way in which
we are to resist the devil and cause him
to flee. Thus we "fight the good fight
of faith" that overcomes the world.

The Victoriou.s Life
During the past week Prof. J. C. Haussler gave two chapel talks on the victorious life. The apostle John declares that
"this is the victory that overcometh
the world, even our faith ." ljohn 5: 4.
But if we would gain this victory, we
must secure it in the Lord's own way-by faith.
Some make the mistake of trying to
gain the victory in their own strength;
they must put up a brave front and fight
temptation to a finish. But this method
always invites failure, for we do not
fight against flesh and blood, but against
a wily foe who is much stronger than
we are.
On the other hand, the Lord who is
mighty to save has promised to fight our
battles for us, so that we can stand still
and see His salvation. This was the command to Israel at the Red sea, when
pursued by the armies of Pharaoh.
Utterly helpless themselves, they stood
still and watched the Lord destroy their
enemies. With this agrees the promise,
"When the enemy shall come in like a
flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall put him
to flight." lsa. 59: 19, margin.
Is there, then, no battle for us to fight?
Is there no struggle in the overcomer's
experience?
Indeed there is; but this
struggle is not with the devil. but with
our own hearts. 1 he battle with self,
the fight against our own inclinations
and desires, is declared to be the greatest
battle in the history of mankind. Alexander and Caesar and other great generals
won many victories in war; but in this
battle with self they went down in defeat,
overcome by the lusts of the flesh.
The secret of the victorious life, then,

Monday of last week was children's
Harvest Ingathering day at Collegedale;
26 children of the lower grades, accompanied by chaperons, solicited for missions
in the business district of Chattanooga.
On Wednesday morning Miss Maxwell
occupied the chapel hour with an account
of the day's experiences. The children
were well received, with few exceptions,
and greatly enjoyed the work.
They
received a total of $94.39 for missions.
Last week Thursday five groups of
the older children went out Ingathering
to near-by towns. One group solicited
in Athens, Tenn., and adjacent smaller
towns; another group went to Cleveland;
still another to Dalton; and two groups
solicited in Rome, Ga. The five groups
received $63.11 toward our Ingathering
goal.
Last Saturday evening another sale
of Ingathering produce was held in the
ladies' parlor.
Th, fruit, vegetables,
plants, etc. brought good prices, a total
of $31 and some cents being realized.
On Sabbath, just after Sabbath school,
our Ingathering goal device was brought
up to date. Each band has its goal. and
for every ten dollars brought in a candle
is fastened to the goal chart. Our total
at that time was $855.52.
Last Sabbath Elder Ruskjer was at

our Sabbath services, and spoke to our
congregation at the forenoon service.
Just from the recent Fall Council. he
brought a very encouraging message of
good cheer for the speedy finishing of
the closing gospel message.
President Klooster returned from the
Fall Council last week Monday. Next
morning at the chapel hour he gave us
an account of his activities during his
absence. He brought a good report from
the council in Battle Creek; while our
finances have fallen off sharply of late,
statistics show that the past year has
been the n:ost successful in our history
in bringing people into the truth. He
told us also of good reports of our work
and believers in Germany during the
present times of stress in that country.
The Lord by His providence has so shaped
events that our people are placed in
a favorable position under the present
government.
At our chapel exercises each morning,
it is the custom for all to stand and sing
some appropriate stanza. We have been
using the doxology for some time,"Praise God from whom all blessings
flow." Last week we changed to the first
stanza of No. 776 in "Christ in Song:"
"Lord, in the morning Thou shalt hear
My voice ascending high;
To Thee will I direct my prayer,
To Thee lift up mine eye."
Good English Week is just in the offing.
As precursors of this important period
some artistic placards have been prepared and posted in conspicuous places by
the English department. One of these
posters bears a very pretty drawing of
a bird' s nest and its occupants, along
with this suggestive question: "Little
birds in their nests agree. Do your verbs
and subjects?" Another placard is artistically blotched, then on it is lettered:

"Good English is like measles. Did anyone
ever catch it from you?"
It is planned that our annual Week
of Prayer shall be observed this coming
week, beginning Sabbath, Nov. 4. Elder
). G. Lamson is to be with us during the
week and have charge of the services.
Prayer bands will meet each evening at
7 : 30, and the evening service will be at
8: 00. We are planning for and expecting
a very profitable time.
A series of meetings is being held at
Tyner, between Collegedale and Chattanooga, by Mr. Barney Noonan, one
of our ministerial students. The attendance has gradually increased until at
the third service between 35 and 40
were present. The prayers of our readers
are solicited in behalf of this effort.
Last Sabbath was a beautiful sunny
day. In the afternoon a group of the
students assembled on a near-by hillside
and enjoyed an impromptu song service.
It is surely fitting thus to spend some
time out of doors on the Sabbath.
Mr. Lowell Byers, a former student,
has recently returned to Collegedale for
further school work. And of course he is
very welcome here.
The Saviour is bending over the purchase of His blood, saying with inexpressible tenderness and pity, "Wilt thou be
made whole?" He bids you arise in health
and peace. Do not wait to feel that you
are made whole. Believe His word, and
it will be fulfilled. Put yout will on the
side of Christ. Will to serve Him, and
in acting upon His word you will receive
strength.
Whatever may be the evil
practice, the
master-passion
which
through long indul&ence binds both soul
and body, Christ is able and longs to
deliver.-" The Desire of Ages." p . .Z03.
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A visit to Collegedale in the autumn of the year is something
to be remembered a lifetime. The mountain sides are drenched
in the most amazing assortment of colors, blended as only
nature can blend them. The great slopes in red, gold, pink,
yellow and green are like gigantic golden banners with dragons
painted on them. One has only contempt for photography
as an art as he looks upon the beauty of the scenes that greet
the eyes from any window of the College building. No artists
could paint them, and if they did no one would believe them
true.
There are the deep rich dogwoods; the maples, a symphony
of vivid pastel colors whose leaves seen against the red dog~
wood leaves are like white grapes seen against crystal flagons
of red wine. There is the hickory in its golden yellow. There
are more different kinds of trees here to splash their colors
into the autumn picture than can be found in any similar area
anywhere.
,
A climb to the top of White Oak Mountain yields a panoramic
view that is like· a bath for the mind and the spirit. It is good
to stand in such solitude so that the soul"May plume her feathers and let grow her wings
That in the various bustle of resort
Were all too ruffled, and sometimes impaired."
He is indeed blind who does not see in the autumn landscape
the carpet God has laid as a tapestry for our wondering eyes.
It is hoped that our students will not miss the glory of these
autumn days, but will find time for an occasional ramble on
on the mountain slopes, to find not only physical relaxation,
but the inspiration of communion with the God of nature.
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lies in our complete and continued surrender of our hearts to the Captain of
our salvation. 1 his is the way in which
we are to resist the devil and cause him
to flee. Thus we "fight the good fight
of faith" that overcomes the world.

The Victcricu.s Life
During the past week Prof. J. C. Haussler gave two chapel talks on the victorious life. The apostle John declares that
"this is the victory that overcometh
the world, even our faith." IJohn 5: 4.
But if we would gain this victory, we
must secure it in the Lord's own way-by faith.
Some make the mistake of trying to
gain the victory in their own strength;
they must put up a brave front and fight
temptation to a finish. But this method
always invites failure, for we do not
fight against flesh and blood, but against
a wily foe who is much stronger than
we are.
On the other hand, the Lord who is
mighty to save has promised to fight our
battles for us, so that we can stand still
and see His salvation. This was the command to Israel at the Red sea, when
pursued by the armies of Pharaoh.
Utterly helpless themselves, they stood
still and watched the Lord destroy their
enemies. With this agrees the promise,
"When the enemy shall come in like a
flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall put him
to flight." lsa. 59: 19, margin.
Is there, then, no battle for us to fight?
Is there no struggle in the overcomer's
experience?
Indeed there is; but this
struggle is not with the devil. but with
our own hearts. 1he battle with self,
the fight against our own inclinations
and desires, is declared to be the greatest
battle in the history of mankind. Alexander and Caesar and other great generals
won many victories in war; but in this
battle with self they went down in defeat,
overcome by the lusts of the flesh.
The secret of the victorious life, then,

Monday of last week was children's
Harvest Ingathering day at Collegedale;
26 children of the lower grades, accompanied by chaperons, solicited for missions
in the business district of Chattanooga.
On Wednesday morning Miss Maxwell
occupied the chapel hour with an account
of the day's experiences. The children
were well received, with few exceptions,
and greatly enjoyed the work. They
received a total of $94.39 for missions.
Last week Thursday five groups of
the older children went out Ingathering
to near-by towns. One group solicited
in Athens, Tenn., and adjacent smaller
towns; another group went to Cleveland;
still another to Dalton; and two groups
solicited in Rome, Ga. The five groups
received $63.11 toward our Ingathering
goal.
Last Saturday evening another sale
of Ingathering produce was held in the
ladies' parlor.
Th, fruit, vegetables,
plants, etc. brought good prices, a total
of $31 and some cents being realized.
On Sabbath, just after Sabbath school,
our Ingathering goal device was brought
up to date. Each band has its goal. and
for every ten dollars brought in a candle
is fastened to the goal chart. Our total
at that time was $855.52.
Last Sabbath Elder Ruskjer was at
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our Sabbath services, and spoke to our
congregation at the forenoon service.
just from the recent Fall Council, he
brought a very encouraging message of
good cheer for the speedy finishing of
the closing gospel message.
President Klooster returned from the
Fall Council last week Monday. Next
morning at the chapel hour he gave us
an account of his activities during his
absence. He brought a good report from
the council in Battle Creek; while our
finances have fallen off sharply of late.
statistics show that the past year has
been the rrost successful in our history
in bringing people into the truth. He
told us also of good reports of our work
and believers in Germany during the
present times of stress in that country.
The Lord by His providence has so shaped
events that our people are placed in
a favorable position under the present
government.
At our chapel exercises each morning,
it is the custom for all to stand and sing
some appropriate stanza. We have been
using the doxology for some time,"Praise God from whom all blessings
flow. " Last week we changed to the first
stanza of No. 776 in " Christ in Song:"
"Lord, in the morning Thou shalt hear
My voice ascending high;
To Thee will I direct my prayer,
To Thee lift up mine eye."
Good English Week is just in the offing.
As precursors of this important period
some artistic placards have been prepared and posted in conspicuous places by
the English department. One of these
posters bears a very pretty drawing of
a bird' s nest and its occupants, along
with this suggestive question: "Little
birds in their nests agree. Do your verbs
and subjects?" Another placard is artistically blotched, then on it is lettered :

"Good English is like measles. Did anyone
ever catch it from you?"

It is planned that our annual Week
of Prayer shall be observed this coming
week, beginning Sabbath, Nov. 4. Elder
] . G. Lamson is to be with us during the
week and have charge of the services.
Prayer bands will meet each evening at
7: 30, and the evening service will be at
8 : 00. We are planning for and expecting
a very profitable time.
A series of meetings is being held at
Tyner, between Collegedale and Chattanooga, by Mr. Barney Noonan, one
of our ministerial students. The attendance has gradually increased until at
the third service between 35 and 40
were present. The prayers of our readers
are solicited in behalf of this effort.
.Last Sabbath was a beautiful sunny
day. In the afternoon a group of the
students assembled on a near-by hillside
and enjoyed an impromptu song service.
It is surely fitting thus to spend some
time out of doors on the Sabbath.
Mr. Lowell Byers, a former student,
has recently returned to Collegedale for
further school work. And of course he is
very welcome here.
The Saviour is bending over the purchase of His blood, saying with inexpressible tenderness and pity, "Wilt thou be
made whole?" He bids you arise in health
and peace. Do not wait to feel that you
are made whole. Believe His word, and
it will be fulfilled. Put yom will on the
side of Christ. Will to serve H im, and
in acting upon His word you will receive
strength.
Whatever may be the evil
practice, the
master-passion
which
through long indul&ence binds both soul
and body, Christ is able and longs to
deliver.-" The De&ire of AgPs." p. 203.
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At the vesper service last Friday eveninging we sang No. 775 in "Christ . in
Song" to open meeting; Mr. G. N. Fuller
led in the opening season of prayer.
Prof. R. W. Woods gave a helpful talk
based on the Saviour's words, "Ye are
the light of the world." It might be helpful to us if we were occasionally to ask
ourselves the question, How much light
would there be in the world if I were
the only light-bearer? This might help
us to sense our responsibility.
We are not self-luminous; even a candle
shines by its own light, though its light
is small. We are more like the moon,
which simply reflects the light of the sun;
so we are to reflect the light shining upon
us from the Sun of righteousness.
Though we r;nay have talent and education and eloquence and experience and
various other attributes. yet if we '-ack
the love of God in our hearts, we shall
not be effective workers in His cause.
In these times of business depression,
the work of God is going forward rapidly,
doubtless because His people are coming
more and more to feel their need of him

and so are reflecting more of the light of
truth to others.
In taking charge of the testimony service, President Klooster related an interesting experience.
Walking along a
certain street on a recent visit to Chicago,
he came upon a drinking fountain, No
water was flowing, but a little sign read,
"Whistle for a drink." So he stooped
over, and as he puckered his lips to whistle
the water gushed out. Of course he was
much interested to learn how the thing
worked. He finally observed a beam of
light from an adjacent two-story window,
falling upon the fountain. As he stooped
to drink he intercepted this electrically
controlled ray of light, and the water was
automatically caused to flow.
So in the things spiritual; we must
place ourselves in position to receive the
light as it shines from the Source of
light, and then we shall reflect the light
to others.
F.
Henry Ward Beecher made a discovery. He found that some people hacJ
three hands-a right hand, left hand,
and a little behind hand. Of course, such
a monstrosity ia lamentable. But even in
such a case the Good Book beams with
rays of hope when it says, "If thy hand
offend thee, cut it off." Cut off the
behind hand. A good, successful surgical
operation would thus amputate an obtrusive member, and make life much more
worth living for yourself, and - y-for
your friends also. If one, then, would
succeed in life, let him cultivate the virtues of punctuality, and scrupulously
avoid being behind time.-.W. E . Shepherd
"It was through constant conflict
and simple faith that Enoch walked with
God. You may all do the same."
"To look around is to be depressed.
To look within is to be distressed. To
look to Him is to be blessed."
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Manual occupation for the youth is essential. The mind
is not to be constantly taxed to the neglect of the physical
powers. The ignorance of physiology, and a neglect to observe the laws of health, have brought many to the grave
who might have lived to labor and study intelligently. The
proper exercise of mind and body will develop and strengthen all the powers. Both mind and body will be preserved,
and it will be capable of doing a variety of work. Ministers
and teachers need to learn in regard to these things, and they
need to practice as well. The proper use of their physical strength,
as well as the mental powers, will equalize the circulation of the
blood, and keep every organ of the living machinery in running
order. Minds are often abused; they are goaded on to madness by
pursuing one line of thought; the excessive employment of the
brain power and the neglect of the physical organs create a diseased condition of things in the system. Every faculty of the
mind may be exercised with comparative safety if the physical powers are equally taxed, and the subject of thought
varied. We need a change of employment, and nature is a living,
healthful teacher.
When students enter the school to obtain an education,
the instructors should endeavor to surround them with objects
of the most pleasing, interesting character, that the mind may not
be confirred to the dead study of books. The school should not
be in or near a city, where its extravagance, its wicked pleasures,
its wicked customs and practices will require constant work
to counteract the prevailing iniquity, that it may not poison
the very atmosphere which the students breathe. All schools
should be located, as far as possible, where the eye wil rest
upon the things of nature instead of clusters of houses. The
ever-shifting scenery will gratify the taste, and control the
imagination. Here is a living teacher, instructing constantly. "Fundamental:s of Christian Education," pp. 321, 322.
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...What Shall /'Do
With Jeo~u.r? ..
At the chapel hour on Friday morning
November 3, President Klooster spoke
from the question of Pilate to the jews,
"What shall I do then with jesus which
is called Christ?" Matt. 27:22.
There is a tradition that when Pilate
died his body was cast into the Tiber,
whereupon there rose a terrific storm; this
ceased when his body was removed;
but when it was cast into the Rhone
a similar storm arose. There is doubtless
no real truth in this tradition, but it
shows the execration with which Pilate
has been regarded because of his part
in the condemnation of jesus.
Pilate had been warned in this matter,
as shown by the message received from
his wife. He was convinced of the innocence of jesus, and so declared to the
jews. But His accusers were so insistent
that Pilate was at a loss what to do.
Apparently he thought it very unlikely
that they would choose the release of
such a character as Barabbas; but when
they made this choice, and clamored for
the death of jesus, the weak ruler yielded
to their demand. In vain he sought to
escape responsibility by washing his hands
before them; it was in his power to release Jesus, and he has ever since borne
the blame.
The question asked by Pilate comes
home to each one of us,- What will you
do with jesus? We may seek, as did
Pilate, to evade the question and shirk
the responsibility of answering it. Fut
this we can not do. Often when this
question is urged upon young people,
there are those who insist that they
"don't want to be bothered." They seek
to evade the question, as did Pilate;

but we cannot escape from this responsibility; we must decide the question
one way or the other. We shall have
opportunity to consider our answer during this Week of Prayer.
A day is coming when we shall acknowledge Him, when "every knee shall
bow and every tongue confess." But
if we reject Him now as our Lord and
Saviour, our confession at that time will
simply brin.g condemnation. How much
better to accept Him now, and be saved
by His grace!
In the answering of this question,
the real problem is the bringing of our
lives into harmony with His life. It will
greatly simplify this problem if we can
always recognize that matters of principle
are not :subject to debate. When the three
friends of Daniel were required to worship an image of gold, they asked for
no further opportunity to comply with
the king's command; it was already settled
in their minds that they could worship
none but God, though the fiery furnace
awaited them. We should be equally
true to principle, trusting Him who stood
by them in that fiery trial.
F.

Permission was secured to solicit
for missions in three out of five of the
large office buildings in Chattanooga;
so this work was done on Thursday
of last week. A total of $25.50 was received
to apply on the children's Ingathering
goal. A goal of $1 00 was assigned to
to the children, but their total has now
reached $185.74; and now they plan to
double their goal by making up what
they lack of $200.
Last Saturday evenint another sale
of Ingathering produce was held, and
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about $27 was realized.
That same
evening a group of six solicitors worked
on the streets of Atlanta and secured
$40.10 for missions.
Our Ingathering
goal was brought up to date last Sabbath
and showed a total of $1 036.26. Adding
the two amounts just mentioned, we
have a little over $1103, so are getting
within sight of our goal.
Dr. P. A. Webber from the Madison
school visited Collegedale over the past
week-end, accompanied by Elder Andrew
Nelson and family, just home on furlough
from Japan.
This is Elder Nelson's
first visit to the Southland.
We experienced a happy surprise last
Friday evening when Elder and Mrs.
C. A. Woolsey and their children arrived
at Collegedale, just back on furlough
from China, after over eight years'
service in that mission field. As both
Mr. and Mrs. Woolsey are graduates
of S. J. C., it was very much of a homecoming for them to return to Collegedale,.
The service at the young people's
meeting on last Sabbath afternoon was
distinctively a foreign mission program.
All six of the men on the rostrum have
seen foreign service, Elder Nelson, Dr.
Webber, and Elder Field in Japan;
Elder Woolsey in China; Elder Huxtable
in Africa; and Prof. Ludington in Burma.
Elder Nelson, The first speaker, was
introduced by Dr. Webber, and gave
quite a detailed account of the missionary
activities of the Japanese students in
our training school in the province of
Chiba.
Elder Huxtable introduced
Flder Woolsey, who first gave a very
interesting account of the work in the
western-most province of China, and then
brought us the latest and most welcome
news of the very recent opening of Tibet
to our work and workers.
It seems
little short of miraculous how prejudice

and hostility have been overcome, and
many favors granted our workers as they
plan to enter that remote field.

Week of 'Prayer ]Vote.r
As these notes are written we are in
the midst of our Week of Prayer services.
A report of the opening Friday evening
vesper service is given in another column.
On Sabbath morning Elder Lamson
spoke at the regular service. He revie\Yed
the many evidences that we are nearing
the end of all things earthly, then gave
a study on the thirteenth chapter of
Revelation, showing how far our own
government has already gone in the fulfillment of this prophecy.
On Sunday evening at 7:30 the prayer
bands met. Students in the school homes
met in their respective dormitories.
Provision was made for members of
our community to meet in various class
rooms. The teachers formed one band,
meeting in their usual place for faculty
meetings.
At eight o'clock all assembled in the
chapel. "Preparedness" was the subject
of Elder Lamson's study.
All should
prepare to meet the Lord at His coming.
We should beware of counterfeits in
religious experience.
We should not
put off our preparation, thinking to get
all we can out of this world first. We
are to accept God's plan· of salvation
without reservation or compromise.
At the chapel hour Monday morning
Elder Lamson's subject was "Christ
the Forgiver." In order to secure forgiveness we are to be sincere and earnest
in putting all wrong doing out of our
lives. We are to live the Christ life,
not spasmodically, but earnestly and
faithfully, day by day.
"The means by which we can overcome
the wicked one is that by which Christ
overcame,- the power of the word."
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The vesper service last Friday evening
marked the beginning of our autumn
Week of Prayer for the school. During
the opening prayer season an unusually
large number took part, and an earnest
spirit prevailed.
Elder J. G. Lamson, as already
announced, was present for this service,
and gave his first study of the week.
He prefaced his formal study with a
recital of recent personal experiences,
especially concerning hie health and the
way the Lord haa led and blessed him
in his work. He also addreS"sed a very
personal appeal to his young hearers,
in view of this special week of prayer,
inviting their cooperation, and assuring
any who are not Chri~tians that nothing
in our servfc:es will be calculated to embarrass them, but that earnest prayers
will be offered in behalf of the unconverted.
Jesus as a Reprover was the subject
of the evening's study; John 16:7-9
the leading text. According to this promise
of the Spirit, and this outline of His
work, His first work is to convince of
sin. People pray for the gift of the Spirit;

and often before they rise from their
knees, a recollection of past sins flashes
across their minds, and they wonder if
their prayers have been heard.
We
should recognize such an experience as
a direct answer to our prayers; the Holy
Spirit nas come to us, and faithfully
reproves us of sin.
Sometimes God cannot answer our
prayers at once. If we were shown all
our sins and failures at once, we would
become discouraged. In love and wisdom
our Father deals gently with us.
At
times He may find it necessary to move
upon someone else before he can accomplish what we pray for, as when Daniel's
answer to prayer was delayed for three
weeks. Dan. 10:1-14.
Sin is a terrible disease, far more deadly
than any disease that afflicts our bodies,cancer or smallpox or tuberculosis or
leprosy. We should not fail to recognize
this terrible malady, and earnestly seek
for the remedy that the Lord has provided.
How can the Holy Spirit be called
the Comforter when He reproves of sin?
We must recognize our sin and confess
it and put it away as the condition for
being forgiven; 1 John I :9. When we
have done this, the Spirit can bring to
us the comfort of forgiveness.
We are inclined to classify sins, some
as big sins and others as little sins;
but no sin is small in God's sight, and
even one cherished sin is enough to ruin the
soul and bring et~rnal death. We should
improve present opportunities for being
cured of this disease of the soul, that
we may have eternal life.
Following the study President Klooster
called for those. to rise who desire definite
victory over sonie sin in the life. Quite
a large number responded to this invitation, and the meeting closed with prayer.
"The Bible was designed to be a guide
to all who wish to become acquainted with
the will of their Maker."
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Beginning in the morning of life, controlled by the laws of
nature and of God, the Christian moves steadily onward and
upward, daily drawing nearer his heavenly home, where await
for him a crown of life, and a new name, "which no man knoweth
saving he that re~eiveth it." Constantly he grows in happiness,
in holiness, in usefulness. The progress of each year exceeds
that of the past year.
God has given the youth a ladder to climb, a ladder that
reaches from earth to heaven. Above this ladder is God, and
on every round fall the bright beams of His glory. He is watching those who are climbing, ready, when the grasp relaxes and
the steps falter, to send help. Yes, tell it in words full of cheer,
that no one who pers~veringly climbs the ladder will fail of
gaining an entrance into the heavenly city.
Satan presents many temptations to the youth. He is playing the game of life for their souls, and he leaves no means untried to allure and ruin them. But God does not leave them to
fight unaided against the tempter. They have an all-powerful
Helper.
Stronger far than their foe is He who in this world and in
human nature met and conquered Satan, resisting every temptation that comes to the youth today. He is their Elder Brother.
He feels for them a deep and tender interest. He keeps over
them a constant watch-care, and He rejoices when they try
to please Him. As they pray, He mingles with their prayers
the incense of His righteousness, and offers them to God as a
fragrant sacrifice. In His strength the youth can endure hardness as good soldiers of the cross. Strengthened with His
might, they are enabled to reach the high ideals before them.
The sacrifice made on C.-lvary is the pledge of their victory. -

- "Messages to Young People," pp. 95, 96.
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Our Harvest Ingathering goal chart was
brought up to date last Sabbath, and
showed a total of $1112.92 toward our
goal. Later receipts and pledges have
increased this amount till what we lack
of ..reaching the conference goal is less
than $100.
Definite plans have been
adopted, the carrying out of which will
put us past our goal by the close of the
present week.
Last Sabbath a unique offering for
missions was made in our Sabbath school.
g'l'-ch member of the school was asked
to make an offering of one cent for each
yea~ he had been in the lord's service.
One veteran reported fifty years in the
truth, and gave a corresponding offering.
Several reported 45 years; and so on
down to only a few months in some cases.
About 160 joined in this offering, the
total being $5755. This amount, added
to the regular offering of $27, made a
gr.and total of $8455 for the day. Certain
questions asked the school by Superintendent J . C. Haussler brought interesting responses.
About one third of
our membership were born in Adventist
h-omes.
About forty were converted
~hile attending one of our schools.
Dean Paul L. Palmer of the Chattanooga
l,Jniversity visited our school last Friday on an errand of inspection as t he
representative of the southern accrediting
association. His visit was rather brief,
but he seemed well pleased with what
he saw of our school, and with the report
rendered by President Klooster.
Prof A. W . Peterson met with our
students in union worship last Sunday

evening. In his talk to the young peQple
he encouraged and admonished them to
live up to the experience they have
gained during our week of prayer, and
to go forward in their experience as
ia their privilege. We hope he may visit
us again soon and often.
A very commendable musical program
was presented last Saturday eveing by the
faculty members of our music department.
Mrs. West's piano parts and
Professor Edwards' violin selections ·are
worthy of special mention. Besides a
good audience from our own community,
a number of visitors were present fr<?.m
Chattanooga.

An interesting meeting of the Premedical Club was held last Saturday
evening betw~ six and seven o'clock.
Miss Mary Lucas spoke on the use of
honey in the diet_ of persons affected
with heart disease. Honey being that
form of sugar that requires little or no
digestion, it furnishes a form of nutrition
that at once supplies available fuel to
the burdened and diseased heart.
Prof. R. W . Woods presented the latest
results of scientists in their experiments
with ultra-violet rays. Some of these
rays are found to be deadly to bacteria,
and should prove useful in combatting
certain bacterial diseases.
These rays
are also being used for their effect upon
certain foods, in producing or increasing
the desired amount of vitamins in the
foods.
The Premedical Club meets every
other Saturday night, alternating with
the literary society. Mr. John Duge,
the chairman, announced a number of
very interesting topics that are to be
presented at future meetings of the
club.
This is Good English Week at Collegedale. A striking cartoon in the front hall
announces something very interesting

3

"just around the corner.""
you about it next week.

We will tell

Week of 'Prayer /tlote.t
Our week of prayer services continued
during the past week as appointed.
Elder Lamson occupied the time at each
morning chapel hour, also at the eight
o'clock evening services. Prayer bands
met regularly at 7: 30 each evening.
The lesson impressed at the Monday
evening service was that the Christian
life is intensely practical; and that character building is the work of a lifetime.
"jesus our Advocate" was the topic
at the Tuesday morning hour. He is
fitted for this position and service because
of His having become one with us by
His life here on earth. But we must seek
His service, and accept Him as our
Advocate.
An advocate or attorney
must have something in favor of his
client to present in court. There is nothing
our Advocate can urge in our defense
except what He has done for us in living
a perfect life for us, and then dying as
our substitute. What more could we ask
or expect?
Some of the evidences of conversion
were considered at the Tuesday evening
hour. Wednesday morning the gospel
was presented as a New Plan; jesus
rode into Jerusalem on a colt that had
never before been ridden; he was buried
in a new tomb; Redeemer is a new word ;
grace is extended to sinners only, not
to sinless angels; and to the redeemed new
names will be given.
Wednesday evening 2 Cor. 5 : 18
was studied ; God, through Christ, has
reconciled the world unto Himself;
He has made provision by which every
son and daughter of Adam may obtain
forgiveness of sins and eternal life.
None of us need perish at last in the lake
of fire, which is prepared for the devil
and his angels, not for men; but if we

follow Satan in this life, we shall finally
follow him into the lake of fire. Why
is it that some are so reluctant to take
advantage of God's reconciliation?
"Christ the Restorer" was the topic
for study on Thursday morning. "He
restoreth my soul." Ps. 23 : 3.
The
gospel restores the image of Goo ~ the
.soul. Backsliders may find comfort in
promise, "I will restore to you the yeats
that the locust hath eaten." Joel 2: 25.
That evening Elder Lamson gave a
fine study on the law and the gospel.
"Christ our Counsellor and Friend"
was the comforting message on Friday
morning.
An account of the Friday
evening vesper service is given in our
Angelus column.
"The Heavenly Journey"
was the
subject of the Sabbath morning discourse.
The speaker read much precious instruction given through the Spirit of prophecy,
especially in "Steps to Christ" and in
Volume '9 of the "Testimonies." The
meeting closed with the singing of one
of the old Advent hymns, "Going Home,"
accompanied by a quintet of reed instruments.

A Memorial Seroice
Monday, Nov. 13, was the hundr~"f
anniversary of the falling of the stars
as a sign of the Lord's soon coming;
so a memorial service was arranged for
in our chapel at eight o'clock in the morning. A general invitation to the service
was given on the Sabbath, so the chapel
was well filled at the appointed hour.
"How firm a foundation " was the
opening hymn ; Elder Field then offered
prayer.
The first speaker was Elder B . H. Shaw,
who spoke of the various Bible prophecies
that mention signa in the heavens, as
Joel2 : 30,31; Matt. 24 : 29 ; Rev. 6: 12, 13.
President Klooster then gave a vivid
description of the remarkable star
shower on ~he night of Nov. 13, 1833;
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one of the divine precepts is perfectly
reflected in the life of a person, that
he also read accounts and descriptions of person receives the final approval of
this event, ·written at that time.
the Judge of all the earth; his sins are
Elder). G. Lamson spoke next, connectblotted out, his name is confessed by
ing this sign in the heavens with the
his Advocate before the Father an"d the
second advent message as proclaimed angels, and is retained in the book of life.
by William Miller and others. He spoke
The ninth chapter of Ezekiel refers
of the pa88ing of the set time in 1844,
to the same time and the same work.
and of the consequent disappointment; 'Those who have such an abhorrence
also of the light on the sanctuary question,
of sin that they continually sigh and cry
that explained the disappointment and for the abominations done in the land,
prepared the way for the proclamation receive a mark in their foreheads. 1 his
of the three messages of Rev. 14.
is the same as the seal of God mentio~ed
The service closed with the singing in Rev. 7. When this work of marking
by the congregation of one of the old,
God's people is ccmpleted, the angels
old Advent hymns, "Tum, tum, sinner."
with slaughter weapons proceed with
It was a very impressive service, that will their appointed work; death and destruclong be . remembered by those present. tion await the finally impenitent.
We still have opportunity to accept
God's overtures of mercy, to receive
His seal. and thus be prepared for the
troublous times before us, and for the
coming of the Son of man.
At the close of the study an invitation
was extended to those who wished to
make all wrongs right in their lives, and
A QmaT CoRNKR WHERBJN WE MAY
CoNTINUit To ENJOY THE SwEET INFLUENCE
to return fully to the lord and his serOF Tua FRIDAY EvsNING VasPitR HouR ..
vice; also to those who desired to give
The closing vesper service of our week their hearts to the Lord for the first
of prayer was held at the usual hour time. A large npmber responded, perlast Friday ev~ning. Nov. 10. In opening haps between 60 and 70. 1t was a solemn
his remarks Elder Lamson referred to the time, and the working of the Holy ~pirit
fact that the next day, Nov. II. was was very evident. 1 he meeting closed
Armistice Day, that clo!ed active fight- with a season of prayer, as those in the
congregation pressed to the front and
ing in the great World War.
He then gave a study on the sealing surrounded those who had come forward
to the front seats.
work as set forth in the seyenth chapter
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A Speedy Preparation
Th~ practice of furnishing a few students with every advantage for perfecting their educa tion in so many lines that it
would be impossible for them to make use of them all, is an
injury rather than a benefit to the one who has so many advantages, and it deprives others of the privileges that they
need so much . . ...
There should be most careful ·consideration as to the best
manner of expending money in the education of students. While
so much is spent to put a few through an expensive course of
study, 't here are many who are thirsting for the knowledge
they should get in a few months; one or two years would be
considered a great blessing. If all the means is used in putting
a few through several years of study, many young men and women cannot be assisted at all . .. ..
Too great devotion to study, even of true science, creates an
abnormal appetite, which increases as it is fed. This creates
a desire to secure more knowledge than is essential to do the
work of the Lord. The pursuit of knowledge merely for its own ·
sake, diverts the mind from devotion to God, and checks
advance along the path of practical holiness. The Lord Jesus
imparted only such a measure of instruction as could be utilized.
The minds of the disciples were often excited by curiosity;
but instead of gratifying their desire to know things which were
not necessary for the proper conduct of their work, He opened
new channels of thought to their minds. He gave them much
needed instruction upon practical godliness.- "Coun3el3 to
Teacher3. " pp. 404, 405.
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Week of Sacrifice
At the chapel hour on Monday morning
of this week, President Klooster introduced the subject of the present Week
of Sacrifice. He referred to the origin
of this annual season; several years ago
at the time of the Fall Council, the
funds for carrying forward the Lord's
work were found to be so far depleted that
action was taken, calling upon our people
to make up the lack by making a sacrifice
offering of a week's salary. Since the
adoption of this temporary expedient,
each year of financial depression has
brought the same need for sacrifice;
and so the Week of Sacrifice has been
observed every year since then.
In financing our world-wide work,
our leaders have found it wise to maintain
a certain reserve fund in the General
Conference treasury to take care of any
emergency that might arise.
Several
years ago, at the Omaha Fall Council,
the treasurer issued a warning that this
reserve fund was becoming dangerously
reduced; but the financial depression
has increased in severity till at the last
Fall Council this reserve fund was only
about one tenth of what it was at the
time of the Fall Council at Omaha.
But in the face of this financial stringency there is one cause for rejoicing;
as the funds for maintaining the work have
decreased, there has been a decided increase in the number of persons accepting
the truth. This is doubtless due to the
increased earnestness and consecration
on the part of God's people.
The spirit of sacrifice is the essential
spirit of Christianity. God the Father
gave His Son; the Son laid down His

life for us; and "we ought to lay down our
lives" for others. And love is the prompting motive in all sacrificing. You can
give without loving, but you can't love
without giving. An earthly father finds
real joy in bestowing useful and pleasing
gifts upon his child. The true Christian
will find joy and satisfaction in sacrificing to maintain the work of the gospel
that has brought its saving grace into
his life.
At the close of the chapel talk Elder
Shaw made a statement concerning our
Week of Sacrifice goal, and the various
bands and their goals. Last year our
school and community gave $530.24
during the Week of Sacrifice. The goal
for this year was set somewhat above
this figure. A goal device will be pr~
pared, and each morning during the
week a report will be made of progre&IJ
toward our goal, so that by Sabbath we
hope to have attained the end.

Elder V. G. Anderson, home missionary
secretary for the Southern Union, was
with us last Sabbath, · and spoke to our
Collegedale congregation at the forenoon
service. He dwelt especially upon the
recent Harvest Ingathering campaign,
and related some very encouraging experiences some oE the solicitors have had
during this campaign. Other soul-winning
incidents were related. showing how very
ht:mble efforts, put forth in sympathy and
loving interest in others, result in the
saving of souls.
last Sabbath our Harvest Ingathering
goal device was brought up to date, showing that we lacked only $39.20 of reaching our conference goal of $1232. After

Sabbath another sale of Ingathering
produce was held in the ladies' parlor,
and final disposition was made of the
produce on hand. Things brought fair
prices as usual. We do not have the exact
ligures at this writing, resulting from the
sale; but the amount is known to be far
beyond the sum needed to put us past
our goal. Our community workers still
have some territory they plan to work for
mission gifts, and for the sake of meeting
the people and securing addresses for
our literature campaign this winter. This
will put us still farther past our goal.

Good Eng/i.sh Week
The chapel hour was occupied last
week with a Good English program,
each morning beginning with Tuesday.
After preliminary remarks by Miss
Tollman, head of the English department,
Miss Maxwell took charge of the program
that had been prepared by the children
of the lower grades. There were songs and
recitations, all with a Good English
flavor, then a guessing game played by
the boys and girls, designed to get the
children in the habit of saying It was I.
It was he, instead of It was me, etc.
President Klooster was then called upon,
and gave some very helpful suggestions
on the value of good English, and the
importance of forming correct habits
of speech in youth. He recommended
reading aloud as a decided help to this
end.
The program on W edll.esday morning
was put on by the College Rhetoric
class, assembled some years hence as
a convention of teachers of English.
Addresses and papers were presented
by various members on appropriate
topics, followed by customary discussions
from the floor. The hour closed with the
singing of "My Native Tongue," a clever
parody of the words of "My Native
land," to the tune, "America."

On Thursday morning a male ·q uartet
sang a parody of "Old Black Joe""Gone are the days" of slang and bad
English, etc., etc. Miss Maude Jones
then gave a very interesting and helpful
study on words. She first traced the
origin of a number of common words that
have a very interesting history.
A
study of derivitive words followed, showing how many new words are formed by
the use of prefixes and suffixes. The
speaker closed with an earnest ap~l
to her young hearers to make the most
of their opportunities to acquire a free
and correct use of our English tongue.
The first item on the Friday morning program was a
discussion by
Miss Tollman of fiction, good and bad.
The gist of her conclusion was that with
all the wealth of reading available in
these days, we should aim to read only
the best.
"The House of Good Literature"
was a sort of drama then presented by
students of the English classes.
The
characters represented the authors of
both good and bad literature, who recommended their writings to a keen
young man bearing the title, American
Youth. A rough, cowboy-like character
who urged a Wild West novel upon American Youth, was ordered off the stage
by the page. A maiden, dressed all in
white and carrying a lighted candle,
represented the Bible, and urged the
the importance of its study. We wish
our readers might all have been there,
for it was all very impressive and instructive.
There is an unseen battlefield
In every human breast,
Where two opposing forces meet,
And where they seldom rest.
That field. is veiled from mortal sight,
'Tis only seen by One,
" ho knows alone where victory lies
When each day's light is done. ·

-Selected.
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A Me.s.sage To 1Jeginner.s
Elder Shaw gave the study at the
vesper service last Friday evening, and
announced Heb. 10: 22 as his text,
especially the opening admonition, "Let
us draw near with a true heart." In the
service of Cod there is aboslute necessity
of sipcerity and earnestness on our part.
In Lamentations 3: 41 we are admonished to "lift up our heart with our
hands unto Cod." The lift~g up of the
hands in prayer would be only an empty
form unless ~e also lift up our hearts
unto Cod.
The prophet warns us (Jer. 17: 9)
that the human heart is very deceitful.
But in the next verse the Lord assures
us that He searches. the heart. And it is
the work of His Spirit to try us, and to
reveal to us the sinfulness and deceit
of our hearts. In view of this the psalmist
prays, "Search me, 0 Cod, and know my
heart: try me, and know my thoughts:
and see if there be any wicked way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting."
Ps. 139: 23, 24.
We have been faithfully instructed in

the Bible and the "Testimonies" as to
the importance of careful, daily selfexamination. Without this we shall be
in great danger of being deceived concerning our true spiritual condition. We
are told that some will finally fail and be
lost because they were willing to believe
that their spiritual condition was satisfactory when it was far from being so.
If we are sincere and earnest in our
efforts to be overcomers and to please
Cod, He will help us and show us where
we fail.
In Volume 5 of the "Testimonies" we
have this pointed instruction:
"Selfexamination must be thorough, that there
be no danger of self-deception. A little
catechizing of self on special occasions
is not sufficient.
Daily examine the
foundation of your hope, and see whether
you are indeed in the love of Christ.
Deal truly with your own hearts; for
you cannot alford to run any risk here.
Count the cost of being a whole-hearted
Christian, and then gird on the armor.
Study the Pattern; look to Jesus, and be
like Him. Your peace of mind, your hope
of eternal salvation, depends on faithfulness in this work."-Page 332.
In the testimony meeting that followed,
the week of prayer experience of many
was reflected in their testimonies.
There are few who realize as they
should how much their habits of diet have
to do with their health, their character,
their usefulnesss in this world, and their
eternal destiny. The appetite should ever
be in subjection to the moral and intellectual powers. The body should be a servant to the mind, and not the mind to the
body.-" Patriarchs and Prophets," p. 562.

We are now upon the very borders of
the eternal world, but it is the purpose
of the adversary of souls to lead us to put
off the close of time.-"Te3timonie&.''

Vol. 4, p. 306.
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Christian Education
The human mind is susceptible of the highest cultivation.
A life devoted to God should not be a life of ignorance. Many
speak against education because Jesus chose uneducated fishermen to preach His gospel. They assert that He showed preference for the uneducated.
Many learned and honorable
men believed His teaching. Had these fearlessly obeyed the
convictions of their consciences, they would have followed
Him. Their abilities would have been accepted, and employed
in the service of Christ, had they offered them. But they had
not moral power, in face of the frowning priests and jealous
rulers, to confess Christ and venture their reputation in connection with the humble Galilean.
He who knew the hearts of all, understood this. If the
educated and noble would not do the work they were qualified
to do, Christ would select men who would be obedient and
faithful in doing His will. He chose humble men and connected
them with Himself, that He might educate them to carry forward the great work on earth when He should leave it . . .. .
Jesus did not despise education. The highest culture of the
mind, if sanctified through the love and the fear of God, receives His fullest approval. The humble men chosen by Christ
were with Him three years, subject to the refining influence
of the Majesty of heaven. Christ was the greatest educator
the world ever knew.
God will accept the youth with their talent and their wealth
of affection, if they will consecrate. themselves to Him. They
may reach the highest point of intellectual greatness; and if
balanced by religious principle they can carry forward the work
which Christ came from heaven to accomplish, and in thus doing be coworkers with the Master. -"Messages to Young
People," pp. 169, 170.
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The Grace of Meelcne.s.s
"Thy gentleness hath made me great,"
declared the psalmist. Jesus pronounced
a blessing upon the meek. The greatness
of meekness was the topic of a recent
chapel talk by President Klooster.
The early Christians were severely
presecuted, and many laid down their
lives for their faith. The Roman power
did its utmost to stamp out this new
cult, but it could not overcome the
meekness and love of these followers of
the humble Nazarene.
Many nations erect monuments to
their great men; and as a rule the men
thus honored were great military leaders.
The world bestows honor upon the
fighters, while the grace of meekness
wins scant praise.
Some seem to think that meekness is
synonymous with weakness; but this is
a great mistake. A meek man is not at
all like a door mat, fit only to be trodden
on. A meek man is calm and composed,
being conscious of his strength and
purity. Sir Gallahad, the poet's hero,
declared, "My strength is as the strength
of ten because my heart is pure."
At the trial of Jesus his persecutors
sought to heap ridicule upon His claims
as a king; so they crowned Him with a
crown of thorns, clothed Him in an old,
faded robe of royal color, and for a scepter
put a reed in His hand. But through it
all never once nor in the least degree did they rob Him of His kingly
dignity, nor disturb His serene composure.
No severer test of moral strength and
greatness is recorded in history.
On the other hand, those who rush
about violently, in loud self-defence when
criticized or blamed, are really weak

characters. They are in marked contrast
with those strong souls who are calm and
self-possessed when blamed, because of
conscious strength and innocence.
In the natural man there are certain
physical tendencies or appetites manifest; there are also passions of the
mind, as anger, wrath, envy.
In the
regenerated man the fruits of the Spirit
are seen. Furthermore the old tendencies
are not rooted out and exterminated;
rather they are transformed into positive
virtues. For example, the anger of l:he
sinner is manifested as zeal and earnestness in the conflict against wrong.
This change in the character may be
illustrated by the annealing process in
the manufacture of glass vessels. The
hot vessels are transferred to ovens where
the temperature is gradually lowered as
the vessels are moved along from one end
to the other. In this gradual cooling process the glass is relieved of internal
tension, and becomes tough and lasting
instead of brittle. Without this process,
the unequal cooling of the glass results
in strains that finally shatter the vessel.
Our lives are like that; we need the
influence of the Spirit of God to relieve
these natural strains and stresses that
would otherwise shatter our lives. Under
this influence His gentleness makes us
great.

At the beginning of Good English
Week a little pasteboard tag with "Correct English" printed on it was given to
each student. During the week anyone
challenged for making a mistake in his
speech must surrender his tag to the
challenger.
President Klooster announced that a $5 meal ticket would be
awarded the student securing the lar&est
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number of these tags. The prize was
awarded on the following Tuesday morning, and went to Mr. Robin Simmons.
Miss Irma Story received honorable mention as receiving the next largest number
of tags.
Further report on our Harvest Ingathering total was made last Sabbath.
The amount now stands at $1300.27,
which is $68 .27 past our goal. And it
seems that the end is not yet; for our
community workers have been busy of
late, and have some more gifts to missions that should soon be turned into
money.
Brother DeNufrio, the 1talian harpist,
spent the past week-end at Collegedale.
He favored us with a harp solo at the
Sabbath morning service, and at 7:30
that evening gave a program of harp
music in the chapel. that must surely
have been appreciated by his hearers.
Come again, brother.
The young people's meeting last Sabbath afternoon was of special interest,
consisting as it did of a variety of readings and musical selections.
Besides
several instrumental parts, two vocal
duets were rendered. The ·literary part
of the program included a story with a
good moral. also readings from the
religious poems of Longfellow, Whittier,
Bryant, and Holmes.

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
of this week the tests were given for the
second six-weeks period of the year.
This is a reminder that one third of the
present year has already passed.
A partial report from our Week of
Sacrifice is at present available. The
young men in the school home gave $74.50, exceeding their assigned goal of $50.
The young ladies just made their goal
of $40. The church school has $26.75,

with a goal of $25. Full reports are not
yet available from some of the other
bands.

.New Library 1Joo!c.r
All during Good English Week an
artistically arranged bulletin board in the
front hall of the main building announced
a very interesting list of new books
recently added to our library. From the
complete list of 50 volumes, the following
are given as samples, and as being, ~r
haps, of special interest.
Religious books : "The Christ We
Forget;" "Christ at the Round Table;"
"What Is the Gospel?" "Scientific
Christian· Thinking;" "The Christ of
the Indian Road;" "History of Christian Preaching;" "What Christ Means
to Me," by Dr. W . T. Grenfell; "The
Christ of the Mount;" "Christ and Human
Suffering;" "The Christ of Every Road ;"
"Power through Prayer."
Biography : "Anne Sullivan Macythe Story behind Helen Keller;" "Sir
William Osler;" "Mahatma Gandhi ;
His Life, Work, and Influence;" "Autobiography of a Bird Lover, " by Frank M .
Chapman ; "Life of Mary Lyon;"
"Robert E. Lee the Christian ;" "Martl:ia
Berry, the Sunday Lady of Possum Trot,"
founder and director of the Berry Schools
near Rome, Georgia; "Florence Nightingale;" "Life of Clara Barton;" "Andrew
Jackson."
Historical : "Invasion of Europe by
the Barbarians ;" "Readings in European
International Relations;" "History of
the Red Cross;" "Beacon Lights of the
Reformation;" "History of the Orient."
There is also a generous list of books
that should prove interesting and helpful
to the students of science, music, and art.
Come to Collegedale and browse in our
fine library.
"No man is greater than the thoughts
that occupy his mind."
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was His reply and defence to every attack of His enemy. Further we have His
example of meeting temptation with
cheerful song. See the book "Education,"
page 166.
ln meeting temptation successfully'
our human effort must be united with
divine power. We have the promise that
if we resist the devil he will fiee from us.
Jas. 4: 7. By prayer and Bible study we
close the door against temptation. The
will is to be wholly su'rrendered to God,
so that we can always sing,
"Have Thine own way, Lord, have
Thine own way;
Hold o'er my spirit absolute sway."
While we maintain this attitude we
need never fall. The enemy may tempt,
annoy, and even afflict us, but he has
no power to force the will and compel
us to sin.
Anciently cities of refuge were appointed, to which the man-slayer might
fiee. Christ is our city of refuge; fleeing
to Him and abiding there, we are safe,.
In closing, the speaker quoted the
following comforting assurance: "When
tempted, just say, He cares for me, He
makes intercession for me, He loves me,
He has died for me. I will give myself
unreservedly to Him."-·" Testimonies to
Ministers," p. 391.
In taking charge of the testimony
service, President Klooster added some
very helpful suggestions on meeting and
overcoming temptation. A large number
took part in this service, and to close the
meeting we sang "Yield not to Temptation.''

At the vesper service last Friday evening Elder T. R. Huxtable led in the prayer
service; a number of brief, earnest petitions were offered.
Prof. J . C. Haussler gave the customary
study, and announced his subject, Temptation, and I Cor. I 0: 12, 13 as the leading text. We are assured that the time
will never come when Satan will cease to
cast his hellish shadow across our path
to obstruct our faith. But it is no sin to
be tempted; the sin is in yielding to temptation.
We often invite temptation. Following are some of the ways in which we do
this: by dallying with the tempter; by
words of doubt; by going on the enemy's
ground; by idle moments; by indulgence
of impure thoughts ; by allowing the mind
"The Saviour's parting promise upon
to be diverted from Christ; by neglect
of prayer; by worldly association.
If Olivet, that he would come again, lighted
up the future for his disciples, filling
we thus invite temptation, we have no
their hearts with joy and hope, that
assurance of divine help in overcoming.
But we need this divine aid in resist- sorrow could not quench, nor trials dim."
ing the cunning temptations of Satan.
"The temporal gifts you enjoy are
We have a fine example of how this is
done, through the word, in the experience merely lent you to aid in the advancement of the kingdom of God."
of Jesus in the wilderness. "It is written"
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Our heavenly Father, who hast opened the windows
of heaven, and hast poured out blessings beyond our
capacity to receive, we thank Thee for the countless,
common benefits and comforts of every hour. Make
us worthy of the example of the fathers of our early
days, who paused after their first harvest to give Thee
thanks. May we enter into Thy courts with thanksgiving, and may our souls be filled with Thy praise.
Take from us all false security in our own strehgth,
and daily increase our gratitude and our reliance
upon Thee. Help us to throw open the windows of
our lives, that we may ever look away from ourselves
and behold the need of those about us. Give us the
will and strength to bring the gift of Thy gladness to
others of Thy children.
We humbly beseech Thee that as Thou hast set
Thy love upon us, Thou wilt enable us to exalt Thee,
not only with our lips, but with our whole lives, so that
all our days may be to Thee for • thanksgiving. Amen.
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Thanlc.sgi'()inli Ser'()ice
Uniting in a service of praise and
thanksgiving to Cod for all the blessings
of the year, the students and members
of the community met in the College
chapel at 7 o'clock on Thanksgiving
morning. Psalm 103 was read by Elder
Field as the scripture lesson. The choir
rendered the beautiful anthem, "Praise
Ye the Father," after which Elder Shaw
brought home to our hearts the message
contained in the above psalm. Just as
David stirred up his heart to remember
all the goodness of the Lord, so we should
meditate upon those blessings which Cod
has seen fit to bestow upon us, and render
to Him our praise and thanksgiving.
These blessings cover both our temporal
and our spiritual needs.
The food which maintains our bodily
health comes from the God of light.
"Every loaf of bread comes to us stamped
with the cross of Calvary." From God
comes, also, the gift of bodily healing
when disease has made inroads upon our
health. Every moment of our lives God
offers providential protection from danger
and death. Angels encamp about the
people of Cod; and although Satan
pleads for the privilege of destroying
Cod's workers, it is because Cod "delivereth thy life from dest.-uction" that
Satan is unable to carry out his desire.
Forgiveness for all iniquities is first
among the spiritual blessings. One unforgiven sin would cut us off from Cod,
but "forgiveness is access to all the love
of Cod."
From our heavenly Father
comes the blessing of spiritual renewal.
"Thy youth is renewed like the eagle's."
If we consecrate body and soul to Cod,
He will give us an endowme:1t of spiritual

strength. We receive temporal..-piritual,
and mental power that we may win
souls for Christ.
As a final spiritual
blessing we receive a crown of lovingkindness- not only kindness, but loving
kindness. Men strive zealously and risk
their lives lor the crown of temporal
success, but God crowns us with loving
kindness and tender mercy. The Psalmist
says, "Sure!~,. goodness and mercy shall
follow me aU the days of my life."
Wirh all these blessings freely given
to us by God, we should keep in mind
that "giving thanks always unto Cod,
the giver of all blessings," is our privilege
and our duty.

lrad Levering, a former student, spent
the 1 hanksgiving holidays with friends
at the College.
Week-end visitors in the girls' home
were:
Miss Carolyn Louis and Miss
Schneider from Atlanta; Miss Claire
Bruce from Chattanooga; Prof. H. A.
Miller and the Misses Edythe Stephenson and Marjorie Chapman from Washington Missionary College; Evelyn Hammond from Louisville; Mrs. Lorren and
.Crace Fields from Nashville; Mr. Walter
Williams from Takoma Park, D. C.
Several of our students had the privilege of spending Thanksgiving at their
homes. Among these were: Laura Ashby,
Sarah Grant, Cpa! Freeze, Mildred
Franz, Martyn Ingram, Emily Miller,
Patricia Mason, Evelyn Vaughn, Velma
Walker.
On Wednesday
evening
preceding
Thanksgiving, a march was held in the
dining hall. Music was furnished by the
boys' band and several of the piano
students.
Thursday morning the students en-
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joyed a hike to Grindstone Mountain,
and brought back keen appetites for the
Thanksgiving dinner prepared for them
by Mrs. Hampton and her helpers. The
tables in the dinin" room were arranged
in a large "U" shape; the center decorations were little turkeys made from ears
of corn, and "Mayflower" ships made
from bananas. Puritan men and women
ushered the guests to their places, which
were marked by small cardboard Puritans. After the dinner, an interesting
program of musical numbers and readings was rendered.
Ptof. H. A. Miller spoke at the church
services Sabbath morning.
His theme
was that Christians are like ships. God
can use any kind of a vessel-whether
it be a merchant vessel. a passenger
ship, a ferry boat, or a scow- if the
vessel will just launch out into the deep
and not hug the shore. Professor Miller
spoke again to the young people at the
afternoon service, giving many interesting thoughts on music.

Wa.shington Arti.st.s Delight
Their Audience
The Southern Junior College family
enjoyed a splendid musical program on
Saturday evening, December 2, given by
members of Washington Missionary College faculty.
Prof. Harold A . Miller,
director of the Conservatory of Music,
rendered piano and vocal numbers, some
of them being his own compositions;
Miss Dorothy Goodrich, instructor in
violin, charmed her audience with her
violin numbers. M iss Stephenson, who
for a number of years was registrar, and
instructor of voice, at Southern Junior
College, delighted her friends with several
vocal selections. Miss Marjorie Chapman,
instructor in home economics atW. M. C.,
took this opportunity of visiting the
Southland. We welcome these friends
from our sister school. and appreciate

their talent.
On their return trip to
Washington they will visit the Mount
Vernon Academy in Ohio, and will
render a program there on the night of
December 4 .

We Than!c Thee
We thank Thee, 0 Father, for all that
is brightThe flowers of our youth and the frui,ts
of our prime,
The gleam of the day and the stars· of
the night,
And blessings that march down the
pathway of time.
We thank Thee, 0 Father, for all that
is drearThe sob of the tempest, the flow of
the tear;
For never . in blindness, and never m
vain,
Thy mercy permitted a sorrow or pain.
We thank Thee, 0 Father of all, for
the power
Of aiding each other in life's darkest hour;
The generous heart and the bountiful
hand,
And all the soul-help that sad souls
understand.
We thank Thee, 0 Father, for days
yet to beFor hopes that our future will call us
to Thee;
That all our eternity form, through
Thy love,
One Thanksgiving Day in the mansions
above.

- Will Carleton .

"Take a little time to do a kindly deed:
Take a little time to sow a cheerful seed;
Take a little time to heed a brother's need;
Take a little time some hungry soul to
feed ."
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Elder V. B. Watts, pastor of the Chattanooga church, gave the study at the
vesper service last Friday evening, taking
Hebrews 12: 14 as his text. God has
ideals, and He is not going to lower His
standards in any way. In the beginning
God made man in His image, and it is
His ideal that man should again attain
to this standard of being like Him.
We have the instruction, "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which
is in heaven is perfect." We don't see
much of God's likeness in our lives whe~
we turn God's magnifying glass inward;
but when we are caught up in the clouds
of glory, every individual will be like Him.
The speaker used the illustration of a
teacher who gave a little child a pencil
and a model copy from which to write.
The marks which the child made were of
course in no way perfect. That is the
picture God sees in men. Everything
that we do is as nothing before God.
Abraham failed, Moses failed, and the
prophets failed. They made a wonderful
attempt to reach God's ideals, but somewhere on the way they fell short of reaching these ideals.

God does not lower His standard to
take any individual into His kingdom.
The question then becomes, "Who is
going to be saved?" David caught the
vision, and he has expressed it in these
words, "Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered.
Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord
imputeth not iniquity, and in whose
spirit there is no guile." The individual
who has his sins covered with the righteousness of Christ is indeed blessed .
David knew, when he had missed God's
standard, that there was only one way
for him, and that was for God to cover
up his sinful life with the blameless life
of Christ.
Holiness is a direct gift from God to
us. In Romans 3: 27 we read that boasting is excluded. We haven't anything to
boast about. All that we have is a gift
from God, through jesus, and not of
ourselves. When we give our hearts to
Him, we receive the character which is
God's ideal. "If any man be in Christ,
he is a new creature; old things are passed
away, behold all things are become new."
There is no other way, except in Christ,
to reach God's ideal.
In the testimony service which followed, many voiced their desire to be
reconciled to Christ and to be covered
with the perfect robe of His righteousness. The service was closed with the
song, "Under His Wings."
It's the bumps you get, and the jolts
you get,
And the shocks that your courage
stands,
The hours of sorrow and vain regret,
The prize that escapes your hands,
That test your mettle and prove your
worth:
It isn't the blows you deal.
But the blows you take on this good
old earth
That show if your stuff is real.
-Selected.

